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Dutch energy sector needs to 

step on the gas, consultant says

By John Sheehan, International Editor

An aging infrastructure, economic viability 

of small offshore fi elds and the need for 

more qualifi ed people to operate assets are 

among the country’s challenges, accord-

ing to a petroleum geosciences consultant.

Quests, questions 

in the Cooper Basin
By Kristin Weidenbach, Hart Energy

With a proven history of production, 

plenty of invested players and a bright 

unconventional resources outlook, the 

venerable basin is still alive and kicking.

President Energy eyes ‘signifi cant’ 

resource potential in Paraguay
By Velda Addison, Associate Online Editor

The company said its Boqueron 

prospect in Paraguay’s Hernandarias 

Block could hold unrisked recover-

able gas resources of an estimated  

15.8 Bcm (559 Bcf) plus 302 MMbbl of 

oil and 17 MMbbl of condensate. 

New gas discovery drilled in Tanzania’s Mnazi Bay Block
Maurel et Prom made a gas discovery with its development well 

#4-MB in Tanzania’s Mnazi Bay Block gas fi eld. The well was drilled to 

a total depth of 2,788 m (9,147 ft) and is about 800 m (2,625 ft) from 

the #2-MB and #3-MB wells.

Woodford discovery fl owed in Marietta Basin
A Woodford exploratory test was completed by XTO Energy Inc. 

in the Marietta Basin of southern Oklahoma. The #1-35H Billie Jo 

fl owed 483 bbl/d of 46-degree-gravity oil, 28,883 cu. m/d (1.02 

MMcf/d) of gas and 2.1 Mbbl/d of water.

COG: Bone Spring discovery tested in Eddy County, N.M.
In Eddy County, N.M., COG Operating LLC completed a horizontal 

Bone Spring producer. The #2H Man State was tested fl owing 352 

bbl/d of oil, 8,268 cu. m/d (292 Mcf/d) of gas and 2.1 Mbbl/d of water 

through acid- and fracture-treated perforations at 2,138 m to 3,446 m 

(7,014 ft to 11,305 ft). 
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Ocean Rig’s fl eet update 

adds uncertainty to outlook

By Velda Addison, Associate Online Editor

The report comes as the oil and gas industry continues 

to endure bleak market conditions with low commodity 

prices that have caused companies to cut spending 

and reduce drilling activity.
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Talking technology
After a year spent largely hearing about cost-cut-
ting, it is heart-warming to get back to learning 
about some emerging upstream technologies  
and to hear about fresh investment in innovation.

G
o on, admit it. We’re all weary of constantly dealing with the industry’s 

No. 1 topics at present—cutting costs and improving effciency. I’m not 

saying it’s not worthy—it’s a prerequisite in today’s “lower-for-longer” oil price 

environment—but it can be a little defating.

What better, therefore, to lift spirits than to hear about technological inno-

vations that have the potential to dramatically improve the E&P sector’s per-

formance and that also just make you sit up and go “Wow, that’s neat!” 

One session at the Society of Petroleum Engineers’ Annual Technology 

Conference and Exhibition in Houston really caught my attention.

At an R&D topical luncheon, John Barratt, CEO of the Oil & Gas Innovation 

Center, highlighted several such technologies. One was the microimaging 

camera, so small (at 3 mm x 5 mm, within a harness measuring just 1 mm in 

width) and tough that it’s been used to inspect the inside of Formula One rac-

ing car engines in real time during pit stops. Needing no external lighting, it is 

expected to comfortably handle downhole well conditions.

Another example was ultralow power system-on-a-chip, the lowest power 

system of its kind, and 1/1,000th less than current state-of-the-art equivalents, 

according to Barratt. At 3.5 mm x 3.5 mm, the chip has “everything required 

on it,” adding that it had “a myriad of asset monitoring and tracking options.” 

Even such subtle things as minute changes in ambient temperature are 

enough for it to fully charge.

Rick Lucas, CTO at ExOne Co., outlined the applications for 3-D printing. 

The technology has advanced to the point where, for example, complex parts 

such as rotors and stators can now be printed. 

The ability to get such parts locally printed and distributed rather than tradi-

tionally manufactured and delivered via the international supply chain has the 

potential to dramatically lower costs and delivery times.

I also heard one of Baker Hughes’ technology innovation chiefs outline how 

the company is investing between 3% to 5% of its revenue on R&D and that it 

is constantly looking to use knowledge and adapt techniques from other indus-

tries for oil and gas. 

Another presentation I saw by Saudi Aramco highlighted half a dozen 

research centers it has created, including one opened late last year in Houston 

and “totally focused on upstream research.” It’s also increased its R&D fund-

ing fvefold.

Such “tech talk” and R&D revelations are great to hear. Techni-

cal innovation is alive, kicking and clearly deemed crucial to the 

future of the E&P business.
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Ted Greeno, Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan LLP

D
rilling rig contracts, which take a similar format 

around the world, have for years been construed 

by many as entitling contractors to be paid a day rate—

known as a “breakdown” or “repair” rate—while fxing 

equipment failures caused by their own poor maintenance 

practices. This is not only dangerous but counterintuitive. 

It has also now been held to be wrong by the London 

Commercial Court in a judgment, which has had repercus-

sions throughout the offshore oil and gas drilling industry. 

BOP found to be defective
In Transocean Drilling UK Ltd. v Providence Resources Plc, 

a dispute arose under a contract by which Providence 

Resources hired a rig from Transocean to drill a well off 

the south coast of Ireland in 2012. The technical facts are 

complex but, in summary, although the BOP was success-

fully function-tested on a number of occasions when drill-

ing commenced, it was subsequently found to be defective 

and had to be recovered to the surface for repairs.  

At this point, various defects and malfunctions were iden-

tifed, including problems with the blue pod. A period of 

some fve weeks followed until the rig could resume drilling 

where it had left off. During this time, support services and 

other “spread costs” continued to be incurred. In addition, 

Transocean claimed a daily “repair rate.”  

Providence withheld payment of these sums, for which 

Transocean then claimed in proceedings brought in the 

London Commercial Court. 

The judge held that the BOP was defective at the 

time the rig was delivered. In particular, the blue pod 

was misaligned and its functionality impaired because 

there was debris in the stinger segment cavities. This 

was caused by a failure to implement an adequate main-

tenance program on the pods. He also held that there 

were a number of other defects in the BOP stack. 

Drilling rig contracts:  
no more paying for nothing
London court ruled against ‘repair’ rate for maintenance during periods when  

the rig could not be used as result of the contractor’s breach of contract.

In a landmark decision, the judge in 

the London Commercial Court held 

that the delivery of a rig with a defec-

tive BOP was a breach of the drilling 

contract and ‘breakdown’ or ‘repair’ 

day rates did not have to be paid to 

the drilling contractor.
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The judge held that 
the delivery of a rig with 
a defective BOP was a 
breach of the drilling 
contract, but Transocean 
maintained that it could 
still claim day rates during 
the period of delay and 
that it was not liable for 
any spread costs by virtue 
of an exclusion clause in 
the contract. 

As to the day rates, 
Transocean argued that 
the contract contained a 
“complete code,” which 
provided for the rates 

payable per day in all eventualities, including periods when 
the rig was broken down and being repaired. It did not 
matter, it said, that the repair was required because it had 
failed to maintain the BOP properly. 

Providence, on the other hand, argued that Transocean 
could not beneft from its own breach of contract. It can-
not have been intended, said Providence, that Transocean 
could actually earn more from the contract by breaching 
it and then collecting day rates during a period of repairs 
necessitated by its own failure to maintain the rig. (For the 
principle that a contract will not be construed as enabling 
a party to beneft from its own breach, see: Alghussein 

Establishment v Eton College [1988] 1 WLR 587.) 
Justice Andrew Popplewell agreed with Providence’s 

construction of the agreement and held that Transocean 
was not entitled to payment of a day rate during periods 
when the rig could not be used as result of Transocean’s 
breach of contract. 

Landmark decision

This is a landmark decision for the industry. Certainly, 
day rates for an offshore drilling rig can be enormous— 
$250,000 per day in this case—but the signifcance of 
this decision goes much farther, or at least it should. 

If contractors have little or no liability for the conse-
quences of their actions, they will have less incentive to 
take due care. And if, as Transocean argued in its case 
against Providence, the contract entitled it to be paid a day 
rate while fxing a defect that was caused by its own failure 
to maintain the rig properly, the incentive is reversed.  

In other words, it would be in the contractor’s fnan-
cial interest not to maintain the rig so that it would be 
able to charge for the time it would take to repair it in 
addition to the time taken for conducting drilling opera-

tions. The consequences for safety and the environment 
of such a reverse (and perverse) incentive are obvious.

Transocean also argued that it was insulated by a new 
exclusion clause from any liability for the wasted spread 
costs. This exclusion clause was in a form habitually used 
by Transocean, which was an adaptation of a standard 
clause developed for the North Sea. It provided that 
Transocean was not to be liable for “loss or deferment 
of production; loss of product; loss of use (including, 
without limitation, loss of use or the cost of use of prop-
erty, equipment, materials and services including without 
limitation, those provided by contractors or subcontrac-
tors of every tier or by third parties); loss of business 
and business interruption; loss of revenue (which for 
the avoidance of doubt shall not include payments due 
to [Transocean] by way of remuneration under this 
contract); loss of proft or anticipated proft; loss and/
or deferral of drilling rights; and/or loss, restriction or 
forfeiture of license, concession or feld interests.”  

Transocean relied in particular on the words “loss of use” 
as excluding liability arising from an inability to use the rig 
for whatever reason. If this were right, however, the judge 
observed that the exclusion would cover all losses that Provi-
dence might conceivably suffer as a result of a breach of the 
agreement. This could not have been intended.  

As the judge said, there were a number of primary 
obligations under the contract that must have been 
intended to have some force of law. If a failure to satisfy 
these obligations had no consequences, these would 
be reduced to mere statements of intent. Therefore, 
he held that these should be construed narrowly as 
referring to only loss of expected proft or beneft to be 
derived from the use of property or equipment. 

The scope of the exclusion clause will be reconsidered 
by the Court of Appeal. However, Transocean has not 
appealed Justice Popplewell’s decision on whether the day 
rates clause is a complete code, allowing the contractor to 
charge a rate regardless of whether the time needed for 
the repair has been caused by its own breach of contract. 

It is to be hoped that the decision in the Providence 
case will help rebalance the incentives for contractors to 
maintain rigs properly. While the ability to insure against 
losses must be taken into account in apportioning the risks 
of a failure, they should neither be wholly insulated from 
liability nor have an economic incentive to undermaintain 
equipment, with potentially catastrophic consequences.  

Contractual structures can shape and drive bad behav-
iors. In the downstream industry, there is more aware-
ness of the risk of encouraging unsafe practices through 
contractual indemnities and exclusions. The upstream 
industry can learn from this.  
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Mark Thomas, Editor-in-Chief

“H
ope is not a strategy,” affi rmed BP’s COO of pro-

duction Bernard Looney. “We recognize the cost 

side of the equation. We took action early and did what 

most people have been doing.”

Speaking at two major events within weeks of each 

other—the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) 

Annual Technology Conference and Exhibition 

(ATCE) in Houston and prior to that at SPE Offshore 

Europe 2015 (OE15) in Aberdeen—the COO was con-

sistent in his messaging at both high-profi le industry 

gatherings about how BP is tackling one of the biggest 

downturns the industry has yet faced. 

“We have to manage the things that we can manage. 

There are a lot of things that we can manage more effi -

ciently [and] more productively,” he said.

Looney commented at ATCE, “Many companies will 

lose money this year. It may be OK to do that one year, 

but you can’t continue to do it year in and year out. We 

want to try and get the same activity done for less cost. 

That is the opportunity.” He fl agged up the general 

industry goal of achieving cost reductions of between 

20% and 30% in upstream activities. 

Take control
The very nature of the upstream business means that the 

industry globally has to take the long-term view, 

he stressed.

world
VIEW
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Hope is not a strategy 
Hope is something we should never lose when going through tough times. 

But the global upstream industry cannot afford to rely on optimism alone as 

it strives to survive in today’s ‘lower-for-longer’ oil price environment. 

Digitalization is a key factor in improving the global upstream industry’s operational effi ciency. BP receives several terabytes of 

sand management data daily from its operations offshore Azerbaijan, including the Deepwater Gunashli facility, and thanks to 

digital investments can now process in real time what previously used to take several weeks to bring to shore and load up for 

analysis. (Source: BP)
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“We do not know what the price of oil is going to be. But 
we can take control of what we can control. So how do we 
make our energy lowest cost? It’s good to have balance in 
your portfolio. We have deep water. We have a growing busi-
ness in Oman. It’s better to take control of what you can.” 

The industry has been through similar slumps on 
several occasions, he said. BP itself recently brought 
onstream what he described as one of its “most chal-
lenging projects.” Without actually naming it, he 
pointed out, “It was sanctioned when oil was $18 per 
barrel—so we have been here before.

“If prices and demand recover, we will reap the bene-
fi ts of that, and if it doesn’t, we’ll be ready for it,” he said.

Looney took time in particular at both OE15 and 
ATCE to fl ag up the importance of technology as an 
enabler. This is especially the case when it comes to the 
digitalization of the E&P business as it catches up with 
other industries that are well ahead of it in the process, 
such as the aviation and pharmaceutical sectors.

Digitization rewards
Looney continued, “We are now in a new age—that of 
big data and digitization. In BP we have a tool called 
Well Advisor. It’s a remote digital monitoring system 
that we use to monitor blowout preventers, casing run-
ning, and other equipment and activities. It gives us real-
time data via a user-friendly interface.  

“The casing running system uses sensors on the drill-
string to detect friction as the well is constructed and 
alerts the drilling team before it becomes a problem. 
It has been used in more than 400 runs of well casing 
without a single casing [string] getting stuck, and that 
has saved us an estimated $200 million capital expendi-
ture in reduced nonproductive time.

“With the increased use of sensors and real-time data 
acquisition over the past two decades, there has been an 
exponential growth in volume, variety and velocity of the 
data we are gathering from our operations. There’s a much-
quoted factoid that says 90% of the world’s data were created 
in the last two years. This presents us with a big challenge: 
How do we keep pace with this growth in data?” he asked.

Looney highlighted BP’s operations in Azerbaijan’s 
sector of the Caspian Sea, where it receives several tera-
bytes of sand management data daily. This data would 
take the company several weeks to bring to shore on 
hard drives before loading them up for analysis.

“Now, by investing in our digital technology, we are 
able to process and analyze these data as well as inte-
grate them with other production data in real time. We 
can do things in seconds that used to take months. This 
frees up our technical staff to be able to use their time 

more effi ciently to make decisions using the latest data 
and to implement planned activity,” he said. 

Big data opportunity
Big data offers BP and the industry as a whole an opportu-
nity to “revolutionize how we drill wells, how we optimize 
production, how we improve the operational integrity of 
our assets and vastly improve our base management and 
the effi ciency of our people,” Looney said.

According to Looney, BP’s engineers were spending 
an estimated 40% of their time looking for data, a fi g-
ure that the company wants to reduce to 1%.

Using a typical hydrocarbon processing facility as 
an example, Looney said there can be “up to 50,000 
different possible routes that hydrocarbons could take 
through that facility.

“If you can map all those routes and work out the opti-
mum paths, then you can optimize production. We’ve cur-
rently got technology to do that in place on around 50% of 
our assets, and we are working with Silicon Valley experts to 
extend the capability across to our more complex facilities.

“The value, once fully deployed, is expected to be 
signifi cant—adding up to 4% to production throughput 
throughout the world. Even at $50 oil, I’m sure you can 
calculate that represents signifi cant additional revenue. 
And critically, it is low capex. We’re talking about invest-
ing several million dollars in technology, not several bil-
lions in infrastructure upgrades,” he explained.

Trial project
In another example, he highlighted a trial currently under-
way in the U.K. North Sea, where BP is using big data ana-
lytics technology to screen huge geoscience datasets. 

The trial project took a well log dataset from more 
than 5,000 wells and 250,000 sq km (96,525 sq miles) of 
3-D seismic data. 

“The data were screened to identify possible analogies 
to thin hydrocarbon-bearing sand in the Vorlich discov-
ery well that was originally overlooked. A 100-well dataset 
would normally take a geologist a month to analyze. Using 
big data analytics, 5,000 wells were analyzed in a matter of 
seconds. The possibilities of leveraging such big data man-
agement capability are obvious,” he said.

The ongoing digitalization of the E&P sector dovetails 
neatly with the ever-present necessity to continue attract-
ing fresh blood into the industry, added Looney, who 
described the next generation currently coming through 
school and university as “fully fl edged digital natives.”

“It is how the next generation wants to work. It is how they 
see things. Technology is very much an enabler, but we have 
to make sure it’s focused in the right places,” he said. 
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Richard Mason, Chief Technical Director

L
ower oil prices have even hurt the dry gas basins. The 
July 2015 commodity price drop also rankled activity 

levels in the traditional dry gas basins in the ArkLaTex, 
which encompass the Barnett, Fayetteville and Haynes-
ville shales. Operators had just begun putting out feelers 
in mid-summer about adding incremental equipment 
to fnish out 2015. With one exception, that nascent 
demand evaporated within weeks.

“We were pretty optimistic,” one top-tier ArkLaTex driller 
told Hart Energy. “Then oil prices dropped back, and it 
affected us. We dropped 30% of our rig population.”

Rig utilization regionwide fell to the low 40th percen-
tile, and drilling contractors grew pessimistic about seeing 
positive change before 2016. 
Horizontal rig count briefy 
went to zero in the Fayetteville, 
while horizontal rig activity in 
the Barnett and Woodford can 
be counted for the most part on 
one hand in each play.

That said, there has been a 
slight revitalization in drilling 
and completion levels in the 
horizontal Cotton Valley play in East Texas and northern 
Louisiana. One stimulus for the rise in Cotton Valley 
activity surrounds the deployment of horizontal drilling 
in a stacked play, usually coupled with crosslink gel in the 
well stimulation process. The region also has witnessed 
a slight increase in vertical wells in East Texas, while the 
Barnett Shale has become the focus of refrack pilot stud-
ies, demonstrating that even the worst of markets present 
unexpected opportunities.  

While the traditional dry gas basins were early mov-
ers to pad drilling, current pad activity features slightly 
fewer wells per pad—a drop from four on average previ-
ously to three in the most recent survey. 

“We see smaller multiwell pads currently,” an opera-
tions manager at a mid-sized public independent told 
Hart Energy. “If the price recovers, we may go bigger 
and longer, but it is stable for now.” 

Operators also are drilling laterals but postponing com-
pletion pending improvements in commodity pricing. 
Still, zipper fracks, which involve completing at least two 
horizontal laterals on a pad, account for two-thirds of com-
pletions, and that percentage has not changed materially 
other than that the total number of wells has decreased.

While slick water has long been a staple in East Texas—
one can argue the technique originated in East Texas— 
the addition of greater proppant loading in traditional  
slickwater treatments is creating the same type of produc-
tion boost in the Cotton Valley play in East Texas and 
northern Louisiana that has been chronicled in other areas 
around the nation. Survey respondents told Hart Energy 
that enhanced completions are employed in almost every 
new horizontal well in the region. Operators are using up 
to 250,000 lb of proppant per stage, which shakes out to 

roughly 5.7 million pounds per 
lateral in East Texas. Volumes in 
the Haynesville are about 50% 
higher. 

Regional pressure pumping 
effective capacity is pegged at 
450,000 in hydraulic horsepower. 
Large pressure-pumping frms 
are consolidating equipment 
into super-regional yards and 

servicing the ArkLaTex from outside the region. Survey 
respondents pegged the average price per stage at $61,000, 
which is higher than most other markets. The difference 
can be traced to greater use of crosslink gel in HP/HT situ-
ations that also entail more equipment on site. 

Although well stimulation frms described the regional 
market as stabilized, it’s a different story for other service 
lines. Well service contractors note a continuing erosion 
in demand and pricing, which fell 25% to $312 per hour 
on average over the last six months for the benchmark 
500 series workover unit. Routine maintenance accounts 
for 65% of the job mix regionally as operators only do 
what is absolutely necessary in the current low commod-
ity price environment. One contractor reported reactivat-
ing his plugging-and-abandonment service line to pursue 
incremental revenue. 

It’s going to be a long wait for 2016. 
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Cotton Valley is lone  
bright spot in ArkLaTex
Greater proppant loading in slickwater treatments boosts production.

n Well stimulation demand 
stable, but demand drops 
for drilling and workovers

n Contractors call this the 
most challenging market 
since the 1980s
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C
ybersecurity is not a new term, and it’s not a 

buzz word. It’s a very real threat that companies, 

countries and individuals face every day.

Most companies that have data assets have some sort 

of cybersecurity in place. Companies that spend millions 

of dollars on sophisticated subsurface datasets take spe-

cial care in protecting those assets from competitors who 

would very much like to get their eyes on those data.

But there’s a missing piece to the puzzle. While the 

datasets are protected and the algorithms to process 

them are mostly published, the workfl ow to turn the 

raw data into an interpretable product is something 

that might be highly proprietary to a company but 

also highly vulnerable.

“Not only is the information about a hydrocarbon 

resource or reservoir becoming important; it’s how 

you process those data and use what algorithm at what 

time,” said Earl J. Dodd, supercomputing strategist for 

Ideas And Machines Inc. and the president and chair-

man of the board for the Society of HPC Professionals. 

Companies that have proprietary workfl ows have a 

competitive advan-

tage until a com-

pany with larger, 

faster supercom-

puters “borrows” 

that workfl ow, 

Dodd added. Then 

the borrower can 

process the data 

more quickly.

What’s a com-

pany to do? The 

problem is not 

insurmountable, Dodd said, but it does need to be 

addressed, and with legacy systems this can be partic-

ularly challenging. Perhaps a larger issue is the emer-

gence of cloud computing. 

“Companies are not just going to buy tons of com-

puting assets and let a quarter of them sit idle for a 

couple of weeks while someone’s doing the interpre-

tation on what just went through processing,” he said. 

“They’ll want to use existing resources that are not on 

site, i.e., the cloud. There needs to be the capability 

to securely burst that workload, which includes work-

fl ows, to a cloud provider.”

The Society of HPC Professionals is hoping to get the 

word out about this potential threat. It is taking several 

steps, including moving from a 501(c)(6) nonprofi t, 

which is member-supported, to a 501(c)(3) nonprofi t, 

which can raise outside funds to do research and partner-

ships. “We’ve been asked by technology companies and 

service companies to move into this direction,” he said. 

There also has been interest from some of the major 

professional societies like the Society of Exploration 

Geophysicists (SEG). 

“The SEG has been 

very interested in 

helping us because 

there are things 

they’ve done with 

their SEAM pro-

gram,” he said, refer-

ring to the SEG’s 

Advanced Modeling 

Program. “We can 

bring a different 

dynamic from a 

performance and technology perspective, and we would 

like to apply our knowledge base, whether it’s on cyberse-

curity, algorithm development, multiscale clusters or cost 

performance of the HPC cloud.”

Right now the plan is to get the word out about this 

latest threat. “We don’t really think about the work-

fl ow sequence, and that’s what I want 

to make known and start protecting,” 

Dodd said. 

Stopping workfl ow theft
A new cybersecurity issue surrounds data parameterization.

Read more commentary at 

EPmag.com

RHONDA DUEY
Executive Editor 

rduey@hartenergy.com
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Seismic datasets aren’t the only assets that are vulnerable to hacking. 

(Source: dGB)
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I
magine how many pots of coffee are brewed each day 
and the incredible amounts of coffee grounds that 

are tossed in the trash. What if those coffee grounds 
could be used for methane carbon storage instead?  
Would that be the end of fl aring as we know it? That’s 
when you could use a good fortune teller to divine the 
future of carbon storage from reading coffee grounds, 
tea leaves or wine sediments.

Researchers at the Ulsan National Institute of Sci-
ence and Technology (UNIST) in South Korea have 
found a way to modify used coffee grounds into a 
carbon-capture material, according to an article in the 
September 2015 journal Nanotechnology from IOP Pub-
lishing. Of course, the researchers had to use the best 
coffee grounds—100% Colombian coffee, dark roast, 
fi ne ground—to devise a simple, inexpensive method 
for removing methane from the atmosphere.

The coffee grounds were steeped in a solution of 
potassium hydroxide, heated 
to 65 C (149 F) and stirred 
for 24 hours. The mixture 
was then dried. 

This concoction was then 
dried in an oven at 100 C 
(212 F) before fi nally being 
subjected to temperatures of 
700 C to 900 C (1,290 F to 
1,650 F) in an argon-atmo-
sphere furnace to activate its 
carbon-capture properties, 
according to the article. 

This resulted in the produc-
tion of a stable carbon-capture material in under a 
day, which the researchers claim is much quicker than 
the time taken for the production of other carbon-cap-
ture materials.

Christian Kemp, who was an original researcher on 
the work at the UNIST, said, “The waste material is 
free compared to all the metals and expensive organic 
chemicals needed in other processes—in my opinion 
this is a far easier way to go.”

It all started with Kemp staring at the coffee grounds 
in his cup. “We were sitting around drinking coffee 
and I looked at the coffee grounds and thought ‘I 
wonder if we can use this for methane storage?’”

After capturing and storing methane, the coffee 
grounds could then be used as a fuel. Now that’s a 
prediction the industry could use.

Another area where reading tea leaves isn’t always 
helpful is in exploration. Just ask operators about Arc-

tic exploration offshore Alaska. 
On Sept. 28 Royal Dutch Shell 
confi rmed the Burger J wildcat 
in Alaska’s Chukchi Sea was 
being plugged and abandoned. 

After investing some $7 
billion in Arctic exploration, 
Shell came up with some oil 
and gas shows but nothing that 
would warrant further explora-
tion in the Burger prospect. 

All that activity raises the 
specter of Mukluk 1 in the 
Beaufort Sea. This may sound 

familiar. The Mukluk well was plugged and abandoned 
by a BP-led consortium on Jan. 20, 1984. At that time, it 
was the most expensive dry hole ever drilled—$430 mil-
lion. It was considered a low-risk development. 

But, just like the Burger J, even the best looking seis-
mic doesn’t always end up being low-risk. That’s still 
one of the basic tenets of the industry—a 
company doesn’t know what it has until it 
drills the well. 

drilling &
COMPLETION
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Coffee grounds could foretell 
future of methane emissions
Fortune tellers may have been right all these years by using coffee grounds to 
predict the future. And Shell’s Chukchi Sea well brings up the ghost of Mukluk.
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Reading coffee grounds might be good for methane 

storage, but it isn’t much help in Arctic exploration.
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N
ovember is fi nally here and December draws 

near; just 61 days remain before we can offi cially 

close the book on 2015. With the down markets, idle 

rigs and wells waiting for completion, many may see 

the year as one best fi t for the horror section of their 

local library, but sadly it was not a work of fi ction. 

Others may see the year as a great how-to book, 

but that particular genre requires readers daring 

enough to venture into the self-help section to fi nd 

it. For those having just fi nished it for the fi rst time, 

there may be little interest to stick around for a sec-

ond reading. 

Top 10 lists, thanks to retired American talk show 

host David Letterman, have become a popular way to 

quickly convey knowledge and sound guidance with-

out needing to wander lost for 40 years in a library. 

Jeff Moss, drilling adviser at Exxon Mobil, offered 

industry newcomers his own top 10 list for surviving 

the downturn in his presentation during the “Man-

aging the Future Impact of Current 

Cost Cutting” special session 

of the 2015 Society of 

Petroleum Engineers 

Annual Technical 

Conference and 

Exhibition.

The list, based 

on Moss’ 30-plus 

years in the 

petroleum indus-

try plus input from 

other “esteemed indus-

try professionals,” is chock-

full of advice for the green hats 

and the not-so-green hats. “Safety, integrity 

and excellence” is one fi t for a tattoo, for example. 

“Learn to thrive in uncertainty” and “if you can’t be 

indispensable, at least be useful” are two that I have 

certainly learned the hard way. 

The one that hit a nerve in the room was No. 7.

“When you fail, fail early and fail well,” he said. “If 

you’re doing your job, you will fail. Manage expec-

tations; early failures are easy to manage. In failing 

well, explain not only why you failed, but what you are 

going to do to prevent failure in the future.”

Learning from those failures is not something the 

industry always does very well.

“We’re terrible at planning experiments in our busi-

ness,” he said. “We’ll go out and try something, and it 

won’t work. We don’t have a clue why it doesn’t work, 

so we’ll do it again and again. After awhile, manage-

ment will decide they have had enough; they are not 

going to stick their hand in that meat grinder any-

more. We move on, but we don’t nec-

essarily catch our warnings 

from those failures.”

It was noted 

during the Q&A 

that the industry 

does well talking 

about its suc-

cess, but rarely 

are its failures 

discussed. Like 

surgeons and their 

post-mortem reviews 

after a patient dies, the 

sharing of project details and 

failures in safe and open environments helps 

others learn and grow.

There’s more than one way to learn that a stove is 

hot, so why do we revert back to the tried and true 

method of touching the burner?  How can we create 

teaching opportunities from, as one panelist put it, our 

“glorious failures” and see that 

2016 ends up on the best-seller 

list for success stories? 
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‘Fail early, fail well’
No shame in failure, only in failing to learn from it.
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I
n the U.K. “keeping the lights on” is a phrase we have 

become used to over the last few years as concern 

spreads over a possible gap between power supply and 

demand toward the end of this decade.

Those of us old enough to remember the 1970s, 

three-day weeks and prolonged power outages will 

hope we don’t face a return to the dark days.

But if we are struggling to keep the power supply 

running to our homes, how can we expect to keep sub-

sea equipment fi red up? There are a number of com-

panies out there focusing on exactly this problem.

As Stuart Ellison, director of Exnics, explained, “We 

have been looking at potential sources of power at the 

well site. You have solar, wind, waves, tidal, all those 

kind of things, but we realized nobody is really looking 

at the geothermal energy a subsea well produces. 

“Wells are deep. The reservoirs are some distance 

below the [surface]. As the hydrocarbons rise up the 

well to the seabed, the sea is very cold, and you get a 

big thermal difference at the mud line. We think that 

is something we can exploit for energy.”

Ellison said the heat in the fl uids could be harvested 

and the power used to run wellsite systems and con-

trol systems. 

He used the example of the U.K. North Sea Deve-

nick Field, a two-well 34-km (21-mile) tieback. 

“There is quite a long umbilical here, and it is 

quite a hot well at 140 C [284 F]. There is a tremen-

dous amount of geothermal energy that these two 

wells produce, over 7 MW of heat.

“That is quite a lot of power to have, especially 

when you are having to bring power from the top-

sides from so far away.”

The Exnics solution is to harvest the heat through 

thermoelectric “hot rings” fi tted onto the fl owline 

and then to store the power in lithium ion batteries 

for future use.

“Because there is such an enormous amount of 

heat, you can get away with quite low effi ciencies,” 

he added.

The technology is currently being trialed with the 

fi rst fi eld applications not too far away.

Other technologies to enable remote subsea power 

hubs to be developed also are emerging.

Ocean currents are at the heart of plans being devel-

oped by Aberdeen-based East Coast Oil and Gas (EC-

OG). The company has designed a 2-m (6.5-ft) across 

hub that contains turbines that cut in at current speeds 

of 0.4 m (1 ft) per second and can produce 500 watts.

EC-OG’s Managing Director Richard Knox said, “We 

believe things are moving toward the autonomous sub-

sea well. Keeping a subsea well operational only needs 

a maximum of 100 watts to keep the subsea control 

module up and running and keep the oil and gas fl ow-

ing, effectively keeping the lights on for us.” 

The company has a full-scale remote subsea power hub 

about to undergo testing at the Underwater Centre in 

Fort William, Scotland. Could this be the answer?  

25
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Keeping the power on
Geothermal energy and ocean currents could 
keep well sites operating autonomously.
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The remote subsea power hub will be tested at the Underwater 

Centre in Scotland. (Source: The Underwater Centre)
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MATURE FIELDS

Far from fl ashy, mature fi elds are the reliable workhorses 

of the oil patch. Slow and steady, day in, day out, these 

proven producers serve as a reminder of the successful efforts 

of the past while offering challenges for the future. The times 

have changed—technologies have evolved and in doing so 

have provided today’s operators with new approaches and 

tools to recover once unrecoverable reserves. 

This month’s cover story looks at new approaches and 

tools designed to prolong the profi tability of mature fi elds. ■

Prolonging the Profi tability of Mature Fields
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Maki Ikeda, Baker Hughes

T
he old adage, “the best place to fnd oil is where it 

has been found already,” helps explain why more 

than 70% of global oil and gas production comes from 

felds that are more than 30 years old. Mature felds, 

commonly described as developments that have pro-

duced more than 50% of their reserves, are predictable 

in terms of both production and revenue. Infrastructure 

is in place. However, as production curves decline and 

the production infrastructure ages, these felds become 

technically, operationally and economically challenging.

The challenge is magnifed in today’s low-price oil 

environment. Contrary to the notion that the life of 

a producing asset ends when production runs out, 

the reality is that the life of the asset ends when proft 

runs out. This situation presents a conundrum for 

many operators. For example, an E&P company exec-

utive said in an EPmag.com article, “Work on mature 

felds is absolutely essential for us if we want to meet 

our objectives.”

The decline of an asset’s production curve is inevitable, 

but a more strategic approach to life-cycle management 

can slow the process and shift the proftability decline. His-

torically, the most common approach to extending feld 

life has involved measures to tighten opex and/or boost 

production. However, these measures offer only temporary 

relief. Extending the proftable life of a mature asset in the 

current price environment requires an aggressive strategy 

that focuses on maximizing capital effciency and returns 

by spending intelligently on both opex and capex. 

Shifting the decline
Baker Hughes has formalized an approach to prolong-

ing the proftability of mature assets in a solution called 

DeclineShift. The objective is to shift the production and 

proftability decline of a mature asset based on under-

standing the individual asset—including the operating 

environment and what has been done to the feld—and 

the operator’s drivers, and leveraging advanced technol-

ogies and services to design and implement a ft-for-pur-

pose solution aligned with those drivers.

The solution follows a phased approach that begins 

with a close examination of the areas that—individually 

and collectively—have the greatest impact on the opera-

tor’s objectives and drivers for the asset. The examination 

can range from individual well diagnostics to full-feld 

analysis and typically focuses on three primary challenges:

1. Optimizing production from existing wells by rejuve-

nating producing wells or reactivating shut-in wells;

2. Maximizing production revenue by optimizing fow 

(e.g., using advanced chemical services and artifcial 

lift technologies to improve hydrocarbon quality 

and lift effciency or minimizing downtime by mit-

igating undesirable production of byproducts and 

avoiding deferred production); and

3. Increasing economically recoverable reserves by 

identifying, quantifying and accessing bypassed hydro-

carbons or extending feld life using sound reservoir 

management practices such as optimizing 

displacement effciency and controlling 

reservoir pressures.  

Optimizing production  
by reactivating wells 
Surface-controlled subsurface safety 

valves (SCSSVs) are a vital part of the 

overall safety system in a producing well. 

The valves protect the environment, 

protect assets and, ultimately, protect 

lives. Government and regulatory bod-

ies around the world have made them 

mandatory during the completion or 

workover phase of a well. Specifcally, a 

Shifting economics in mature felds  
A new approach seeks to prolong the proftability of mature assets.
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Since 2006, production from mature felds has declined signifcantly. (Source: Baker 

Hughes)
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national oil company (NOC) in the United Arab Emir-
ates has a policy that requires naturally fowing oil and 
gas wells to have SCSSVs in place.

Over time, numerous SCSSVs in mature felds have 
become inoperable because of hydraulic control line 
leaks or blockages. When this situation occurs, wells 
often are shut in for long periods awaiting availability in 
lengthy workover rig schedules.

When two wells in a mature feld in Abu Dhabi that 
had previously produced an average 
of 2,500 bbl/d were shut in because 
of plugged SCSSVs, the NOC opted 
for a mature asset well reactivation 
solution that would enable rigless 
operations to quickly restore well 
integrity while minimizing the well-
site footprint and disruption. 

The solution included deploying 
a safety valve system that does not 
require a workover rig and uses 
reliable, feld-proven capillary and 
safety valve technology to rapidly 
restore the safety barrier with 
the same surface control as origi-
nally designed for the well. A new 
hydraulic conduit controlled the safety valve, and an 
existing port in the christmas tree was used for tie-in to 
the emergency shutdown system.

The entire installation was completed in three days, vs. 
two to three weeks for a workover, and the integrity of all 
existing surface equipment remained completely uncom-
promised. Reactivating the two idle wells returned their 

production to 2,500 bbl/d per well and 
immediately increased revenue by $500,000 
per day. Payback was accelerated by avoid-
ing the long workover queue, and interven-
tion costs were reduced by 66%.

Maximizing production revenue 
by optimizing fow
The economic viability of a 30-year-old 
feld in Asia was challenged by high-profle 
pipeline failures, rapidly increasing second-
ary treatment costs, souring conditions and 
off-spec crude cargoes. The aging feld con-
tained several hundred onshore and off-
shore wells, more than 100 platforms and 
more than 2,000 pipelines. Production was 
about 200,000 bbl/d and 198,000 boe/d. 
The operator’s objectives were to address 
production chemical management and 

lower total cost of operation in a safe, environmentally 
sensitive manner using local content.

Baker Hughes was selected as the service partner. The 
fow optimization solution was implemented through a com-
prehensive production chemical management contract. The 
solution was effciently and effectively executed through 
close operator/service-partner collaboration that included 
integrating the service company team into the operator’s 
production chemistry department, enabling the teams to 

meet a series of mutually developed 
key performance indicators. 

Thirty-six of the 40 chemical-ap-
plications engineers and technicians 
who comprised the service company 
team were in-country residents, 
which helped improve communi-
cations and service delivery. The 
close relationships between the two 
teams also helped facilitate a shared, 
proactive approach, resulting in less 
downtime from unanticipated issues.

The solution resolved pipeline 
integrity issues safely with a combi-
nation biocide and pipeline inspec-
tion program. Pipeline integrity 

management reduced maintenance and inspection spend 
by $56 million/year and deferred capex for the operator. 
Drag-reducing agents helped improve production vol-
umes through existing pipelines, accelerating production 
and increasing throughput by 5,000 bbl/d. Demulsifer 
programs confrmed that crude specifcations were met 
and helped eliminate deferred production and tanker 
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The decline of an asset’s production curve is inevitable, but a more strategic 

approach to mature feld management can shift the decline and lower cost per 

barrel to prolong feld proftability. (Source: Baker Hughes)
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these felds become 
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operationally  
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challenging.
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demurrage. The operator’s realized 700% 
return on investment from the total pro-
duction chemical management contract 
reduced emulsion treatment cost by more 
than 50% and eliminated major pipeline 
failures to help extend f eld life. 

Holistic f eld life extension 

increases recovery

Production from an 80-year-old f eld in 
Latin America that is recognized as one 
of the most complex in the world was 
declining by 6% monthly. New develop-
ment wells were believed to be too costly. 
Previous revitalization attempts had been 
ineffective, so the operator requested a 
customized mature f eld solution in which 
the service partner assumed management 
of the f eld, including all technical and 
operational aspects, and developed and 
prioritized a portfolio of production 
enhancement opportunities.

Working in close collaboration, a holis-
tic mature asset solution over a three-year 
period was designed and executed. The 
solution leveraged precise target char-
acterization technologies, created more 
streamlined well designs and incorporated 
self-powered production pads using the 
wells’ gas supply to improve capital eff -
ciency. A broad mix of f t-for-purpose 
technologies and services, including 
remote-operations services, were deployed. 
Thirty wells were drilled and completed, 
36 recompletions and 86 workovers were 
performed, and 77 wells were fractured.

Following implementation of the solu-
tion, production increased by 300%, from 
2,600 bbl/d to 10,500 bbl/d in the f rst 12 
months. Operation costs dropped 57%, 
from $4.38/boe to $1.86/boe during the 
f rst 18 months. An additional 20,000 bbl 
of incremental production was realized 
through strategic well completions and 
interventions, and the monthly f eld pro-
duction decline was cut almost in half to 
3.4%. The consistent focus on capital eff -
ciency yielded precise technical solutions 
to lower cost per barrel and reduced over-
all f eld decline, successfully extending the 
economic life of the asset. 
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An aging asset doesn’t mean unmanageable, 

unproftable and inoperable. There is still poten-

tial to be realized from the U.K. Continental Shelf 

(UKCS) despite the challenges of the current climate. 

In terms of oil alone, it is estimated there are about 

25 Bbbl to be recovered. Global demand for energy 

continues to escalate, and fossil fuels will carry on 

contributing to the mix. 

The U.K. government also is committed to supporting 

the sector, as has been seen from its positive response 

to Sir Ian Wood’s 2014 industry report. First, however, 

there are some signifcant hurdles to overcome, espe-

cially around the use of aging infrastructure approach-

ing or operating beyond its intended design life.

The issue could not be more pressing for a sector 

that now fnds itself in an era of low prices. According 

to Oil & Gas UK’s latest report, revenues fell to just 

more than $36 billion last year, the lowest since 1998.    

Despite the familiar brutal conditions of the North 

Sea, the sector is in new territory because not only has 

infrastructure surpassed its original feld life following 

successful asset life extension, but late life operations, 

mothballing and decommissioning are now a focus. To 

compound matters, oil and gas companies in the North 

Sea have assets in their portfolios that are operating at 

various stages of their life cycle, requiring each asset 

to be managed on an individual basis.

There is no denying this has led to a challenge in 

how operators bridge the gap between late-life oper-

ations and cessation of production. Decommission-

ing is expensive in the current climate, with the total 

decommissioning expenditure on offshore assets over 

the next decade forecast to be $22 billion—$2 billion 

per annum, according to the Oil & Gas Decommission-

ing Insight 2014 report. During this phase of the life 

cycle, production gains shouldn’t be ignored as there 

are reserves that can be recovered; however, asset 

management techniques must be tailored and appro-

priately applied to ensure cost-effective operating.

Sir Ian Wood’s report and documents, such as the 

Health and Safety Executive’s “The Aging and Life 

Extension Inspection Program,” promoted awareness 

of the issues and risks associated with operating aging 

offshore plants. Independent technical authorities 

have an important role to play in promoting a change 

in the industry mindset to one of proactive late-life 

asset management. 

Most operators are still resourced for felds oper-

ating at peak capacity and apply historic operat-

ing models; they haven’t reduced staffng levels or 

adjusted inspection and maintenance regimes in line 

with declines in production. This is a common major 

challenge in managing late-life asset operations.

With huge fnancial investment involved in a mar-

ketplace of tighter margins, identifying where best to 

concentrate inspection, maintenance and other core 

operational activities will be vital to success. A com-

mitment to late-life asset management proved hugely 

benefcial in a number of high-risk, capital-inten-

sive sectors such as aviation and transport. Such an 

approach fnds innovative ways to maintain operations 

by focusing on cost delivery with limited investment 

to maximize resource recovery from aging assets 

and reduce risks. Key to this is identifying the criti-

cal assets and equipment that are required to achieve 

both proft and safety objectives and then determin-

ing how best to safeguard them. 

The right strategies aside, the use of technol-

ogy also will assist greatly. Software such as a fully 

integrated risk-based inspection solution can help 

address the issues caused by external factors such 

as corrosion, scaling and fatigue on an asset-by-asset 

basis, allowing operators to identify critical equip-

ment, increase reliability and determine the opti-

mum maintenance approach. In addition, better data 

management will help, translating an abundance 

of information into useful knowledge to support 

informed decision-making.

It is clear that industry conversations and collabora-

tion between operators, service companies, verifers 

and regulators must begin as soon as possible to real-

ize the full value of the UKCS. 

In devising solutions, it is important to recognize 

that every business is unique and that agendas vary 

between the different companies operating in the 

region. Despite the current climate, the North Sea will 

continue to contribute to the U.K.’s growing energy 

needs and bolster the U.K.’s economy. n

Realizing the recovery value of aging assets

Collaboration must begin soon to realize the full value of the UKCS. 

Tim Walsh, Lloyd’s Register Energy
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M
ature felds account for more than 70% of produc-

tion today. In addition, waterfooding and EOR, 

including CO2 and steamfooding, have become more 

prevalent to improve recovery of assets. It is estimated 

that more than 75% of the reservoirs being fooded have 

heterogeneities that affect recovery efforts. Monitoring 

is crucial for optimizing recovery efforts; however, these 

secondary and enhanced recovery methods change the 

formation water salinity and introduce new fuids into 

the pore spaces. 

Pulsed neutron offers measurements to overcome 

these challenges to obtain corrected oil saturations. It 

can provide three independent measurements, which 

can be used to determine three saturations. These mea-

surements for sigma, carbon-oxygen and saturation gate 

(SATG) saturations can be used to calculate water, oil 

and gas saturation. 

Halliburton’s Reservoir Monitor Tool 3-Detector 

(RMT-3D) pulsed-neutron tool can do this in one trip 

in the hole. This provides the ability to uniquely solve 

simple or complex saturation profles in reservoirs while 

reducing phase-saturation interdependency. This infor-

mation can be used to monitor reservoirs, increase pro-

duction, improve recovery and fnd bypassed pay. 

Sigma-derived saturations
Saturation analysis from sigma is the oldest and most tra-

ditional of the three saturation methods and can be used 

for oil vs. water or gas vs. water saturation in known salinity 

formation waters. Sigma has a large dependency on salin-

ity and has a reduced dependency on lithology. As salinity 

and volume of the formation waters increase, so does 

sigma (Figure 1). 

In essence, sigma is a measurement of the rate of neu-

tron decay in the formation, observed by monitoring 

associated gamma ray activity. Salinity is one of the larg-

est contributors to neutron capture, increasing sigma. 

Hydrocarbons have lower neutron capture character-

istics, indicative of a lower sigma. With representative 

sigma, porosity and shale volumes, a material balance 

equation can be used to accurately calculate water and 

hydrocarbon saturations.

Carbon-oxygen-derived oil saturations
Carbon-oxygen saturation, unlike sigma saturation, has 

no dependency on the formation water salinity, which is 

ideal for low, unknown or mixed formation waters, but 

it only works for oil vs. water saturation. Carbon-oxygen 

saturation measures the elemental yield ratio of carbon 

to oxygen. Oil has a lot of carbon and thus a high car-

bon-to-oxygen (carbon-oxygen) ratio, while water has a 

lot of oxygen and a low carbon-oxygen ratio (Figure 2). 

Carbon and oxygen also 

are found in the lithology, 

and this formation compo-

nent has to be accounted 

for to obtain accurate oil 

saturations. Calcium and 

silicon elemental yields 

are processed to create 

a Ca/Si lithology ratio 

(LIRI). The LIRI value 

distinguishes sandstone 

from carbonate, which 

has high inorganic carbon 

content, and must be cor-

rected for a proper hydro-

carbon calculation.

Pulsed neutron tool takes three  
measurements in one trip  

Gas, fuid and oil saturations can be profled to monitor reservoirs and fnd bypassed pay.

Three Independent Measurements 

Sigma Decay
Saturation 

High salinity dependency 

Low matrix dependency 

• Oil vs. water saturation 

• Gas vs. water saturation 

Porosity (µ)

FIGURE 1. The Sigma saturation fan chart is shown. (Source: Halliburton)
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SATG-derived gas saturations
SATG gas saturation utilizes a ratio of inelastic-to-slow 

capture counts using the RMT-3D tool’s long 1-m (3-ft) 

detector to increase the sensitivity to gas while at the 

same time reducing both salinity and lithology depen-

dency. In addition, due to its convex fan saturation 

chart, SATG gas saturation works well at low-to-medium 

porosities. SATG gas saturation is sensitive to gas vs. 

fuid saturation where oil, low-salinity water and high-sa-

linity water all appear similar (Figure 3).

Three-phase saturation
For high-salinity formations where formation water 

salinity is both high and known accurately, sigma 

saturation and carbon-oxygen saturation can be 

combined for water, oil and gas saturations. This 

has been available for many years. Fields with low, 

unknown or mixed 

salinity could be mon-

itored using the car-

bon-oxygen-derived  

oil saturations.

As felds mature and 

EOR projects are used 

to increase production, 

they should be mon-

itored to maximize 

recovery. IOR proj-

ects typically involve 

waterfooding, CO2 

fooding, steamfood-

ing, nitrogen and/or 

acidization. Formation 

water salinity quickly 

becomes unknown with 

any certainty, and with 

that sigma saturation 

becomes unreliable.

The carbon-oxygen 

service works well in 

fooded reservoirs for 

determining oil satu-

rations; however, in 

the presence of gas, it 

requires correction to 

account for the pore 

volume displacement. 

Previously, in one log-

ging trip in the hole, it 

was diffcult to do three-

phase saturation in a 

cased-hole environment for unknown formation salin-

ity. The SATG gas saturation flls this need for accurate 

gas vs. fuid saturations.

SATG and carbon-oxygen are the solution for three-

phase saturation in low, mixed or unknown salinity 

environments. SATG gas saturation is used to solve 

the gas volume fraction or components that mimic gas 

properties that have a low hydrogen index. Carbon-ox-

ygen can be used to solve for oil vs. water but must be 

corrected for the volume of gas. By combining SATG 

gas vs. fuid and carbon-oxygen oil vs. water, there is 

now a solution for the three phases. 

Permian case study: CO2 food 
In a Permian Basin well in West Texas, the formations 

are carbonate with porosity ranging from 10% to 20%. 

The well has been repeatedly acidized and is currently 
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Three Independent Measurements 

Carbon-Oxygen
Saturation  

Low salinity dependency 

High matrix dependency 

• Oil vs. water saturation 

Porosity (µ)
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FIGURE 2. The carbon-oxygen saturation measurement is most sensitive to oil vs. water saturation.  

(Source: Halliburton)

Three Independent Measurements 

SATG Gas

Saturation  

Low salinity dependency 

Low matrix dependency 

• Gas vs. fluid saturation 

Porosity (µ)

Minimized salinity dependence

FIGURE 3. The SATG gas saturation measurement determines gas vs. fuid saturation. (Source: Halliburton)
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in an active CO2 f ood. There is openhole logging data 

and newer cased-hole pulsed-neutron logs consisting of 

sigma, carbon-oxygen and SATG measurements.

Pulsed neutron can provide a good porosity measure-

ment if openhole porosities are not available or have 

changed. For neutron-type porosity, a ratio of near-to-

far capture counts was used, which is sensitive to the 

hydrogen index. For density-type porosity, a ratio of 

near-to-far inelastic counts was used, which is sensitive 

to the atomic density of the formation and f uids. These 

were calibrated above where the well was acidized. Fig-

ure 4, Track 2 shows the openhole total porosity in blue 

compared with cased-hole total porosity in red. The 

yellow shading highlights the increasing porosity due to 

the acidization.

Traditional sigma decay saturation depends on 

high and known formation water salinity to work 

accurately. Years of waterflooding, acidization 

and CO2 flooding have left the original water satura-

tion unknown. 

A CO2 f ood introduces challenges since additional com-

ponents of carbon and oxygen enter into the analysis. For 

carbon-oxygen saturation to work accurately, it is import-

ant to quantify and remove the CO2 volume from the car-

bon-oxygen measurement.

SATG gas saturation will compute the CO2 saturation 

and volumes with respect to f uid. 

The SATG volume of CO2 is then subtracted from the 

carbon-oxygen equation to solve the correct amount of 

oil vs. water, providing both the volumes and saturations 

for water, oil and CO2. 

Acknowledgment

This article is based on SPE 165230.

FIGURE 4. A triple saturation evaluation was performed using SATG and carbon-oxygen: Track 1, lithology; track 2, openhole and cased-hole 

total porosity, with the difference due to acidization highlighted in yellow; track 3, gas and f uid saturations; track 4, uncorrected oil and water 

saturations; track 5, corrected volumes; and track 6, corrected saturations. (Source: Halliburton)
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R
ecent feld trials of the Raptor cased-hole reservoir 

evaluation system in the Adriatic Sea gas felds offshore 

Italy demonstrated the power of a new multidetector-array 

pulsed neutron formation gas measurement tool. This 

instrument is designed specifcally for greater sensitivity to 

formation fuids and to provide calibratable curves for use 

in formation gas analysis. These attributes are particularly 

valuable in either mature or developmental surveillance 

programs aimed at maximizing production. 

In this application the Raptor tool provided behind-cas-

ing views of the reservoir hydrocarbons and quantifed 

the volume of gas in the porosity while being run in com-

plex single- and dual-string completions.

Technology overview
Unlike typical dual-detector instruments, the new genera-

tion of multidetector pulsed neutron (MDPN) technology 

uses a detector array of much larger dimensions. This allows 

the sampling of a larger volume of the neutron-gamma 

transport feld and yields a greater volume of investigation 

and greater sensitivity to the formation fuids. The tool 

response is characterized not only for the attributes of the 

reservoir mineralogy and fuids but also for the exact well-

bore geometry and borehole fuid conditions. 

Every well logged by the tool goes through this com-

puterized characterization in the Weatherford modeling 

factory that contains more than 400 computer proces-

sors. Based at the Fort Worth, Texas, R&D facility, the 

modeling is automated to handle the roughly 10,000 

data fles associated with the modeling process for a 

single logging characterization in about 8 hours. Most 

of the time the characterization is completed before the 

well is logged, but if unsuspected conditions are encoun-

tered in the wellbore, new characterization can be com-

plete in less than a day.

The logging procedures in the feld follow standard prac-

tices except for the instrument calibration, which includes 

calibrating both the absolute value of the measured curves 

and the oil and gas sensitivity of the Raptor readings. 

The process of getting the fnal oil and gas saturation 

answers uses new algorithms for the high-sensitivity 

response characterization and for shale petrophysics. 

The analysis workfows are designed to strengthen the 

mathematical and petrophysical handling of the shale 

effects on the saturation answers.

Field trial details
The main challenge encountered along the Adriatic 

coast was fnding producible hydrocarbons (gas) in 

old wells in mature reservoirs. The feld for this trial 

was characterized by thin-bedded Pliocene sand-shale 

sequences showing good areal continuity. While looking 

for bypassed production targets, the producer faced 

New array pulsed neutron technology 
improves gas recovery offshore Italy  

Tool can be used in mature and producing felds for fnding  

bypassed hydrocarbons and increasing production.  

FIGURE 1. Sketches of Well A1 and Well A2 where data were 

acquired from using the new tool are shown. (Source: Weatherford)
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issues such as distinguishing between gas sands at orig-

inal saturation (production targets), fushed saturation 

(wetted sands being produced by another well) or pres-

sure-depleted sands (sands in hydraulic isolation that 

are being produced by another well and that reduce 

pressure as a result). This logging initiative reports the 

frst application of the Raptor array pulsed neutron tool 

and the associated interpretation technology applied in 

the single- and dual-string completions offshore Italy.

The logging campaign involved data acquisition from 

two candidate wells, A1 and A2 (Figure 1):

• Well A1 completion is a dual-string completion with 

7-in. production casing and dual 2.375-in. produc-

tion tubing strings. In the logged interval, the annu-

lus was brine-flled, and the tubing was water-flled. 

The tool was logged in the long string; and

• Well A2 completion is a single-string completion 

with 7-in. production casing and 3.5-in. production 

tubing. In the logged interval, the annulus was 

brine-flled, and the tubing was water-flled.

The Raptor detector array is confgured with four spec-

troscopic lanthanum bromide gamma ray detectors. It 

also has a fast neutron detector distributed axially along 

the tool body, coupled with high-count-rate electronics. 

This array generated two new principal measurements for 

use in formation evaluation: a fast neutron normalized 

burst ratio and a capture ratio, both constructed as a ratio 

of the count rates of the nearest and farthest detectors. 

These measurements were made using a generator 

burst timing mode called N-Vision that is different from 

both the sigma and CO burst modes. Conventional sigma 

and CO measurements—in which the four detectors of 

the array each produced a sigma and CO curve—also 

were made. These four signals are mixed according to 

the requirements of the logging objectives. The N-Vision 

mode also yields a simultaneous sigma measurement.  

A typical section of the Raptor answer product is 

shown in Figure 2. The track of interest is the satura-

tion track, which shows the quantifed remaining gas 

saturation from the tool (red curve) and the original 

openhole gas saturation (in blue). The remaining gas 

saturation is the primary indicator of the remaining pro-

ducible gas content of the sands. 

Two sands are highlighted in the fgure. In the frst 

sand, the saturation curves clearly show that the remain-

ing gas saturation is about 30% of the original. This sand 

has been produced by another well and fushed with 

formation water. In the second sand, however, the satu-

rations are essentially equal, indicating producible gas 

remaining in this sand. Identifcation of production tar-

gets such as these is the object of the logging activities. 

The Raptor tool provided a coherent and clear evalua-

tion of production targets while logging in very complex 

borehole environments involving both single- and dual-

string completions. The high sensitivity of the detector 

array plays a large part in this result, and the innovations 

in the petrophysical aspects of the analysis workfows pay 

big dividends. The high-accuracy response characteriza-

tion adds assurance that the tool response is correct for 

the operator’s reservoir and wellbore. 
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FIGURE 2. A typical log produced from Raptor measurements displays the remaining gas saturation in two sand zones.  

(Source: Weatherford)
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Thomas G. Roesner, Cameron 

O
riginating from the pumping of cement from the 

cement pump trucks to the wellbore, the conven-

tional pipe work used to deliver the frack fuid from the 

pump trucks to the frack tree might have reached its 

limits in unconventional applications. Increased prop-

pant volumes and fow rates impact the life cycle of con-

ventional pipe work or “frack iron.” 

The continued use of this traditional technology can 

no longer be considered the best solution. The emer-

gence of multiwell pad drilling brought to light not only 

ineffciencies in fracturing operations but also safety 

issues. Derived from a mindset that there must be a bet-

ter way, a new technology is raising the fag as an innova-

tive solution to today’s high-volume frack operations.

Shortcomings of conventional frack iron
With the use of frack iron, the myriad fowlines 

between frack trees and manifolds depend on not-

very-sturdy connections. When technicians must work 

among the fowlines, they are subjected to hazardous 

working conditions, especially on multiwell pads with 

zipper frack operations.

Traditionally, conventional frack iron has a 3-in. inner 

diameter and is confgured with straight pipe segments 

for distance and swivel joints for alignment. The joints 

are then connected to the frack head (which sits on 

top of the frack stack). All components are connected 

together using hammer unions. When looking at the 

frack stack from a distance, it looks like an octopus as 

the frack head serves as the body and the fowlines are 

the tentacles, giving it the name of “fracktopus.” 

This method has notable shortcomings: 

• the integrity of the connection must be secured by a 

sledge hammer;

• the number of individual connections creates in situ 

leak paths, which can become failure points; 

• it is costly from an ownership and asset management 

standpoint;  

• it is time-consuming to install; and 

• it creates a cluttered work environment.   

Making a new connection 
A factor in the evolution to multiwell pad drilling and batch 

completions is the increased time that stimulation crews are 

spending on the well site. Not long ago service providers 

often spent fve to seven days fracking a single well with 20 

stages per well on average. Nowadays pressure pumping 

service crews are spending 20 to 30 days on a multiwell pad 

and are fracking more than 50 stages per well. 

Meanwhile, operators push lateral lengths and the 

number of frack stages and drill wells more closely 

together while greatly increasing proppant and frack 

fuid volumes. Doing all of this requires sustained use 

of pressure pumping equipment at high-performance 

thresholds, prompting faster wear and tear on frack ser-

vice equipment. 

One of the standard responses to these conditions has 

been to put more fuid through the conventional frack 

iron. But that only adds to an already tangled maze of lines 

at the well site. Cameron’s answer is the patented Mono-

line Frac Fluid Delivery System. It is a single-line frack fuid 

delivery system that adheres to the American Petroleum 

Institute’s 6A standards and uses bolted connections to 

promote a higher level of system integrity and safety. 

The system’s fanged connection enables components 

(straight high-pressure [HP] pipe, 90-degree elbows 

and swivel fanges) to be bolted together. The hammer 

unions are replaced by measurable torqued fanged con-

nections with metal sealing gaskets. This confguration 

allows the full range needed for alignment from the 

pump truck to the frack manifold and to the frack tree. 

It eliminates the risk to mismatch equipment while 

minimizing leak paths and failure points, critical to 

safety and the environment. It simplifes the rigup pro-

cedure by arriving on location pre-assembled. When 

compared to conventional pipe work, the Monoline 

reduces installation time by more than 60%, with rigup 

requiring only two hours as opposed to 12 hours for the 

conventional frack iron method. It also eliminates more 

than 70 hammer-union connections. Overall, the system 

offers a larger diameter for increased fow rate, mitigat-

ing erosive fuid velocities; a simplistic design to ease 

installation and reduce the bends in the fow path; and a 

safer connection that reduces failure points.

Solving ineffciencies  
of fracturing fuid delivery   
New structured fracturing fuid delivery system brings order to a cluttered work environment.
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Studying linkage
A study was conducted to observe and quantify the 

erosion due to hydraulic fracturing through the 5-in. 

bore 10,000-psi Monoline system consisting of two legs, 

each with a 7-in. 10,000-psi zipper manifold throughout 

a multiwell continuous fracturing operation. The goal 

was to quantify erosion characteristics of equipment 

exposed to fracturing operations and to verify that the 

two-leg 5-in. 10,000-psi system is ft for service conditions 

up to 10,000 psi at 80 bbl/min.

The system showed minimal erosion at key indicator 

points through the duration of the test. The test equip-

ment was subjected to an average pressure of 7,200 psi, 

transferring an average of 5,500 tons of sand per well at 

an average rate of 63 bbl/min during the 42-stage frack 

program. With maximum pressures more than 9,000 psi 

and maximum fow rates above 75 bbl/min, the pipe sec-

tions, elbows, crosses and zipper manifold were observed 

to be well within their operational capabilities.

Additionally, studies were commissioned to assess ero-

sion characteristics of typical components due to high-ve-

locity, HP fow of abrasive frack slurries. The objective of 

the study that took place on a 69-stage frack program in 

the Haynesville Shale was to observe and quantify erosion 

due to hydraulic fracturing through a skid-

mounted 5-in. 15,000-psi manifold consist-

ing of three legs, each with a 5-in. 15,000-psi 

tee and two 5-in. 15,000-psi Cameron FLS-R 

gate valves throughout a multiwell fractur-

ing operation. The study was conducted to 

verify if gate valves and tees used in Cam-

eron frack manifolds are ft for service con-

ditions up to 15,000 psi at 80 bbl/min.

The 5-in. 15,000-psi manifold showed 

minimal erosion at all key indicator points 

through the duration of the test. Test 

equipment was subjected to an average 

pressure of 11,500 psi, transferring an 

average of 2,000 tons of sand per stage at 

an average rate of 65 bbl/min during the 

69-stage frack program. With maximum 

pressures more than 13,000 psi and maxi-

mum fow rates above 75 bbl/min, the 5-in. 

15,000-psi gate valves were observed to be 

well within their operational capabilities. 

Ring groove inspection on elbows found no 

visible defects.

Field trials that included a frack and inspection pro-

gram were undertaken to observe and analyze perfor-

mance in actual frack conditions to optimize the life 

cycle. Operators employing the system have reported an 

increase in daily frack completions rate and a reduction 

in transition time between frack stages.

Eagle Ford feld trial
During feld application of this new technology in 

the Eagle Ford Shale, the system was shown to reduce 

potential leak paths, eliminate mismatched connec-

tions, remove temporary pipe work and resist erosion 

during an operation that saw 23 frack stages per leg. 

Cameron installed and operated the 5-in. 10,000-psi 

system on two wells with a fow rate of 80 bbl/min max 

pumping 4-lb/gal max slurry density. 

Following a simulation of the placement concept for 

a two-leg one-well pad, the system was installed at the 

actual well site. A four-person crew used a crane to 

install the pre-assembled system in 2.5 hours per leg 

and to remove the system in 2 hours per leg. The sys-

tem performed to expectations, directing a 4-lb/gal 

max slurry density at a fow rate of 80 bbl/min max for 

23 frack stages per leg. 

The system replaces the need for multiple con-

nections between the frack tree and the mani-

fold. (Source: Cameron)
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Scott Weeden, Senior Editor, Drilling

T
he ultradeep water in the Gulf of Mexico has issued 

the siren call of greater reserves and production 

along with the challenges and dangers of exploration 

and development drilling. To answer the call, operators 

are now requesting the latest step change in offshore 

pressure-control equipment, going from 15,000 psi to 

20,000 psi pressure at much higher temperatures. 

“There are two efforts going on. The deepwater felds 

have higher pressure on the drilling side—20,000 psi—

and production systems have both higher pressure and 

higher temperature,” said Harish Patel, director of drill-

ing technlogy for ABS. “The industry knows what it has 

to do. But how does it apply systematic technology quali-

fcation [TQ]?”

ABS is working with all three major BOP manufactur-

ers, several major operators and drilling contractors in 

systematic TQ for HP/HT BOP stack and pressure-con-

trol equipment. 

GE Oil & Gas is in product testing for its 20,000-psi 

BOP, wellhead connector, and choke and kill connec-

tors. NOV is working on the control systems since the 

biggest failures with the BOP stacks have been with 

those systems, he added. 

“With Cameron we just started testing. These tests 

could take from six months to one year. It is in the frst 

stage of prototype testing—Technology Readiness Level 

(TRL) 3,” he explained. “All of the manufacturers are in 

the validation phase. The companies have built the pro-

totypes and are in the testing phase. The frst complete 

tests with GE and Cameron look promising.”

More complex issues
The current 18¾-in. ram-type BOP is rated at 15,000 psi at 

a temperature of 121 C (250 F). The working pressures and 

sizes of the 20,000-psi stacks do not meet existing Ameri-

can Petroleum Institute 

(API) specifcations. At 

the same time, operators 

are requesting greater 

reliability and availability 

with the HP/HT stacks. 

The consequences of 

BOP failure at these 

pressures, especially 

in 3,049 m to 3,659 m 

(10,000 ft to 12,000 ft) 

water depths, are driving 

operators and drilling 

contractors to develop 

standards that would 

meet new, more strin-

gent regulations.

“The primary reason 

for these increased 

requirements is that 

failure consequences 

are extremely high and 

could impact the entire 

HP/HT pressure-control systems  
push technology boundaries 
The consequences of BOP failure at 20,000 psi and 320 C (608 F) in ultradeep water  

are driving operators and manufacturers to meet new, more stringent regulations. 
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The TQ process results in increased understanding of system parameters, behavior and risks, leading to the 

required performance limits of the pressure-control system. (Source: ABS)
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offshore industry globally but also could 

be in anticipation of new offshore equip-

ment regulations, which are expected 

to contain much more stringent perfor-

mance specifcations,” Patel, et al., said in 

OTC 2015 paper 25974-MS.  

The issues facing HP/HT equipment 

are more complex, Patel continued. One 

issue involves the mechanical integrity of 

the equipment in that environment, and 

another is monitoring the “health” of the 

equipment over time.

The mechanical integrity is related to 

verifying the variation in material. The 

mechanical properties of the materials 

are being extended beyond previously 

accepted limits and must meet more strin-

gent ductility requirements while resisting 

aggressive, corrosive environments.

There are two major components. 

The metallic component provides the 

pressure boundary, and the elastomeric 

component is used for pressure control, 

he explained.

The sheer size of the metallic com-

ponents of the HP/HT BOPs creates 

problems. “The BOP forgings are getting 

so large that the material integration is a 

large part of what needs to be verifed,” 

he added.

For example, GE’s 20,000-psi stack right 

now weighs between 1.3 million pounds 

and 1.5 million pounds. “The drilling rigs 

will require total redesign to be able to 

handle these new stacks,” he emphasized. 

“It is still debatable whether Generation 6 

or 7 rigs can be modifed for the new equipment.”

Given the number of times this equipment will be 

run, installed, and pressured up and down, there will 

be questions about the safety of the equipment after 

repeated use. Being able to continuously monitor the 

equipment is another major area that is being targeted 

during qualifcation, Patel said.

Independent party does testing
ABS is involved with all of the major manufacturers as 

well as smaller vendors for TQ of the BOP equipment. A 

third party like ABS brings an independent view of the 

TQ process to verify and validate the equipment to the 

satisfaction of the industry, regulators, insurers, investors 

and other interested parties.

According to ABS, TQ is a method for providing 

evidence that equipment will function within specif-

cations and operational limits with an acceptable level 

of confdence. 

There are several ABS publications that provide infor-

mation on how to receive ABS approval for TQ. In order 

of importance, the publications are ABS Guide for the Clas-

sifcation of Drilling Systems, ABS Guidance Notes on Review 

and Approval of Novel Concepts, ABS Guidance Notes on Risk 

Application for the Marine and Offshore Oil and Gas Indus-

tries and Guide for Risk Evaluations for the Classifcation of 

Marine-related Facilities.

The TQ process also includes using API and Ameri-

can Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) guidance 

documents and design codes for HP/HT equipment.

offshore
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An iterative process is used to validate and verify 

the HP/HT equipment. Each iteration is a learning 

process to refine the specifications for HP/HT BOPs. 

The HP/HT design requires elastic-plastic, fatigue 

and fracture-mechanics analysis in accordance with 

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII, 

Div. 2 and Div. 3 along with API 17TR8 requirements 

and methodology.

“For example, the design for fatigue was not done 

for the 15,000-psi design. Major modif cations include 

using greater wall thickness for pressure-containing 

equipment and new elastomeric materials for pressure 

control,” Patel said. “The bolting is getting to be a big-

ger challenge. Whether it is a bonnet bolt or connector 

bolt, you don’t want them failing.”

There are a lot of issues with control systems and 

emergency backup to be qualif ed as well. Some issues 

will be addressed when API 53 comes out. API 16C 

was just published. The organization is working on a 

new version of API 16A. API 53 and 16D will require 

certain essential functions by ROVs to be tested before 

deploying it. 

Starting from scratch
HP/HT is pushing the boundaries of existing pressure 

control technology. The development of these standards 

is diff cult since these would be above and beyond exist-

ing standards and industry practices. Developing the 

standards requires applying design methods not used 

before in the industry.

The entire pressure-control system is undergoing 

verif cation and validation. This includes modif ed 

wellhead connector design; ram-type BOP bodies; 

lower marine-riser package connector, choke and 

kill connectors and valves; main bolting; emergency 

shutdown equipment; backup systems; ROV activation; 

acoustic backup, measuring one-to-two barrel gains, 

riser gas handling; managing back pressure; managed 

pressure drilling; ram closing times; and other parts 

of the system, Patel explained.

“ABS recognizes the need to assist the offshore industry 

in developing a systematic TQ program to verify and vali-

date the technology proposed to transcend the boundar-

ies of existing technology,” he emphasized. 
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Matt Harrison, WellAware

N
o matter how successful a company was prior to 
the fall of oil prices, things are very different today. 

However, lost in the midst of the doom and gloom news 
coverage, ominous predictions and reports of company 
layoffs that have since followed is the fact that the drop 

in the price of oil is providing a much-needed opportu-
nity for our industry to innovate. 

Maintaining the status quo, not oil prices, is the 
greatest threat in this new industry norm. The uncon-
ventional oil revolution and recent geopolitical devel-
opments have brought online an excess of supply that 
is driving a structural change throughout the industry. 
This change is in turn driving price competition as well 
as an emphasis on operational effciency. The quicker 
a company reacts, cuts costs and spends to optimize 
operations, the better positioned it will be when prices 
eventually rise again.

Companies that view the market’s downturn as an 
opportunity to innovate will be the real winners both 
today and tomorrow. 

New emphasis on automation
While the oil and gas industry has relied on forms of auto-
mation for years, more aggressively using this technology 
is the key to success in today’s new price environment. 
The old way of using manual processes and minimal auto-
mation to monitor wells has remained commonplace in 
operations for far too long. The “throwing people at the 
problem” method might have worked when oil was $100 
per barrel, but that time has passed. New full-stack tech-
nologies—solutions designed from the ground-up with all 
necessary hardware, network and software components—
provide greater accessibility to solutions that only the 
majors, along with a huge automation and information 
technology staff, could previously afford. 

Below are four best practices to put in place to signif-
cantly improve operating effciency:

Cost effectively automating manual processes. For many 
operators, labor is not only their number one oper-
ating cost but also their most valuable asset. Pumpers 
and gaugers have an in-depth knowledge of oper-
ations, yet the majority of their day is “windshield 
time”—driving from site to site to collect operating 
data and production levels. By reducing manual data 
collection, it enables them to apply their knowledge 
where it can be used best—troubleshooting and elim-
inating potential problems. 

Market downturn spurring  
much needed innovation 
Aggressively using automation technologies is the key to success  

in the new price environment. 

Automation systems are designed to help operators remotely 

monitor and capture feld data. (Source: WellAware)
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Installing telemetry on wells is now more affordable 

and straightforward with packaged hardware solutions 

that have been designed and tested to work seamlessly 

together, with some vendors offering zero capex solu-

tions to eliminate upfront costs. Network optimization 

studies identify which communications technology 

(cellular, satellite or 900 MHz) will deliver the highest 

reliability at that site. 

Additionally, some vendors have constructed their 

own machine-to-machine (M2M) networks over pro-

duction areas to provide better coverage and eliminate 

separate monthly communication charges. Even on 

low-producing wells where telemetry might not be 

justifed, improvements can be made to reduce data 

collection time. Replacing physical logbooks with smart-

phone and tablet applications for feld data capture sig-

nifcantly reduces data entry errors and eliminates trips 

back to the offce at the end of the day to turn in hard 

copies. This process can even extend to a company’s ser-

vice providers by enabling them to electronically submit 

run tickets or chemical delivery notifcations. 

Proactively addressing issues before they become a prob-

lem. Once a company has data that provide greater 

visibility into feld operations, the next step is being 

able to use the data to spot issues before they become 

problems that result in downtime or lower produc-

tion. A management by exception approach can be 

implemented at different levels of sophistication, 

depending on a producer’s specifc operating model. 

For maximum effectiveness, data from any asset that 

could potentially shut in a well should be collected 

and monitored. 

Confguring the appropriate alarms for each asset 

can be time-consuming, so ask vendors for their best 

practice guide. The same goes with notifcations; the last 

thing a company wants to do is inundate its feld opera-

tions team with hundreds of emails or texts during the 

middle of the night. Having a full mobile application 

is critical; it puts all historical data in the hands of the 

feld operations team so they can effectively trouble-

shoot problems and capture notes around root causes to 

prevent reoccurrences. 

Keeping assets running at optimal effciency. Addressing 

issues before they cause downtime is defnitely priority 

No. 1. The next step is addressing ineffciencies due 

to equipment not operating at the optimal settings for 

the current conditions. Oilfeld systems are not some-

thing one can “set and forget.” However, often wells 

are found that haven’t had their critical set points 

changed for years even though the production has var-

ied dramatically. 

A good example of this is rod pump frequency and 

fuid fll set point. Not monitoring and controlling these 

settings can result in increased maintenance and down-

time as well as signifcantly increased electricity costs. 

A second example is chemical management. Several 

customers report production chemicals as their top 

lease operating expense, but when they audit their wells, 

they fnd that as many as 50% have injection rates that 

are above target. 

By remotely controlling injection rates to adjust in 

proportion with the production volume, some operators 

are able to reduce production chemicals consumption 

by more than 40%, delivering millions of dollars in sav-

ings to their bottom line.

Streamlining reporting and operational decision-making. 

Even if the right data are collected, getting the right 

reports and insights can be challenging. While most 

operators want to see a similar set of information, every 

company’s operations are unique. Having role-specifc 

dashboards are important as they allow different users 

to see their specifc key performance indicators at a 

glance and have the information to prioritize their 

actions based on business criticality. 

Vendors also should provide a comprehensive set of 

out-of-the-box reports that users can customize themselves; 

otherwise, operators will have to continually pay for mod-

ifcations as their business changes. It is also important 

that the data systems integrate seamlessly into company 

measurement and production accounting systems so that 

production reports can be quickly and accurately fnalized. 

Operators who do not implement this best practice often 

spend a signifcant amount of staff time each month man-

ually creating reports, disrupting the day-to-day fow of 

operations and wasting staff resources. 

The bottom line

All operators large and small can signifcantly beneft 

from implementing these four best practices. Many cus-

tomers have seen operating and expense reductions in 

excess of 15%, downtime reductions greater than 30% 

and reduction in safety incidents of 30%.  

The bottom line is that the oil and gas industry can no 

longer afford to do business as it was done in the past. 

The time for innovation is now. The global oil and gas 

industry has forever changed with the discovery of hori-

zontal drilling and the unconventional shale revolution. 

The opportunity of today is to innovate again by revital-

izing the way operations are managed and invest in new 

technologies. Those who take advantage of this opportu-

nity will not only ensure their survival today but their 

long-term success tomorrow.  
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Jose Carballo, Repsol 

P
resalt reserves in Brazil are some of the most promis-

ing worldwide, with E&P activity fourishing since the 

frst discoveries were made in 2006. 

According to the National Agency for Oil, Natural Gas 

and Biofuels of Brazil (ANP), in August 2015 Brazil pro-

duced a record 2.5 MMbbl/d of crude oil and almost 99.2 

MMcm/d (3.5 Bcf) of natural gas, resulting in a total of 3.2 

MMboe. The share of production from presalt resources, 

found under a thick salt section thousands of meters below 

the ocean’s surface, continues to increase. Crude oil pro-

duction from the presalt reservoirs is now 33.7% of total 

production, a signifcant increase from the 15% in 2013. 

Similarly, Brazil’s presalt natural gas production represents 

33% of total gas production, up from 14% in 2013. 

Exploration and development of Brazil’s presalt layer 

began in and around the Tupi Field (now Lula) almost 

10 years ago, with frst production in 2009. Further explo-

ration discovered huge hydrocarbon deposits in the pre-

salt layer spread through the Santos, Campos and Espirito 

Santo basins. Pilot projects in the Lula and Sapinhoa 

felds began production in 2009 and 2010, respectively.

Repsol’s E&P activities 
Repsol’s presalt operations in Brazil are carried out 

under an agreement that was signed between Repsol 

(60%) and Sinopec (40%) in 2010, which led to the cre-

ation of the company Repsol Sinopec Brazil (RSB), one 

of the largest private independent energy companies in 

Latin America. RSB has a strategic position in the high-

est potential presalt areas and signifcant exploratory 

activity in the prolifc Santos Basin.

The exploratory discoveries made in Brazil in recent 

years, the development projects in progress and Repsol’s 

alliance with Sinopec have been one of the key factors 

to rapid growth in Repsol’s upstream operations and 

continue to be so. In fact, the company’s success in the 

region contributed signifcantly to its reserve replacement 

ratio of 118% in 2014. RSB has a large and diversifed 

portfolio of assets in the region that includes Albacora 

Leste and Sapinhoá (BM-S-9) producing felds; Lapa 

Field (BM-S-9), which will start producing in 2016; and 

BM-C-33 and BM-S-50 blocks, where major discoveries 

have been made in recent years. 

Commercial exploitation of Sapinhoá began in January 

2013, when the frst well started to produce. The second 

well began to produce in mid-February 2014, while the 

third and fourth wells started production in July 2014. 

Some of the Sapinhoá wells are among the most produc-

tive in the presalt, with daily rates of more than 44,000 

boe/d (ANP August 2015 Report), allowing the feld to 

achieve the maximum capacity (120,000 bbl/d) of the frst 

FPSO unit Cidade de São Paulo. In mid-November 2014 pro-

duction began in the northern section of Sapinhoá with 

the FPSO unit Cidade de Ilhabela. It is expected that by year-

end 2015 this northern section of the Sapinhoá megafeld 

in Block BM-S-9 will see production reach 150,000 bbl/d. 

In June 2014 the ANP was presented with the plan 

for the development of the northeast of the other large 

discovery in Block BM-S-9, Lapa, formerly known as 

Carioca. It is estimated that production in Lapa will start 

at year-end 2016. 

Presalt in Brazil   
While challenging, the presalt plays offshore Brazil are slowly revealing their riches.

Repsol’s Sovex rig is shown off the coast 

of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. (Source: Repsol)
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Several months before, in November 2013, the ANP 

approved the appraisal plan presented by RSB as opera-

tor of Block BM-C-33, which comprises three discoveries: 

Seat (2010), Gavea (2011) and Pão de Açúcar (2012). In 

November 2014 the company started ultradeepwater drill-

ing operations in the Seat-2 appraisal well using the sev-

enth-generation drillship Ocean Rig Mylos. This is one of 

the largest foating rigs currently available and is capable 

of drilling in water depths of up to 3,700 m (12,139 ft). 

Seat-2 resulted in a discovery of a signifcant oil col-

umn in a good-quality reservoir. Shortly after the success 

of Seat-2, in January 2015 the ANP was informed of the 

positive preliminary results of the frst appraisal well in 

the Pão de Açúcar Field. And at the Sagitário discovery 

well in Block BM-S-50, a production test was carried out 

at year-end 2014 with positive results that confrmed the 

potential of this accumulation.

Moreover, at year-end 2014 the ANP was presented 

with an application for an extension of the concession 

agreement for the Albacora Leste productive feld, in 

which RSB has a 10% stake, for an additional 27 years 

(from 2025 to 2052). 

Industry challenges
While Brazil’s presalt reserves are set to become one of 

the world’s most fruitful worldwide, they have presented 

some of the toughest challenges for the industry. The 

technological viability of the presalt plays has been the 

result of operator experience gained through overcom-

ing the challenges of constructing wells in deep and 

ultradeep waters. Equally signifcant are the investments 

and improvements that have been made to seismic imag-

ing, allowing geophysicists to identify potential structures 

masked beneath an extremely thick layer of salt. Repsol 

has made signifcant investments in this regard, includ-

ing in its toolbox Kaleidoscope, a seismic imaging tool 

that has given the company better images of the reser-

voirs and faster data processing than competitors. This 

has been key to an above-average drilling success rate in 

deep water (24% vs. 16% industry average). 

Moving farther ahead
The success and experience of operating in Brazil’s pre-

salt environment is now being applied elsewhere as it 

has been recognized that the pre-drift geology and tec-

tonics of the basins along the southeast coast of South 

America could be similar to those of the basins along 

the west coast of Africa. This has led some operators, 

including Repsol, to establish a presence along both 

coasts; for example, Repsol has stakes in three deepwa-

ter exploration blocks in Angola that have shown prom-

ising results. As Repsol continues to invest and apply its 

exploration strategies, Brazil continues to emerge as one 

of the most promising regions worldwide. 

PRESALT/ 
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Kaleidoscope helps explorationists create better seismic images. (Source: Repsol)
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Brad Torry, TGS

M
any of us in our middle-school life had the oppor-

tunity to read George Orwell’s dystopian novel 

“Nineteen Eighty-Four” (“1984”). The political novel 

placed good against evil and contained futuristic socie-

tal concepts that in 1949 had no link to future realities. 

Looking back at concepts and terms introduced in 

“1984” like Big Brother, “thoughtcrime” and “2+2=5,” 

we would have never guessed the occurrences that actu-

ally exist today.

The book has many parallels to subsalt imaging 

and our scientifc challenges with “salt” being the Big 

Brother of seismic. In the early days of 2-D acquisition 

and processing, salt was the bane of many a geophysi-

cist’s existence. The high refectivity of the sediment-salt 

boundaries attenuated or dispersed acoustic energy to 

the point where nothing below was imaged. Over time 

the industry gained knowledge and experience with 

imaging simple salt structures like diapirs. Their symme-

try and the general concept of imaging steeply dipping 

fanks along the sediment-salt boundary was generally a 

step change in the industry.

As technology advanced in data acquisition, improved 

processing algorithms and accelerated computer tech-

nology, individually and together the result was continu-

ous improvement in imaging complex (allochthonous) 

salt, including overhangs, welds and subsalt “varietals.” 

In essence, the industry continued its role as the Win-

ston Smith of “1984” to face the challenges presented by 

the salt and rebel against its position to defeat its efforts 

for the greater good.

Today for many geophysicists the unimaginable has 

become reality, akin to Orwell’s writing “1984” in 1949. In 

2015 the ability to image complex allochthonous salt has 

never been better, and the Big Brother (salt) of yesterday 

has been defeated. Most interpreters with 30-plus years’ 

experience would probably attest that they have come a 

long way from interpreting analogue 2-D data with limited 

offsets and imaging processes that were largely manual. 

Today the rate of change of technology advances rep-

resents signifcant step changes in subsalt illumination.

Technology to the rescue
The primary factors in maximizing subsalt illumination 

results are twofold: a) acquiring optimal data and b) 

applying the latest technology advancements. Acquiring 

optimal datasets has primarily been driven by acquisition 

technology. Longer solid-state streamers, larger streamer 

arrays and simultaneous sources all permit new datasets 

that contain larger offsets and multiple azimuths. 

Data acquisition confgurations like multiwide azi-

muth or full azimuth now provide a step change in the 

Subsalt imaging— 
a George Orwell analog   

Advances in acquisition and imaging are helping to fght Big Brother.

PRESALT/ 
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FIGURE 1. Figure 1a (top) shows a synthetic seismic and ampli-

tude map (forward model), and 1b (bottom) is a 2-D fnite differ-

ence modeling of varying streaming cable lengths showing uplift 

to 16 km (10 miles). (Source: TGS)
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volume and quality of input data. Combined with imag-

ing technology, vast improvements in allochthonous salt 

province subsalt illumination have been realized. 

So what leads to the next step change in data acquisition? 

This can be driven by the more critical question—how do 

we illuminate below the complexity of allochthonous salt 

overlying autochthonous salt (two prevalent salt layers) or 

high-velocity carbonate layers like the Norphlet play? 

If we look to the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) as an ana-

logue, considerable drilling success has emerged in 

subsalt provinces for Lower Miocene reservoirs under 

the allochthonous salt. More recently, exploration has 

moved to deeper Jurassic targets (Norphlet) that rep-

resent the next stage of exploration. These and other 

reservoirs generally exist below high-velocity carbonate 

layers and unexplored potential below the autochtho-

nous salt. The latest initiatives beneft from the ability to 

forward-model complex scenarios and establish built-for-

purpose solutions. Figure 1 shows examples of forward 

modeling to drive optimal acquisition confgurations. 

Given the complex ray paths initiated along the salt 

sediment interfaces, the value of acquiring data from all 

azimuths becomes obvious. However, forward modeling 

gives companies the ability to optimize confgurations to 

maximize their understanding. With the application of 

continuous recording, simultaneous source recording, 

the large tow capacities of vessels and an endless degree of 

confgurations, forward modeling allows new programs to 

be designed and optimized to solve the salt (Big Brother), 

which is only limited by costs and associated risks.

Subsalt imaging
With data acquisition accomplished, the second stage is 

to use these data to create accurate subsurface images. 

During the past 20 years the advancements in imaging 

algorithms combined with compute power have led to 

a number of signifcant step changes in the imaging 

world. For subsalt imaging the largest step change has 

been the commercial application of reverse time migra-

tion (RTM). Figure 2 shows a comparison of a Kirchhoff 

migration to a typical RTM. 

Primary observations are the improvement in subsalt 

imaging in the RTM example (not to mention the run 

time improvement using RTM algorithms). Although as 

a general rule RTM delivers lower temporal (frequency) 

resolution, the improved structural interpretation is the 

primary driver.

Imaging below the autochthonous salt still remains chal-

lenging. What are the latest tools to solve the challenges? 

The components to the solution have not changed: quality 

input data, signal processing algorithms and raw computa-

tional power. Optimization comes through data-driven solu-

tions. With today’s knowledge of salt confgurations from 

existing data combined with known well data, the ability to 

leverage this information should drive optimal solutions. 

One of the most promising technologies in recent years 

is the application of least squares RTM, which incorpo-

rates both the forward model and data-driven approaches 

to improved imaging. Figure 3 shows an example from 

the GoM comparing an original RTM to a least squares 

RTM. The signifcant image uplift from increased spatial 

(lateral) and temporal (frequency) resolution represents 

a breakthrough for identifying new reserves and reducing 

exploration risk. 

The results speak for themselves. The challenge now 

becomes commercializing this application. Even with 

application through GPUs, run times for such advanced 

applications are often in the order of six to 10 times that 

of a conventional RTM.

Additional uplift
Additional incremental imaging 

changes in subsalt illumination con-

tinue to come from advances in velocity 

analysis and salt sediment interface 

predictions along with the number of 

iterations applied to the data. Applica-

tions such as image-guided tomography 

and dip image scans cascaded sequen-

tially provide additional uplift to fnal 

images. Even with today’s technology 

it still remains that complex imaging is 

data-driven. However, distinguishing 

signal from noise (signal processing) 

still remains an art that requires a 

skilled operator to optimize results.

PRESALT/ 
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FIGURE 2. Figure 2a (left) is a Kirchhoff migration from the Sophies Resolve survey, and 2b (right) 

is an RTM migration of the same data volume showing subsalt image uplift. (Source: TGS)
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The good news is that the industry continues to chal-

lenge Big Brother, and today much that was thought not 

possible has become a reality. Explorationists continue 

to advance their understandings and evolve their tech-

nologies to deliver improved subsalt images. The bad 

news is that step changes become harder to defne and 

progress. Commitment to defeat Big Brother remains a 

priority for subsalt explorers as they search for deeper 

exploration targets and greater understanding of 

basin-forming architecture. The excitement over what 

the future holds for subsalt prospectivity around the 

globe remains immense. 

FIGURE 3. Figure 3a (left) is a conventional RTM of the Sophies Resolve survey, while 3b (right) is a least squares RTM of Sophies 

Resolve. (Source: TGS)
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LAND RIG  

ADVANCES

Craig Sims, IDS, and  

Joe D. Woods, International Pinpoint

P
ad drilling techniques coupled with advanced drill-

ing rig designs along with hydraulic fracturing and 

horizontal drilling have been among the most import-

ant innovations driving U.S. production growth over 

the last decade.

Pad drilling was modeled after offshore drilling oper-

ations, where multiple wellbores are drilled from one 

platform. A few years ago land drilling companies began 

setting rigs on rails to slide or skid them to the next 

hole. This practice was used very successfully in natu-

ral gas formations in Colorado and on the manmade 

THUMS Islands in Long Beach, Calif. Then rig manu-

facturers employed hydraulic and mechanical technol-

ogies to develop the frst “walking rigs,” which started 

appearing in the Barnett Shale as early as 2004. 

Operators were asking for rigs with more effcient 

mobilization capabilities, automated pipehandling func-

tions and modern alternating current (AC) variable fre-

quency drive (VFD) controls to reduce their well cycle 

times, improve drilling effciencies and improve safety. 

Modern walking rigs met that demand.

In 2006, according to Drillinginfo statistics, multiwell 

pads employing walking rigs made up about 5% of wells 

drilled in nine U.S. unconventional plays (Bakken, Bar-

nett, Eagle Ford, Fayetteville, Haynesville, Marcellus, Nio-

brara, Permian and Woodford). By third-quarter 2013 

the percentage had risen to 58%. Today the number of 

these new mobile rigs has surpassed the number of older 

conventional units. Also, older rigs are being retroftted 

with the newer technologies at a fraction of the cost of a 

newbuild. The primary purpose is to decrease mobiliza-

tion complications and increase effciencies.

Continuing this focus, Integrated Drive Systems (IDS) 

has developed the new patent-pending ReelRig distrib-

uted power and control system that greatly enhances 

walking rig mobilization and operations. 

The ReelRig system is a signifcant step change in the 

way drilling rigs are powered. It has effectively elimi-

nated many maintenance, troubleshooting and safety 

issues the industry experiences with standard cables. 

System eliminates standard maze of 
power cables for walking rigs    

Distributed power and control technology improves rig  

mobilization, safety and operational effciencies.

Instead of multiple power cables chasing throughout the rig structure (left), the ReelRig system has a single-power electrical power 

plug. (Source: IDS)
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Recently, Orion Drilling added two walking rigs to its 

feet that employ this new distributed power and control 

system. Orion has another newbuild planned for 2015 

designed around the ReelRig concept and has plans to 

retroft an older rig with the system.

Tangled mess of cables
Drilling rigs employ multiple systems that require electrical 

power to operate, run, lift, rotate, pump, illuminate, etc. 

Every control panel, every light, every motor or piece of rotat-

ing equipment requires a power connection. It all starts in 

what is called the “backyard” with the power control house, 

generators and electrical plug panel. Traditionally, this can 

be a spider web of 20 to 40 cables or more connected to the 

plug panel, most carrying 600 v for power circuits and others 

for communication, instrumentation and control. 

On a walking rig, the network of cables must “travel” with 

the rig across the pad as the rig moves from one wellbore 

to the next, getting farther away from the power house with 

each move. There are hundreds of feet of multiple cables 

chasing in, around, over and under the rig structure, involv-

ing sometimes more than 200 or more plugs or cable con-

nectors and a traditional “festoon” cable-handling system 

that unfolds like an accordion as the rig travels. 

Problems with these systems are many. Multiple con-

nection points can be broken or compromised, requir-

ing wasted hours of troubleshooting and repair, not 

to mention safety concerns. Because of the cables, rig 

moves are cumbersome, often requiring extra personnel 

and equipment to move safely.   

System streamlining 
The new IDS distributed power and control system 

replaces a traditional centralized power network with a 

clean, streamlined power, control and cable-handling 

system designed specifcally for moving rigs over drill 

pad sites more safely and effciently. The distributed sys-

tem positions VFDs and programmable logic controllers 

near the driven equipment. 

It involves eliminating multiple power and control 

cables and connectors by adding a transformer to the 

backyard power house area, “stepping up” the power 

from 600 v to 4,160 v, sending that power through a 

single medium-voltage cable, “stepping down” the volt-

age at the rig via another transformer, then distribut-

ing the power closer to where it is needed on the rig. 

A single control cable (eight fber-optic and four emer-

gency stop circuits) is backed up with a redundant wireless 

network, assuring uninterrupted operation and control 

without multiple connectors and “noise” problems associ-

ated with long runs of cable.

Instead of a plug panel that looks like a tangled mess of 

extension cords, there is a single-power cable connection 

point that includes ground-fault/check protection and a 

three-key safety lockout mechanism. Additionally, there is 

a skid-mounted power cable spool, or “reel,” that attaches 

to the walking rig substructure. The spool pays out or reels 

in the power cable as the rig moves farther away from or 

closer to the power house during rig moves. Additionally, 

there is a companion reel that handles the rig’s fber com-

munication system’s cable in a similar fashion. 

From the spool the power cable is connected to 

another transformer on the rig where the 4,160-v 

power is stepped back down to 600 v and then distrib-

uted to the local equipment room (LER) and driller’s 

cabin on the rig foor. The VFDs and motor control 

centers for the drawworks, top drives and other rig 

foor equipment are housed in the LER (on the rig 

foor) closer to the driven equipment.

The entire ReelRig system consists of the power con-

trol house with mud system VFDs, transformers, cable 

and cable-handling system/skid, LER VFDs, driller’s 

cabin with integrated driller’s controls, AC drawworks 

controls and AC topdrive controls.

According to Wayne Squires, president of Orion Drill-

ing, “This new system has revolutionized the way we 

power our rigs. It’s safer, more effcient, reduces cable 

weight and footage and dramatically reduces power sys-

tem maintenance and troubleshooting. Our rig moves 

are faster and require fewer people and no cranes. In 

short, this system has solved the electrical limitations to 

walking a rig.”

The ReelRig power cable and communication cable spooling skid is 

connected to the rig substructure. (Source: IDS)
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John Johnson and Jay Magis, Weatherford

F
ast-paced pad drilling, longer laterals and the move 

into increasingly complex reservoirs and harsh fron-

tiers have challenged the oil and gas industry to take 

rig operations to a new level and have raised the bar 

for safety, effciency and well integrity. Pipehandling, 

arguably one of the most dangerous and labor-intensive 

activities on the rig, has undergone a signifcant shift 

in the past decade, with varying degrees of automation 

replacing manual handling to provide a safer, more 

streamlined process for mechanically lifting, racking 

and tripping drillpipe stands and collars.

The approach is designed to take workers out of harm’s 

way to reduce the potential for injury and lost-time inci-

dents (LTI). A system that can perform in extremely cold, 

harsh environments is especially important as producers 

move into regions such as the Arctic, where the effects of 

extremely cold temperatures can inhibit productivity and 

lead to worker fatigue and mistakes. 

In a move to boost safety and improve effciency, two 

operators successfully implemented a semiautomated 

pipehandling system on rigs in British Columbia, Can-

ada, where temperatures can drop as low as -30 C (-22 F).

Weatherford’s latest-generation Iron Derrickman S-3 

Pipe-Handling System uses industrial robotics to move 

pipe from the well center to the racking board by lifting 

and racking triple stands of pipe, heavyweight collars and 

drillcollars with programmed sequential movements. 

The Arctic-rated system transforms what traditionally 

has been a manual activity, where a crewmember on the 

drill foor pushes a stand of pipe to a derrick worker 

on the racking board for placement into the slots. This 

conventional approach involves the use of a platform 

positioned halfway up the derrick, with a monkeyboard 

where the derrickman works, and several steel fngers 

with slots in between to hold the drillpipe in place.

The semiautomated system eliminates manual han-

dling of pipe to provide a consistent, reliable and safe 

operation remotely controlled from the driller’s cabin 

or the rig foor by a single driller. The system can be 

installed with minimal modifcations on double and tri-

ple land rigs, defned by two or three joints per stand of 

pipe in the derrick.

Datalogging software
In 2014 Weatherford enhanced the semiautomated pipe-

handling system with datalogging software, adding the capa-

bility to remotely monitor the tool at all times, detect any 

deviation from proper operation, improve trip times in the 

event of slowdown and track sensor and valve performance.

Unlike other automated pipehandling solutions that 

push pipe into the slot, the Iron Derrickman system 

Semiautomated pipehandling system 
improves Arctic rig safety    

Two operators in British Columbia implemented a semiautomated pipehandling system  

on rigs in an area where temperatures can drop as low as -30 C.

The new datalogging feature of the Iron Derrickman enables 

continuous monitoring of input, functionality, operator error, 

faults and trip times. This allows performance tracking and  

quick diagnosing and remediating of any issues that may  

occur as well as signal a need for preventative maintenance. 

(Source: Weatherford)
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actually picks up pipe 

and moves it into the 

slot, preventing the 

pipe from swinging 

when the entire stand 

is lifted into the box. 

This eliminates the 

need for a derrick 

hand to stand on the 

high-risk racking board 

during pipe tripping 

and racking to manu-

ally stop the pipe from 

swinging or banging 

on the drill foor. 

The compact sys-

tem can be installed 

on most rig types, 

including jackups, 

platforms and barges, 

but it is especially suited to today’s land rigs, which are 

smaller and designed to move quickly on multiwell pads 

for consistent, repetitive drilling operations. Because 

all pipehandling is done on the racking board, the Iron 

Derrickman unit does not intrude on the rig foor. 

Pipe can be tripped at speeds equal to the highest-per-

forming manual operations while eliminating the risks 

of human factors that can compromise safety and slow 

the process. The system can rack up to 45 stands per 

hour and, when paired with an offine system, can build 

stands away from the critical path without interrupting 

drilling operations. 

The system maintains consistent tripping speeds in 

temperatures as low as -35 C (-31 F) and as high as 50 C 

(122 F) and in high-wind environments, enabling pipe-

handling operations to continue uninterrupted. 

The system enhances well integrity, extending well life 

by providing better control during loading, racking, mov-

ing and stabbing. This control protects the drillstring 

from pipe damage caused by swinging pipe, accidental 

pin-stump contact and misalignment, and it protects the 

drillpipe threads from excessive wear and tear. 

Pushing for safety, effciency
Safety was the primary motivator for two operators to 

install the semiautomated pipehandling system on two 

3,000-hp rigs in British Columbia’s South Ft. Liard gas 

feld in late 2014. The modern rigs operating on pads 

were drilling horizontal wells that in some cases extended 

6,096 m (20,000 ft) and therefore require a full pipe rack. 

Both operators wanted to deploy rigs with the most 

advanced technology and maintain strong safety records 

by moving the derrick hand from the racking board to 

a safer zone on the rig. They also wanted to mitigate the 

risk of HSE incidents by eliminating “hands-on pipe” 

during the tripping process in the harsh climate con-

ditions and to establish consistent trip times using safe 

pipehandling procedures.

Since the semiautomated pipehandling system was 

installed on each of the two rigs and began operating in 

January and February 2015, they have achieved similar 

trip times to conventional tripping methods at consistent 

rates, even in periods of extremely low temperatures. 

Monitoring during operations
The installations incorporate the new datalogging 

feature to continually monitor input, axial positions 

while the semiautomated pipehandling system is func-

tioning, operator error and faults generated within the 

system. On one rig, the datalogs indicated the crew was  

tripping one stand every two to three minutes just two 

months after the new system was introduced. The data-

logs also have been useful in diagnosing and remediat-

ing intermittent issues caused by interference on the rig. 

In one case it was determined that a tool issue was the 

result of improper sequencing of an operation. 

Trip times at each stage of the trip-in/trip-out process 

also are being monitored. More specifcally, the datalogs 

fles can show which sections of the trip are taking lon-

ger than others. The capability to compare newer data-

logs with older logs reveals if a specifc valve is driving 

or working harder than previously, which could signal a 

need for preventative maintenance.

Incorporation of the automated pipehandling system 

on the rigs also has resulted in a calmer, safer and qui-

eter environment on the rig foor, with less crashing and 

smoother transfer of pipe between the fngers and the 

top drive. This has resulted in a dramatic decrease in 

LTIs during the tripping process. Since switching to the 

semiautomated pipehandling process, there have been 

no injuries or safety incidents. Both operators have 

reported stronger camaraderie on the rigs because of 

the more technologically advanced and comfortable 

working environment. 

LAND RIG  
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The Iron Derrickman can be installed with minimal modifcations on double and triple land 

rigs and removes the derrickman from the monkeyboard, greatly increasing safety during 

pipehandling operations. (Source: Weatherford)
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Ryan Allen, Baker Hughes

H
ydraulic fracturing is among the most costly oilfeld 

operations. Costs include milling or drilling out down-

hole devices such as setting balls and plugs to recover 

the original-size fuid pathway for production. When the 

SPECTRE disintegrating frack plug was introduced at the 

recent Society of Petroleum Engineers Annual Technical 

Conference and Exhibition, it marked a nanocomposite 

industry frst. 

The new frack plug completely disintegrates down-

hole after fracturing to eliminate post-frack intervention 

requirements, accelerate completion times and leave 

behind an unobstructed fullbore production inside 

diameter (ID) for maximum fow area and simplifed 

future access for recompletions. 

The disintegrating frack plug represents the most 

recent application of a high-strength nanocomposite 

technology known as controlled electrolytic metallic 

(CEM) material. Developed and patented by Baker 

Hughes, CEM material owes its existence to scien-

tists and engineers who applied both a fundamental 

understanding of materials science and engineering, 

and the courage and perseverance to defy previous 

assumptions about physical engineering to develop a 

breakthrough material that had never existed before. 

Defying physical engineering
In 2010 materials scientists in the company’s advanced 

composites group were charged with a seemingly impossi-

ble task: develop a lightweight yet high-strength material 

that would disintegrate downhole and could be incorpo-

rated into various completion devices used in hydraulic 

fracturing. The ability for these devices to fully disinte-

grate after performing their required function would 

eliminate signifcant risk and operating expense. 

However, no known metal composite material 

existed with the combined opposing properties 

Completely disintegrating frack plug 
is latest application of  

nanostructured materials technology    
Advances in materials science and nanotechnology deliver new  

composite material with unique chemical and mechanical properties.

The SPECTRE is a fully disintegrating frack plug that leaves behind an 

unobstructed fullbore production ID for maximum fow area. (Source: 

Baker Hughes) 
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required to create these downhole tools. Traditional 

materials that could easily disintegrate in wellbore 

fuids exhibited low mechanical strength. Conversely, 

high-strength materials usually were not able to dis-

integrate. Or, if they could disintegrate, the rate of 

disintegration was so slow as to be unsuitable for inter-

ventionless downhole tools. 

The automotive and aerospace industries had already 

tried unsuccessfully to develop a material with similar 

opposing properties. The required material seemed to 

defy physical engineering.

With the key material properties identifed and with 

an application goal in mind—setting balls for a new 

multistage fracturing system—the materials science 

team applied innovative thinking and processes to 

develop a new composite material with unique chemi-

cal and mechanical properties.

A magnesium-based alloy was chosen for the frst 

generation of the new material because of its light 

weight and high specifc strength. The material also is 

reactive, providing the foundation 

for a fast disintegration rate. At 

the time in the medical industry, 

magnesium—because it has the 

same density as human bones—

was being considered for screws 

that could bind bones together 

and, after recovery, dissolve in the 

body’s own fuids. 

However, because the mag-

nesium is weak in mechanical 

strength, it disintegrated and 

generated byproducts too fast for 

the human body to adapt. And 

because its disintegration rate 

could not be adjusted or con-

trolled, it was not deemed a viable 

solution. The company’s team discovered a similar 

disintegration rate control issue while researching its 

new material.

While attempting to strengthen the material and 

control the degradation rate, the team discovered that 

a nanostructured material was ideally suited for the 

desired operational outcome. The next step was iden-

tifying precision processing techniques that could reli-

ably produce a homogeneous-looking composite. 

The result was a highly engineered composite 

material that exhibits substantially continuous cel-

lular metallic grains dispersed in the nanomatrix. 

The nanomatrix plays a dual role of providing rein-

forcement for high strength while having the unique 

chemical disintegration property that conventional 

materials do not provide. The composition and struc-

ture of the nanomatrix can be customized to applica-

tions or well conditions. 

In the processed state, these nanostructures act as 

intermetallic adhesion promoters that yield metal com-

posites that can withstand an impact of 95 bbl/min of 

fuid fow and 10,000 psi differential pressure. (As a 

comparison, typical fow rates in hydraulic fracturing 

are below 15 bbl/min.) At the same time, devices made 

from the CEM material can completely degrade in situ 

within a predetermined period of time when exposed 

to wellbore fuids. The designer material, which has 

been used in the fracturing of more than 80,000 stages, 

disintegrates fully at predictable rates based on tem-

perature and salinity.

Applying the nanocomposite
The mechanical and chemical properties of nanostruc-

tured material provide high-performance interventionless 

operations in a variety of comple-

tions processes. The frst product 

application of the material was in 

the IN-Tallic disintegrating frack 

balls used with the FracPoint multi-

stage fracturing system.

The technology also was incor-

porated in a temporary barrier in 

gas-lift mandrels. The temporary 

plugs enable the operator to run 

production tubing and cement it 

in the same trip with gas-lift valves 

in place without compromising 

the integrity of the valve with 

cement. The plugs disappear after 

the cementing operations, saving 

the operator the expense of hav-

ing to rig up wireline to replace the dummy valves with 

actual gas-lift valves.

Improved interventionless option for PNP 
completions
Plug-and-perf (PNP) completions with composite plugs 

account for an estimated 75% to 80% of new well com-

pletions in North America. The plugs enable fexible 

stage placement, provide fullbore access after plug drill-

out and allow treatment of stages as far as wireline and 

coiled tubing (CT) can reach while offering a long track 

record of feld success. 

Historically, however, when composite plugs have 

been used to isolate zones, production startup could be 

The designer  

material disintegrates 

fully at predictable 

rates based on  

temperature and  

salinity.
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delayed for three or more days while the plugs and drop balls were drilled 

out using CT-conveyed milling tools and debris was circulated to surface. 

Several new interventionless completion technologies have improved 

PNP completion eff ciency by eliminating time, cost and risks associ-

ated with post-frack drillouts. While these solutions might save some 

time upfront by eliminating post-frack intervention, they can compli-

cate operations, both initially and later in the life of the well. Disap-

pearing frack plugs that do not fully disintegrate leave behind partial 

or whole components that can damage equipment both downhole and 

at surface and cause problems during intervention. For example, stan-

dard frack plugs use cast-iron slips and rings or ceramic buttons cou-

pled with a packer to create a tight seal and hold plugs f rmly in place. 

Some of these high-strength materials do not degrade.

The fully disintegrating 

SPECTRE plug leverages 

CEM nanostructured 

material technology to 

alleviate these concerns. 

The plug offers the same 

f exible stage placement 

as composite plugs, but 

unlike other interven-

tionless plugs, the entire 

plug—including the plug 

body, anchoring grip and 

packing element—fully 

disintegrates downhole 

after fracturing.

Much of the plug body 

is formed from the same 

CEM material used in the company’s fully disintegrating frack balls. A 

proprietary packing element system provides reliable stage isolation, 

and a specially engineered anchoring grip can reliably hold pressures of 

up to 10,000 psi during fracturing, enabling reliable diversion of stimu-

lation treatments into the formation. 

At the desired depth, the plug’s packing element expands and seals 

against the casing, and the slip system secures the plug f rmly in place. 

Risk of premature degradation is effectively eliminated because the 

plug’s components only react with wellbore f uids. After fracturing, the 

plug and frack ball completely disintegrate, leaving behind a debris-free 

fullbore ID, permitting future wellbore access without concerns around 

ID restrictions or debris-related tool complications. 

Wireline conveyance allows well logging and optimized stage placement 

on the f y throughout fracturing operations. Production can begin after 

fracturing because the plugs do not need to be removed with CT-con-

veyed milling tools. Additionally, development locations and plug setting 

depths are not constrained by the availability and/or f nite horizontal 

reach of CT, enabling the treatment of more remote locations as well as 

longer laterals for increased pay zone access. The completely disintegrat-

ing frack plug has been run in the f eld with positive results, and addi-

tional installations are planned in the near future. 

Production can 
begin after fracturing 

because the plugs 
do not need to 

be removed 
with CT-conveyed 

milling tools.
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Patrick “Paddy” Keenan,  

Guardian Global Technologies 

I
n 1910 J.C. Swan introduced well perforating to the 

world with the invention of the frst mechanical casing 

perforator. By 1926 bullet perforating had entered the 

market. In 1946 perforation using high-energy shaped 

charges based on military anti-tank explosives was devel-

oped. To date, this method remains the industry stan-

dard; however, manufacturers of perforating equipment 

continually strive to establish greater safety, reliability 

and effciency. 

Over the last several decades E&P technologies have 

seen tremendous advances. The focus of perforat-

ing equipment manufacturers has primarily been on 

improving the design of the charge rather than altering 

the deployment of the guns. 

Perforating guns have traditionally been deployed with 

an unpowered casing collar locator (CCL), which is used 

to identify casing collars downhole and therefore provide 

a measure of depth control. Mechanical methods used 

to orient the guns such as sinker bars with eccentered 

weights and bow-spring centralizers have not evolved and 

so fail to provide the data verifcation needed in modern 

perforating activities such as confrming the accuracy of 

gun orientation. 

Moving beyond status quo 
During a new product development strategy session 

in 2010, Iain Maxted, CTO and founder of Guardian 

Global Technologies, and John McGrath, vice president 

of sales and marketing, realized that none of the indus-

try’s perforating equipment manufacturers offered a 

complete end-to-end deployment system. 

To streamline the perforating process, they established 

integrated electronic safeguards to reduce runtimes, 

increase operational safety and prevent guns from fring 

off-depth. They identifed an opportunity in the market 

and saw that Guardian could provide a solution—a sin-

gle, modular perforating deployment system from the 

cable head to the detonator. 

Having spent years developing advanced perforating 

and production logging equipment for the oil and gas 

sector, Guardian possessed a majority of the components 

needed to create this end-to-end system. For example, 

Guardian already had commercialized an addressable 

release tool, a powered swivel joint (PSJ) and a gun brake 

system. That being said, the development team still faced 

considerable technical and engineering challenges to 

create the remaining equipment. Primarily, the products 

had to be able to withstand perforating shock. 

Safer switch in single system
To bring greater effciency and safety to perforating 

operations, Guardian developed its patented 

select fre switch (SFS), which allows opera-

tors to address and control multiple detona-

tors from the surface using the company’s 

intuitive Sentinel software. 

Up to 100 SFSs can be deployed in a single 

run. The SFS exceeds the requirements of 

the American Petroleum Institute (API) RP 

67 code of practice for safe perforating oper-

ations. It also features patented break-off tabs 

for instant visual confrmation of switch status, 

which eliminates the requirement for radio 

silence when deploying resistorized detonators. 

Effciency was further enhanced for opera-

tors with the creation of Guardian’s multipur-

Next stage defned in  
perforating optimization   

A modular perforating deployment system from the cable head to the detonator meets  

the demanding task of perforating horizontal wells in unconventional plays.

The MPP-C combines the Sentinel acquisition system, a perforating power sup-

ply and a telemetry panel into a single control unit. (Source: Guardian Global 

Technologies)
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pose panel (MPP-C). 

Combining three 

panels into one, it 

integrates the Sen-

tinel acquisition 

system, a perforating 

power supply and a 

telemetry panel into 

a single control unit, 

saving operators 

thousands of dollars 

as well as critical 

cabin space. 

Designed and 

tested to meet and 

exceed the stringent 

requirements of API 

RP 67, the MPP-C 

incorporates a safety 

switch along with 

dual perforating 

fring switches and 

includes a touch-

screen control pad. 

The MPP-C auto-

matically detects the 

number of perforat-

ing switches and the 

types of tools in the 

string and builds the 

tool string diagram, 

complete with offsets. 

After a lengthy period of planning, designing and 

testing, the company introduced its ballistics delivery 

system (BDS) to the market in early 2012. Rather than 

having to engage two, three or even four suppliers with 

incompatible equipment for a single ballistics opera-

tion—to ensure they could address all potential issues 

affecting both downhole tools and surface control sys-

tems—wireline companies could now source everything 

needed for ballistics and perforating deployment from 

one supplier.

Integrated innovation 
Guardian provides an integrated ballistics delivery plat-

form encompassing everything from the cable head to 

the detonator interface. With one control system, one 

set of surface equipment, one software interface and 

one telemetry system, all accessed through the BDS, 

Guardian has introduced new levels of effciency and 

simplicity to the perforating and ballistics market. 

The equipment is designed for high underbalanced 

perforating, running heavy/long assemblies, oriented 

perforating, depth control, reducing fshing risk, and 

controlling and fring multiple guns in a single string. 

The amount of time spent in perforating is signifcantly 

minimized with the BDS. Operators are able to run 

in-hole faster, perforate more accurately on depth and, 

when required, orient the guns to optimize production.

The Guardian BDS also introduced revolutionary ways 

to advance effciency and safety. Compared to the tradi-

tional practice of using an unpowered CCL to monitor 

a gun’s movement when pumping the tool string down 

the well, Guardian’s downhole tension tool allows users 

to maximize their pump rate and place the tool string in 

the required position as quickly as possible. 

In turn, this increases the number of frack stages per-

formed in a day. In addition to improving pump rates, 

this tool helps operators avoid the expense of having to 

fsh for a perforating string that has been pumped off 

the cable. Guardian’s SFS also enables optimized pump 

rates and facilitates navigating downhole. 

Flexible, modular system
The BDS is modular in design to meet the demanding 

task of perforating horizontal wells in unconventional 

plays, particularly in the shale basins. If the client 

requires a basic “pump-down” system, as is often the 

case in the Marcellus and Utica shales, this need is 

met with a release tool, CCL, cablehead tension tool 

and the SFS. Alternatively, if a system is needed to 

accurately orient the guns to avoid shooting through 

fber-optic control lines or to align with the optimum 

stress direction, as is frequently requested in the Eagle 

Ford and Permian basins, a PSJ, orientation tool and 

instrument dynamics controller to anchor the string 

can be added. In all cases, the tools are “addressable” 

and are controlled from the surface.

Optimizing frack stages per day
Since Swan’s unveiling of the casing perforator, opera-

tors have strived to optimize production and streamline 

processes. With the introduction of the Guardian BDS, 

operators can increase their perforating runs, reduce 

misruns and achieve more frack stages per day—all of 

which contribute to optimized production. 

With the Guardian solution, each stage can support 

between three and eight guns run with a plug, and wells 

can achieve in excess of 60 stages. Saving just 10 to 15 

minutes in each stage as well as reducing the number of 

misruns enables operators to perform fracks well above 

the industry standard. 

Operators can run in-hole faster, perforate 

more accurately and even orient the guns 

to optimize production. (Source: Guardian 

Global Technologies)
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Thomas G. Roesner, Cameron

I
n light of today’s oil price environment, the focus on 

drilling has given way to production with an emphasis 

on optimizing the completion. One method of gaining 

more effciency toward achieving the goal of optimiza-

tion is coiled tubing (CT) annular fracturing. Operators 

are embracing this technology because it offers a means 

to pinpoint the most favorable location to inject fractur-

ing fuid and ensure that the formation took the frack. 

There are three common techniques used in today’s 

frack operations. The most popular is plug and perf 

followed by sliding sleeve/ball drop. It appears that CT 

annular fracturing is gaining traction in the industry. 

The CT annular fracturing method enables pinpoint 

communication between the production casing and the 

formation immediately followed by the frack operation. 

The frack operation is monitored via the annulus pres-

sure and downhole memory tools at the point at which 

the perforation actually breaches the casing and where 

the hydraulic fracture takes place. In addition, the CT 

technique delivers a pristine wellbore; there is no reme-

dial cleanout work required and no milling of plugs.

While CT annular fracturing has been used in Canada 

in relatively low-frack stage counts (e.g., 40 stages), the 

U.S. segment of the industry is pursuing this method for 

use in higher volume operations (e.g., 100 stages). Oper-

ators are fnding that an important beneft to CT annular 

fracturing is that it provides the knowledge of frack and 

proppant-packing occurrence while having a contingency 

downhole fowback method in the event of screenout.  

Specialized equipment such as a frack tree with a 

frack head containing an isolation sleeve is needed 

to protect the CT. While fowback equipment (choke 

manifold and fow iron) is necessary for standard frack 

operations, it also is required to maintain a hydrostatic 

head on top of the CT tool packing elements during 

the frack operation. 

Benefts 
Operators fnd the CT annular fracturing technique attrac-

tive for a multitude of reasons, including the ability to

• Push and pull during tool conveyance;

• Locate and frack precisely within the formation;

• Pinpoint proppant where it is most effective;

• Monitor real-time frack zone pressure to obtain the 

information needed to control fracture growth and 

avoid screenouts;

• Make a quick recovery from screenouts. The ability 

to circulate the frack zone enables sand removal; and

• Reduce the amount of water needed to fracture the well.

There also is no need to drill out plugs or remove 

ball seats.

Overall, CT annular fracturing offers a means to 

obtain a precise understanding of the frack operation 

downhole and knowledge of how the formation is tak-

ing the treatment.

CT annular fracturing:  
‘What’s trending now?’  

Another positive step forward is made in the use of CT for annular fracturing.

The CT isolation frack head functions as a barrier between the 

fuid entry ports of the frack head and OD of the CT. (Source: 

Cameron)
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Use of CT for well stimulation
Historically, the use of CT in fracturing became more 

prevalent with the inception of hydrajet fracturing tech-

nology. Before that, CT fracturing was limited to place-

ment of small fractures in the formation and in some 

acidizing applications to bypass near-wellbore damage. 

Use of CT in fracturing stimulation is used to place large 

fractures by which the annulus now delivers primary 

fracturing fuid.

CT technology has evolved to produce fractures of more 

than 183-m (600-ft) half-lengths. In most formations, such 

fracture sizes would not be possible with fuid delivery 

originating from the CT alone, so the use of the annulus 

to deliver the primary fracturing fuid is a step change. 

CT can be considered for many applications such as 

pipe cleaning, perforating, tool placement, logging, fsh-

ing, chemical placement, matrix treatment and drilling, 

among others. It is considered for so many applications 

because it can be rapidly deployed without the need for 

a drilling rig, it has the ability to ft through small restric-

tions like production tubing and it provides a seamless 

fuid conduit that has the rigidity for tool conveyance.   

Inception of managed pressure fracturing
In response to the CT annular fracturing trend, whether 

fracturing a new well or refracking an existing well, 

Cameron has developed frack trees for CT applications, 

isolation tools to protect the CT from abrasive and cor-

rosive frack fuids and equipment used to manage well-

bore annular pressure while fracturing. 

Having considered all elements of the operation and 

possible effciencies, Cameron has developed the CT 

Annular Frac Tree featuring the FracGUARD Coiled 

Tubing Isolation Frac Head. This system supports the 

requirement to upsize the tree and components to 

accommodate larger fracture and proppant fuid vol-

umes in a compact package. Also, the company offers 

pipe, manifold and personnel for managed pressure 

fracturing and wellbore fowback.  

In CT operations there is additional pressure control 

equipment such as BOPs and lubricators along with the 

CT injector head that must be suspended above the well-

head. Reduced height of the overall stackup improves 

the safety aspect of the operation. The company’s vast 

selection of frack tree sizes allows operators to choose a 

solution so there is enough annular space between the 

CT outer diameter (OD) and inside diameter (ID) of 

the frack tree. 

FracGUARD is engineered to provide a fow area 

between the ID of the frack head and OD of the CT isola-

tion sleeve. This enables high-volume fow rates ideal for 

“popping the toe.” Because it is critical to protect the CT 

during the frack itself, FracGUARD functions as a barrier 

between the fuid entry ports of the frack head and OD 

of the CT. Such an isolation system allows the fracturing 

components to withstand today’s high-volume fracture 

jobs while countering corrosive and erosive effects.       

It has been documented that 40% of all fractures are 

not producing hydrocarbons. The use of CT annular 

fracturing, coupled with innovative systems, represents a 

step forward for operators choosing to use this tech-

nique to fracture or refrack their wells. 

References available.

Specialized equipment such as a frack tree with a frack head containing an isolation sleeve is needed to protect the CT.  

(Source: Cameron)
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Graham Wilkie, Hydro Group

T
hanks to the low oil price, the subsea sector is endur-

ing a challenging period. Operators are being forced 

to venture into harsher and more remote locations, 

requiring top tier equipment to meet demanding and 

dynamic environments. 

Systems being deployed require reliable power and 

communications connections suited to meet these 

demands. The team at Hydro Group is being asked 

for increasingly complex composite and physically 

demanding cable designs. The days have gone when 

the company was simply asked to provide an underwa-

ter electrical connection. 

Dynamic design
Most subsea cables designed and manufactured at the com-

pany’s Aberdeen, Scotland, facility incorporate numerous 

specialist elements such as fber optics, twisted pairs, triples 

or quads, coaxial, and high-frequency and very high-fre-

quency components.

As subsea equipment is becoming more complex with 

data management and collection systems transferring sig-

nifcantly higher volumes of information at faster rates, 

the transmission characteristics, low loss and shielding 

requirements need to be addressed in the design and 

composition of the cables.

To ensure the performance of the designs, increasing 

use of complex software modeling and analysis tools 

are employed. The company’s engineers routinely 

utilize packages such as Comsol multiphysics software 

to model designs and provide virtual realization of the 

cable characteristics under a variety of simulated con-

ditions. Transmission characteristics and performance 

also are simulated with the use of Optem software tools. 

Stainless steel tubes rather than polybutylene tere-

phthalate (PBT) tubes are incorporated regularly for 

all subsea cable designs that are for fber optics. The 

benefts of using optical fbers contained within stain-

less steel tubes are primarily twofold:

• The attenuation (signal loss) seen in the fber due 

to the compressive forces on the glass is minimized 

as the stainless steel tube protects from the crushing 

action of the water pressure on the fber itself; and

• The addition of a hydrogen scavenging/absorbing 

gel is used within the tube to prevent the potential 

darkening of the optical fbers due to the natural 

ingression of small amounts of hydrogen, which are 

present in these extreme conditions. 

Both of these advantages over PBT-tubed fber optics 

are deemed crucial in the demanding conditions seen 

by subsea optical cables.

Mechanical factors are extremely signifcant in the 

overall performance of subsea cable designs. Often 

these present a much higher risk in the reliability and 

durability of the design than all other constraints.  The 

application of fnite element analysis design and model-

ing tools such as Comsol and Orcafex allow simulation 

and analysis of the design to ensure construction and 

incorporation of components that will meet the dynamic 

application requirements. 

Under pressure
Understanding the static and dynamic forces that will be 

applied allows the incorporation of features and com-

Exploring subsea cable market    
The increasing complexity of subsea designs spurs innovation  

in the design and construction of subsea cables. 

Manufactured in Aberdeen, Scotland, the mechanically protected cables 

help improve and support subsea operations. (Source: Hydro Group) 
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ponents in the designs (e.g., the use of Vec-

tran braids and cords for tensile strength in 

lightweight and more fexible applications 

or the use of contra-helical steel wire armor-

ing packages where signifcantly higher 

mechanical forces will be experienced).

The company recently invested in a new 

hydrostatic pressure vessel, which offers a 

broader range of testing with a more accu-

rate output. The 2.5-m by 1.5-m (8-ft by 5-ft) 

vessel has the capacity to pressure-test large 

cable assemblies and equipment up to 1,450 

psi, simulating depths of 1,000 m (3,280 

ft) below sea level. This compliments the 

suite of existing pressure vessels that allow 

simulation of depths to 7,000 m (22,966 ft) 

of seawater.

Advanced armor
Ocean environments vary signifcantly in 

different regions and therefore present 

different risks to consider, such as salinity, 

water temperatures and seabed condi-

tions. As the industry explores deeper sea 

depths, this affects the design and material 

selection of cables, with challenges such as 

ultraviolet stability, marine growth, micro-

bial attack and even the burrowing Teredo Navalis or 

“shipworm” to be addressed. 

The combination of the above design factors and the 

fact that equipment demands are increasing rapidly is 

driving more customized solutions. In addition to the 

design approach employed and increased testing capabil-

ities, Hydro Group has invested heavily in new machinery, 

signifcantly increasing and improving in-house cable 

manufacturing capabilities, to compliment this rapidly 

evolving market. 

At the start of 2015 the company installed and com-

missioned an advanced armoring line offering cus-

tom-designed single and multilayered steel armored 

cables in galvanized improved steel and corrosion-resis-

tant steels. 

The new machinery allows the team to manufacture 

mechanically protected cables to improve and support 

subsea operations that can withstand higher stresses in 

subsea and defense operations as well as contra-helical 

armored subsea control cables. These cables act to neu-

tralize the tension and compression forces that occur 

in the wires each time the cable is bent or fexed. With 

a full appreciation of all electrical, optical, mechanical 

and environmental requirements imposed on the appli-

cation of the cable, a robust and reliable cabling solu-

tion can be realized. 

Hose bundles
The company developed a new hydraulic hose that 

offers lay-up and oversheathing of hydraulic hoses 

for use in umbilical, topside and well intervention 

projects in the oil and gas industry and any deepwa-

ter applications or where there is a high differential 

pressure between the external and internal pressure 

of the hose. 

The bundled hoses, which are available in ¼-in. 

to 2-in. sizes, integrate hydraulic components with 

electrical and fiber-optic cables, resulting in a more 

compact and easier-to-handle assembly. This new 

capability allows the company to extrude up to 120-

mm diameter over composite bundles or single 

hoses. Final produced lengths can be supplied from 

50 m to 2,000 m (164 ft to 6,562 ft) depending on 

the size of hose, number of components and the fin-

ished diameter of the umbilical.

The company has seen signifcant investment in equip-

ment, facilities and training, enabling it to expand capa-

bility and offer technical skills and resources. 

The use of components like Vectran braids and cords provides tensile strength for 

applications that require more fexibility. (Source: Hydro Group) 
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Dianita Sandy and Gandi Rahmawan Setyadi,  

Forsys Subsea

D
espite its notable values, deployment of subsea 

processing can present additional complexity. To 

ensure maximum return on investment, careful consid-

eration must be given to the overall system design and 

operating strategy. A thorough understanding of system 

behavior is fundamental to establish a suitable system 

design and operating strategy. To achieve this, modeling 

of the multiphase fow in the system is performed to 

ensure changes in fuid behavior that can be detrimen-

tal to system operability are fully understood.  

Traditionally, multiphase fow modeling implements 

a simplifed boundary, where one component is isolated 

from another. This approach, however, dismisses the 

interdependency within the overall system and thus poten-

tially provides unrealistic behaviors. Unlike the traditional 

approach, full-feld integrated modeling defnes a static 

boundary at the reservoir and arrival facility where pressure 

is relatively stable over long periods of production. The full 

system components are incorporated in one model that 

takes into account their interdependency, thus providing 

more realistic system behaviors. 

Unrealistic behavior with simplifed boundaries
The following example demonstrates the unrealistic 

behaviors observed with a simplifed boundaries model-

ing approach. A system with a multiphase pump at the 

riser base anticipates riser slugging on turndown mode. 

Multiphase fow modeling characterizes the slugging 

behavior. The simplifed boundaries modeling approach 

simulates the riser as a standalone component with out-

let pressure and inlet fow rate set as inputs. 

A full-feld integrated modeling approach incorporates 

well infow, manifold, fowline, riser and pump station 

into one model. Inlet and outlet pressures are set at the 

reservoir and topside, respectively, and the fow rate is 

adjusted by varying the well choke opening. The model 

also incorporates the pump con-

troller where pump operability is 

kept at safe limits by altering the 

pump speed. 

Though similar in maximum 

amplitude, different slugging 

frequencies are clearly observed. 

With the full-feld integrated 

model, slugging is less frequent 

due to the effect of controller in 

the pump station. Suction pres-

sure is controlled by adjusting 

the pump speed to respond to 

the disturbances entering the 

station. With this confguration, 

the discharge pressure (i.e., riser 

inlet pressure) is stabilized and 

able to dampen the instabilities 

entering the riser. 

Observing the slugging behav-

ior drives further design con-

siderations such as slug catcher 

One model, one solution used  
throughout feld development life cycle     

Full-feld integrated modeling offers a holistic view of subsea  

processing system interdependencies and behaviors.

NEAR WELL RESERVOIR MODEL  

WELL MODEL 

SUBSEA 

PROCESSING 

STATION 

TOPSIDE 

PROCESSING 

STATION 

FLOWLINE 

MODEL 

A full-feld integrated model approach takes into account the interdependencies of system 

components. (Source: Forsys Subsea)  
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control, riser structure integrity and pump controller 

design. This highlights the importance of obtaining real-

istic fuid behavior before any further actions are taken.  

One model, one solution
Full-feld integrated modeling enables holistic system 

investigation. It emphasizes “one model, one solution,” 

evolving throughout the life-cycle phases of a feld 

development. From conceptual front-end detail design 

until the life-of-feld operation, the model evolves, 

promoting continuity and providing a wide range of 

information that is relevant across 

multidisciplinary teams. When used 

early in design, it enables design 

screening to identify the optimal 

feld solution. During the detailed 

design stage, dynamic simulations 

using the same full-feld model are 

performed to ensure system opera-

bility. In the life-of-feld operation, 

it can be used to perform real-time 

metering and monitoring as well as 

forecasting as an advisory system. 

Conceptual front-end design
The following example describes 

a conceptual design to identify 

the optimal solution for a greenfeld development. A 

steady-state integrated simulation model is performed, 

incorporating all existing constraints and physical infor-

mation such as: 

• Platform arrival pressure requirement and its fuid 

handling and power capacity;

• Flowline velocity limit and its topography; 

• Subsea tree and wellbore capacity, well trajectory, 

reservoir pressure and temperature; and

• Well productivity index. 

The full-feld modeling simulation identifes an opti-

mum fowline size and its corresponding backpressure. 

The model also reveals the fowing wellhead pressure 

(FWHP). Relating the fowline backpressure with FWHP 

provides the information of total system production. 

For the system with subsea processing, the effect of differ-

ential pressure due to boosting is taken into consideration, 

revealing the increment of achievable production as com-

pared to natural fow. As a result, 

production profles for the different 

options can be benchmarked. 

Economic analysis is then per-

formed to identify the most opti-

mal confguration. Production rate 

is regarded as revenue, with subsea 

equipment and fowlines as capex 

and utilities like power and hydrate 

inhibition as opex. 

It is understood that simplifed 

boundary modeling could con-

clude a similar benchmark exer-

cise, but to do so would require a 

signifcant number of simulation 

runs and iterations. 

Detail design 
At the detail design stage, system details including con-

trol and operational philosophy have been defned. The 

existing simulation model from the previous phase is 

evolved to include the process controller to investigate 

the system dynamic behavior. 

Full-feld integrated 

modeling enables 

holistic system  

investigation.
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Riser Slugging with Simplified Boundary Riser Slugging with Full-field Integrated Modeling 
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Different slugging frequencies are observed in the full-feld integrated model vs. the simplifed boundaries modeling approach due to 

the adjustments of the pump controller. (Source: Forsys Subsea)
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For example, production from three subsea wells is 

commingled in the manifold and sent to the arrival 

facility via a fowline and riser with aided pressure from 

the subsea multiphase pump station at the riser base. 

Special focus on turndown operation is presented to 

highlight the implication of operating procedure on 

pump station operability.

Turndown operation investigates the holistic system 

responses following the shut-in of one well. Fast turn-

down investigates the system response following well 

shut-in instantaneously, while slow turndown investigates 

the gradual well shut-in.  

Following turndown, decreases are seen in the total 

fow rate, backpressure, pump suction pressure (as pump 

differential pressure stays about the same if not increas-

ing), pump torque set-point and pump speed, while gas 

volume fraction (GVF) at the suction inlet increases. 

On fast turndown it can be seen that suction pressure is 

expected to degrade before pump speed starts to reduce. 

This is due to the slow response of the pump speed con-

troller to reduce the pump torque set-point. This dynamic 

behavior results in the breakout of vapor from the fuid 

entering the pump. Rising GVF entering the pump might 

be of concern as it increases the temperature rise across 

the pump. If it is in a rapid amplitude and period, over-

heating might be an issue. Fast turndown mode represents 

extreme scenarios such as sudden valve failure and closure. 

A slower turndown provides suffcient time for the 

pump speed controller to react and reduce pump torque 

set-point continually. This results in a more stable suction 

pressure, more stable GVF at suction and, consequently, 

more stable delta temperature rise across the pump. 

Full-feld integrated modeling enables validation of 

pump speed controller performance in a holistic per-

spective. It takes into account the well operating strategy 

and the dynamic behavior of upstream fowline and 

downstream riser. Potential concerns following a partic-

ular transient scenario also are noted. 

Life-of-feld operation phase
Full-feld integrated modeling can be extended  

over the life-of-feld operation by integrating it with 

real-time measurements provided by the physical 

instrumentation. This integration allows an enhanced 

usage for different real-time applications such as vir-

tual fowmetering, fow assurance and integrity moni-

toring, and operational advisory systems. Such a system 

has been successfully implemented on the Ormen 

Lange Field on the Norwegian Continental Shelf. 

In addition, a full-feld integrated online simulator for 

fow assurance and operational advice has recently been 

delivered for a subsea gas feld with gas compression. 

The full-feld online simulator is installed as an advisory 

tool to overcome the challenging operation that results 

from liquid surges in the pipeline and the knock-on 

effect this has on monoethylene glycol distribution and 

hydrate formation. 

Editor’s Note: Please see EPmag.com for the expanded version 

of this article.
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The full-feld integrated model offers designers a ‘one model, one solution’ approach to design that incorporates the entire develop-

ment life cycle of the feld. (Source: Forsys Subsea)
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Rhonda Duey, Executive Editor

I
t started in about 2003. Range Resources then-COO 

Jeff Ventura was following with interest the experimen-

tation of combining horizontal drilling and hydraulic 

fracturing in the Barnett Shale in North Texas. His com-

pany had legacy data in Pennsylvania and began to strate-

gically put together an acreage position in the Marcellus 

Shale. Willing to take a risk, Ventura’s company drilled a 

well into the shale using the same parameters that were 

so successful in the Barnett. And a play was born.

Fast-forward to 2015, and the messages are mixed. Some 

companies are selling off acreage, while others continue 

to drill away. “I believe that the consensus is that the 

Marcellus is the largest producing feld in the U.S. and 

will remain that way for the foreseeable future,” said Matt 

Pitzarella, director, corporate communications and public 

affairs for Range.

The giant
The Marcellus can be found beneath parts of eight U.S. 

states. Obviously, not all of this acreage is highly prospec-

tive. The core areas in Pennsylvania, for instance, are in 

the northeastern and southwestern parts of the state.

Current commodity prices are forcing some operators 

to take a hard look at their continued involvement in the 

region. Stone Energy, for instance, recently announced 

that it had shut in its Mary Field, curtailing between 2.8 

MMcme/d and 3.1 MMcme/d (100 MMcfe/d and 110 

MMcfe/d) of production. “Low commodity pricing, 

including negative differentials in the region, combined 

with fees for transportation, processing and gathering, 

reduced the operating margins to an unacceptable level,” 

the company’s release said.

The U.S. Energy Information Agency (EIA) has noted 

a drop from 98 rigs in the play in January 2015 to 74 as of 

late August. But it noted that year-over-year production is 

still expected to be up.

Drilling away
Companies in the region have adjusted to lower com-

modity prices, reducing capital spending accordingly. 

After all, gas prices have been depressed in the U.S. 

for several years now, so they’re used to operating in 

lean mode. Warren Resources announced in August 

that it had initial results from two Upper Marcellus 

wells that were encouraging, with a combined pro-

duction rate of 481 Mcm/d (17 MMcf/d). “A success-

ful test of the Upper Marcellus could potentially add 

Marcellus still has plenty to offer
Drilling and completions effciencies combined with a burgeoning demand for  

natural gas are helping to keep this play going strong.

UNCONVENTIONALS:

MARCELLUS

Operators are still drilling in the Marcellus in spite of low commodity 

prices. (Source: Anadarko)
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more than 40 additional well locations on Warren’s 
acreage block,” a press release noted. “No reserves 
were booked at year-end 2014 for the Upper Marcel-
lus locations.”

The release went on to report that this section of the 
Marcellus is 55 m (180 ft) thick, 18 m (60 ft) thicker than 
the Lower Marcellus. Warren has pipeline infrastructure 
and pads already in place.

Range, meanwhile, has managed to lower its cost 
structure by 43% since 2008 to preserve value through 
the downcycle, according to a recent presentation, and 
it anticipates continued cost reductions. The company 
also hedged production to lock in value and reduce its 
downside risk. For 2016 it has 18 Tcm/d (630 Tcf/d) of 
natural gas hedged at $3.42. 

Range benefts from having concentrated acreage in 
the core of the play, ensuring the greatest productivity for 
the lowest costs. Several years ago 
the company became convinced 
that fnding the correct spot for 
landing the lateral was the key to 
unlocking the play, and it now 
applies a host of measurement tech-
nologies to determine where best 
to land the laterals. This has led to 
the company having one of the best 
EURs, recoveries and cost per 305 
m (1,000 ft).

For 2016 Range expects its aver-
age lateral lengths to increase to 
2,100 m (6,900 ft).

In its second-quarter earnings 
report, EQT Corp. reported sig-
nifcantly lower adjusted income 
but greater production and midstream revenues. Its 
sales volume was 33.5% higher than second-quarter 
2014, though this was more than offset by a 53% lower 
average realized sales price.

The company spudded 38 Marcellus wells during 
the quarter.

Magnum Hunter also increased production in 2015, 
estimating in its second-quarter earnings report that pro-
duction would be up between 72% and 96% over its 2014 
rates. As of June 30, 2015, the company’s proved reserves 
were at 22.7 Bcme (801.8 Bcfe), although not all of that is 
in the Marcellus. It replaced about 266% of its 2014 pro-
duction with reserve additions.

Ultra Petroleum Corp. has partnered with Anadarko and 
Mistui AMI to develop a 76,000-acre area in north-central 
Pennsylvania with proved developed reserves of 3.6 Bcme 
(130 Bcfe). Even at $3/Mcf, the economics stack up nicely.

Finally, Seneca Resources has 200,000 acres that are 
economic at less than $3/MMBtu, according to a recent 
presentation. More than 860 of its locations are economic 
at prices well below that. It’s focusing is 2015/2016 activity 
in the Clermont/Rich Valley area. Much of its acreage has 
EURs of 11 MMcm to 17 MMcm (4 Bcf to 6 Bcf) per well.

Seneca has managed to reduce its costs signifcantly 
over the past few years, dropping from $8.7 million in 
2012 to $5.8 million in 2015 despite increasing lateral 
length, measured depth and completion stages. 

A brighter future?
According to the EIA, all of this activity resulted in a 
17% production boost in the frst nine months of 2015. 
Where is all of this gas going to go?

In a report titled “U.S. Natural Gas Outlook through 
2020: Demand is the New Captain of the Ship,” low-cost 

gas supplies have spurred major 
investments by end users. This will 
result in a 25% increase in demand 
over the next fve years. Some of 
this gas will go to Mexico, but the 
majority will be turned into LNG 
and shipped to major markets in 
Europe and Asia. The report noted 
that the U.S. will become a gas 
exporter by 2017.

BP’s Energy Outlook added that 
gas demand could rise by 1.9% 
annually, reaching 14 Bcm/d (497 
Bcf/d) by 2013. Speaking at Hart 
Energy’s DUG East conference in 
June, John Staub, E&P team leader 
for the EIA’s Offce of Natural Gas 

and Biofuels, said, “The speed and magnitude of the 
growth of the Marcellus gas production have caught every-
one’s attention. The size of the resource is clearly large, 
and that attracts market.” Staub added that natural gas 
production from the Marcellus is more than twice that 
produced in the Eagle Ford or Haynesville shales.

NGL production is on the rise as well and is expected to 
remain more resilient than dry gas, according to a recent 
Raymond James report. NGLs represent about 25% of 
total U.S. liquids output. Seneca Resources alone has 1,620 
future dry and wet gas locations remaining to be drilled.

The prevailing message seems to be this: Don’t write the 
Marcellus Shale off just yet. “The main point from our 
perspective is how fast it’s evolved over the last decade,” 
said Pitzarella.“We still believe that if this were a ballgame, 
we’d be in the early innings in terms of effciencies and 
evolutions in the play.” 

“The size of the  

resource is clearly 

large, and that  

attracts market.”

—John Staub, EIA
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Mike Gundling, TerraGo Technologies

T
he introduction of GPS handhelds nearly 20 years ago 

was a huge leap forward for the oil and gas industry, 

especially pipeline maintenance and operations. Before 

GPS, feld technicians relied entirely on paper maps and 

alignment sheets to locate and inspect pipelines. The maps 

and information needed to locate pipeline assets were often 

grossly inaccurate or missing. The lack of quality mapping 

led directly to accidents, cross-bores and utility excavation 

damage, to say nothing of ineffcient feld operations. 

With the adoption of GPS, data quality improved dra-

matically, which improved the entire life cycle from sur-

veying new construction to inspection, maintenance and 

operations. GPS technology was a game changer for oil 

and gas. Like all technologies, GPS itself has seen its share 

of changes in the last two decades. But nobody could have 

predicted the impact that would come from a new phone. 

In 2008, Apple released the iPhone 3G with its GPS 

chip, and the ripples are still being felt. It proved disas-

trous for GPS device makers like Garmin and TomTom. 

But that was consumer-grade GPS. The oil and gas indus-

try relied on survey-grade GPS. Certainly that was beyond 

the reach of a phone. Or was it?

BYOD
The smartphone wasn’t adopted by enterprise informa-

tion technology departments in the oil and gas industry. 

Like other sectors, it found its way into the workplace in 

briefcases and purses. The smartphone, coupled with the 

introduction of the Apple iPad in 2010 and its subsequent 

tablet competitors, have quietly developed a massive work-

force trained in using both the devices and their applica-

tions. With the addition of email and corporate apps in 

recent years, capabilities of both devices and mobile users 

have fostered a phenomenon in business called bring your 

own device (BYOD). BYOD has made employees vastly 

more productive. Almost half of surveyed companies are 

increasing the BYOD presence in their feld forces this 

year, according to the Aberdeen Group. 

Meanwhile, traditional GPS handhelds seem like an 

anachronism to the modern mobile workforce. Unable 

to connect to the cloud, they present users with an out-

dated PDA interface and a stylus. The operating system 

is Windows Mobile, an operating system that traces its 

roots to 1996 and that Microsoft stopped supporting in 

2008. Clearly, these handhelds don’t compare to the 

performance of an iPhone or Android device, so what’s 

keeping them at work? 

Traditional GPS defenders, especially in oil and gas 

companies, say the lack of survey-grade accuracy prevents 

adoption. An iPhone out of the box might get 3-m (10-

ft) accuracy in wide-open-sky conditions. But sub-meter 

and sub-decimeter precision often are required in oil 

and gas feldwork. At the surface this appears to be a 

reasonable argument. In reality, it misses the bigger pic-

ture in regard to enterprise mobility, and it completely 

ignores the rise of high-accuracy GPS sensors that can 

turn any phone into a centimeter-level GPS device. 

Accuracy
Not all users need the same level of GPS accuracy. The 

arrival of smartphone and tablet GPS at the job site has led 

to managers questioning the price of accuracy. For some 

jobs, like mapping an underground gas line, workers need 

centimeter-level accuracy, so they cling to their handhelds, 

Improving operations with an iPhone  
One company cut costs by 90% with BYOD GPS.

Smartphones with surveying apps are replacing handheld GPS 

systems in the feld.
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ostensibly for good reason. But for other workers, locating 
an aboveground valve for maintenance could be done with 
the accuracy from the phones in their pockets. For the 
fnance department, the price of accuracy started being 
measured against the bottom line. Accuracy that used to 
cost $20,000 now cost less than $2,000. For companies 
focused on the bottom line, the GPS handhelds have 
found themselves squeezed into a niche for survey-grade 
work, but even that niche hasn’t been safe from the rise of 
mobile technology.

While proprietary GPS has hung on to its survey cus-
tomers, the accuracy of smartphones and tablets has 
continued to improve, while prices have dropped. With 
continuous hardware and software innovations resulting 
from the technology battles of Apple, Google, Samsung 
and others, onboard GPS accuracy has improved. Mean-
while, the out-of-the-box accuracy also was improved from 
far outside the box with the addition of more satellites 
from Europe, Russia and China. A 2013 test by ESRI tes-
ters put smartphone accuracy at 3 m. Attached to a con-
sumer-grade GPS receiver, the accuracy rose to 1 m (3 ft) 
99% of the time. In addition, commercial-grade receivers 
from emerging GPS manufacturers like SXBlue, Eos and 
CHC offer centimeter-level accuracy for smartphones and 
tablets. This has fnally grabbed the attention of serious 
surveying professional and geo-experts. 

Data collection
One of those frms is Enmapp, a Calgary-based pipeline 
services company that had always relied on GPS handhelds 
but saw an opportunity to innovate using mobile GPS. 

Enmapp provides pipeline data collection services, 
construction progress reports and analytics to some of 

the world’s largest energy companies. Like others in the 
oil and gas industry, the tools of the trade have been 
the same as far back as anyone can remember. In addi-
tion to binders full of paper maps and forms, each crew 
carried the GPS gear. Like the gear, the workfow had 
always been the same. Each day the crew would collect 
the data and then return to the hotel, where they would 
upload and post-process the data. Then offce staff 
would examine the data for anomalies and corrections, 
dispatching crew to recapture data where needed and 
eventually delivering static reports to the customers. 
While it often seemed cumbersome, “if it ain’t broke, 
don’t fx it” was the prevailing attitude.

Over time though, Enmapp employees became con-
vinced there was a better way. The performance of the 
GPS devices paled in comparison to phones carried by 
the same workers. Then there was the high cost of data 
loss and rework when standalone GPS units failed, not 
to mention the cost of all of the post-feldwork process-
ing and manual review needed before anything could be 
delivered to the customer. And the costs were increas-
ingly out of line with Apple and Android applications. 

After researching GPS solutions in the marketplace, they 
believed they had found a way to jettison the old guard 
GPS with proven, modern commercial products. They 
needed a feld trial to ensure it would work as they hoped. 

Enmapp loaded a GPS surveying app, TerraGo Edge, 
on the crew’s iPads with a Bluetooth-connected, sub-me-
ter GPS receiver, the Eos Arrow 100. The results were 
astounding. Not only did the Eos GPS receiver meet the 
historical accuracy requirements, but in some cases it was 
much better. The effciency of the crews was far superior 
with the native iPad features vs. the old-style stylus and 
PDA screens of the legacy equipment. The labor costs also 
were reduced because they were able to use real-time GPS 
from the Eos Arrow 100 and eliminate post-processing. 

“The hardware savings are enormous with the new 
GPS kit at less than $10,000 compared to the old kit, 
which was more than $70,000. But the ongoing reduc-
tion of project labor costs is even more valuable over 
time,” said Lance Fugate, program manager at EnMapp. 
“The cost reductions and effciency improvements are a 
game changer for us. As our industry continues to look 
for innovation from its service providers, BYOD GPS 
enables us to deliver more effciently. We can pass these 
savings directly to our customers with each project.” 

For Enmapp and other progressive oil and gas compa-
nies, BYOD GPS is changing the game once again, low-
ering costs and improving service. With low oil prices 
and the push for leaner operations, it couldn’t come at 
a better time. 

Using smartphones for feld surveying saves money as well as time.
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digital
OIL FIELD

Scott Ruppert, Lenovo Workstations

F
or geophysicists and other E&P professionals, time is 

money, and their ability to generate revenue is only 

as good as their ability to complete projects effciently 

and effectively. Technology in the form of innovative 

E&P software applications has streamlined the upstream 

process, giving geophysicists the ability to process and 

render massive amounts of seismic data for a complete, 

accurate visual interpretation of the zone. 

While these applications provide gains in productivity, 

they are only as fast as the workstations that run them. 

Powerful desktop workstations enable them to do this 

with ease, yet increasingly geophysicists have sought to 

perform workfows in the feld using mobile worksta-

tions, minimizing the need to send seismic data back to 

the offce for processing.

This creates a challenge for the user since available 

mobile workstation hardware has lagged behind its 

desktop counterpart in being able to effciently perform 

upstream workfows and interpret seismic data in the 

feld. But this is changing. New mobile technology has 

emerged to provide capabilities to geophysicists that are 

comparable to desktop workstations, giving them the 

ability to perform important workfows in the feld.

Application landscape
E&P professionals seeking to perform seismic interpre-

tation have a variety of options when it comes to avail-

able software applications, all of which offer their own 

unique advantages. 

First is Schlumberger’s Petrel, the most widely used 

application in the E&P marketplace. This platform 

leverages applied science to help geophysicists make 

more informed decisions with a clear understanding of 

both opportunities and risks. The application integrates 

work processes with available data to enable the cap-

ture and preservation of knowledge as well as a shared 

vision of the subsurface. The application provides deep 

science across the spectrum from prestack processing to 

advanced reservoir modeling, assisted history matching 

and more. Automated, repeatable workfows to capture 

best practices across the organization are supported. 

Another popular E&P software application is Para-

digm, now in its 15th iteration. The platform, billed as 

the “high-defnition platform of excellence,” enables 

geophysicists to identify the most productive zones (i.e., 

the most fractured, biggest net pay areas) and re-rank 

and requalify these according to user-specifed criteria. 

The platform provides processing and imaging, inter-

pretation, modeling, formation evaluation, and data 

connectivity and management for a complete solution. 

Yet another application gaining broad adoption is Insight 

Earth, acquired by CGG in 2014. The solution, comprised 

of six distinct applications, is touted by the company as hav-

ing the ability to defne prospects quickly through precise 

interpretation of 3-D surfaces, including faults, horizons, 

canyons and salt bodies; leverage existing interpretation 

investments and improve performance across the entire 

workfow; and provide speed and accuracy, saving “months 

of time” when compared to traditional systems. 

Accelerate seismic interpretation, 
transform workfows with new  
mobile technology
Powerful mobile workstations are set to unchain geophysicists from their desks.
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This is just scratching the surface of the current land-

scape for E&P software applications. There are many 

others, each holding unique advantages in their ability 

to help geophysicists interpret seismic data and improve 

their ability to accurately identify productive zones. What 

each of these applications has in common, however, is 

that they require powerful hardware systems to perform at 

maximum eff ciency. Though this capability has previously 

been limited to desktop workstations, E&P professionals 

are increasingly seeking the ability to perform these same 

workf ows in the f eld using mobile technology.

Pushing the limits 
These emerging software applications have raised the 

bar for both accuracy and eff ciency of seismic interpre-

tation, but they all require signif cant computing horse-

power to process massive amounts of seismic data—up 

to 1 terabyte or more—quickly and render models effec-

tively. Until now, only the most powerful desktop work-

stations have been capable of providing the CPU, GPU, 

memory and other critical capabilities required by these 

applications to run effectively. 

This has kept geophysicists chained to their desks to 

get the information they need to make accurate surveys 

and drill effectively. This can take days to accomplish as 

data are sent back to the off ce for processing and images 

are returned to the f eld to get an accurate idea of the 

subsurface, limiting the ability of geophysicists to deliver 

projects on time.

Recent developments in mobile workstation technolo-

gies have provided E&P professionals with demonstrable 

performance gains and have begun to run applications 

at comparable, if not quite the same, speeds as their 

desktop counterparts. This provides an attractive com-

plement for E&P professionals seeking to perform seis-

mic analysis in the f eld as well as in the off ce. 

In August 2015 Lenovo launched the ThinkPad 

P Series, a new lineup of mobile workstations that 

provide signif cant improvements over previous 

mobile workstations in compute power, graph-

ical processing, memory and other key areas. 

Available in ThinkPad P50 and P70 models, these 

mobile workstations provide improvement over 

previously available mobile technology and are 

certif ed for resource-intensive applications. 

Three key areas where the Lenovo ThinkPad 

P Series offers improvements over prior mobile 

workstations are: 

CPU: The systems are the f rst mobile work-

stations to feature the Intel Xeon processor, the 

fastest CPU ever featured in a mobile worksta-

tion. The Xeon processor also is featured in some of the 

fastest desktop workstations in the marketplace, offering 

fast clock speeds and enhanced reliability.

Memory and GPU: For the most graphics-intensive 

applications, like those used by geophysicists, the sys-

tems are packed with memory and graphical processing 

power. Both systems feature NVIDIA Quadro GPU tech-

nology for graphics capabilities as well as up to 64 GB of 

DDR4 error-correcting code memory and the ability to 

handle up to four storage devices and up to 1 terabyte 

of solid-state drive storage. Finally, the ThinkPad P70 

comes with two Intel Thunderbolt ports for fast mem-

ory access. All told, these machines offer horsepower 

capable of handling the toughest E&P workf ows and 

applications, approaching their desktop counterparts 

for performance and reliability. 

Display: Though not directly impacting perfor-

mance, display remains a critical aspect of seismic 

visualization since applications must render and sep-

arate colors to gain an accurate and precise view of 

the subsurface. The ThinkPad P Series machines offer 

4K ultrahigh-def nition resolution for a crystal clear 

image, and both systems feature X-Rite Pantone color 

calibration, enabling E&P professionals to calibrate 

their display for accurate colors throughout the life of 

the system. 

In addition to these key components, the machines 

are designed for optimal reliability with a brand new 

FLEX performance cooling system featuring dual-fan 

design and allowing uptime as dictated by the needs of 

the user. Additionally, the systems are mil-spec tested for 

maximum durability for use by E&P professionals in the 

f eld. Finally, the ThinkPad P50 and P70 are ISV-certi-

f ed for critical E&P applications, assuring geophysicists 

that their investment in the new technology will handle 

any workf ow they can perform. 

Both Thinkpad models feature the X-Rite Pantone color calibration. (Source: Lenovo)
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Craig Hodges, Microsoft Corp.

W
hen producers have very little control over the 

market price of their main product, reining in costs 

and maximizing effciency become all the more import-

ant. Ensuring that a company is effcient, productive and 

cost-effective is paramount. But for producers to under-

stand their asset life cycle, analyze all parts of their busi-

ness and then predict where to shift focus to ensure future 

success is a complex task fraught with risk and uncertainty.

Or at least it has been. New technologies that digitize 

the workplace and connected devices that boost innova-

tion are transforming the oil and gas industry. Already 

oil and gas producers are becoming digital businesses, 

empowered by solutions that help collect and make 

sense of data to boost decision-making. This, combined 

with increased automation and enhanced collaboration, 

drives operational excellence and results in higher pro-

duction, reduced costs and higher margins. 

But that’s just the beginning. As more producers tap 

into the data available from these digital oil felds—and 

as more of these disparate systems are connected via the 

cloud—they will be able to monitor, analyze and predict 

outcomes for every part of the reservoir life cycle. As 

more producers embrace connected oil felds, they will 

be able to ensure they are operating at peak effciency 

without sacrifcing safety, reliability or reduced risk.

Producers are recognizing the increasingly important 

role technology will continue to play in the coming years. 

In a recent survey of 229 oil and gas industry profession-

als, 80% of oil and gas companies said they plan to invest 

the same amount or more in digital technologies over 

the next three to fve years. 

Mobility, infrastructure and collaboration technologies 

currently represent the biggest investment areas across 

the oil and gas industry, according to the survey. But over 

the next three to fve years, investments are expected to 

increase in big data, the Internet of Things (IoT) and 

automation. The key reasons companies are investing in 

digital technologies are to improve the operational eff-

ciency of their most important assets and enable a more 

productive workforce, leveraging actionable knowledge 

and expertise across their organizations. 

Digital oil felds drive near-term  
tech investments 
The increased investments in data collection technolo-

gies (software, smart sensors and devices) also will con-

tinue in the near term. And with the exponential growth 

in the storage, compute and predictive analytic capabil-

ities of the cloud, these technologies provide more than 

just a record of what has happened. They enable near-

real-time access to information for actionable insights in 

the present and future, empowering producers to maxi-

mize business outcomes by optimizing existing assets.

By connecting assets via the cloud and taking advan-

tage of machine learning and predictive analytics 

technologies such as Microsoft Azure Machine Learn-

ing, users can gain the ability to predict equipment 

failures and production disruptions across the value 

chain, track performance in real time and fne-tune 

operations to prevent those failures in the future.

As this industry confronts more complex felds with 

greater extraction challenges, producers must run 

increasingly large and detailed simulations. These 

large, high-resolution simulations require large-scale 

compute resources, which are cumbersome and 

expensive to host on site. To leverage the power, 

Drilling down on data to  
ensure future success
Digital technologies will continue to be the key to unlocking data’s full potential.
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always-on availability and scalability of the cloud, Schlum-

berger released the INTERSECT high-resolution simulator 

in the cloud running on Microsoft Azure, the f rst reservoir 

simulation service in the cloud. The subscription-based 

model scales with producers’ business needs and makes 

it possible for companies of all sizes, worldwide, to take 

advantage of INTERSECT’s high-resolution simulations.

Connected oil f elds span reservoir life cycle
Looking slightly further ahead into the future, oil and gas 

producers will begin connecting even more dots between 

the data. Historically, the hydrocarbon reservoir life cycle 

has comprised several very independent silos: One group 

does upfront exploration analysis, the next creates the 

f eld development plan, a new group performs the actual 

drilling and, f nally, it’s the production team’s turn. 

Each of these groups has its own set of advanced apps, 

large stores of data and connected devices. But typically 

these disparate data stores are not connected to each 

other. So while digital oil f elds can provide actionable 

insights into specif c aspects of a business, it’s not until 

businesses begin using IoT and the power of cloud com-

puting—merging silos of information and expertise—to 

create an asset-centric focus on the oil f eld that they will 

enable near-real-time history matching. This means clos-

ing the “big” loop from f nding hydrocarbon deposits and 

estimating the volume that can be recovered to compari-

son with the actual production volumes and providing this 

feedback to the exploration process.

When producers begin tying these processes together 

to take advantage of the information derived at each step 

from each team across the life cycle, they will make even 

larger improvements in time to f rst oil and total hydro-

carbons recovered. But with all of these connections 

comes huge amounts of data (some producers report col-

lecting up to 1 terabyte of data per day, per well). 

Storing and eff ciently analyzing this massive amount 

of data becomes one of the biggest challenges. Now, with 

almost limitless storage and compute power in the Azure 

cloud combined with big data analytics capabilities such 

as HD Insight and Azure Data Lake and the predictive 

capabilities of Azure ML, producers can tap into that 

data to derive deeper insights. 

Rockwell Automation is using Azure IoT services to 

extend systems that monitor the equipment involved in 

producing, moving, ref ning and selling oil and gas, bring-

ing actionable, predictive insights to its customers across 

the industry. These solutions go beyond traditional SCADA 

systems that monitor sensors in real time, ensuring equip-

ment is performing within its specif ed parameters. 

By analyzing real-time operating data and processing 

through advanced machine learning algorithms, the 

solution will alert potential problems in the making, 

enabling producers to take corrective action before an 

issue is detected that requires more drastic measures. 

This real-time access to and analysis of data from multi-

ple sources is enabling new business models between oil 

and gas service providers and owner-operators, deliver-

ing value across the entire supply chain.

Together Rockwell Automation and Trigg Technologies 

are transforming traditional pump, transport and meter-

ing equipment with cloud-connected sensors and harness-

ing the resultant data to provide new forms of insight and 

value. With a real-time view of the operation of machinery 

in far-fl ung and isolated regions, Rockwell Automation is 

making it possible for Trigg to remotely monitor its assets 

and take corrective action or dispatch maintenance prior 

to equipment failure. But above and beyond predictive 

maintenance, this solution has transformed the custody 

transfer work processes, providing more accurate and 

timely measurements for immediate electronic invoicing. 

With more and more producers realizing the value inher-

ent in connecting their assets and work processes both to 

the cloud and to each other, their ability to control costs 

and maximize production will only grow. There will come a 

point in the not-too-distant future when oil and gas produc-

ers will have such deep insights into their business, at any 

point in the reservoir life cycle and across the entire oil and 

gas value chain, that they will know without a doubt that 

they are working at peak eff ciency, extracting, transporting 

and processing all available hydrocarbons in the fastest, low-

est cost and safest way possible. This not only increases the 

oil and gas companies’ prof tability, it improves the well-be-

ing of communities and the natural environment the indus-

try is required to protect. 

By connecting assets via the cloud, users have the ability to mon-

itor and predict equipment failures, helping to prevent disruptions 

and track performance in real time. (Source: Microsoft Corp.)
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Acoustic evaluation service provides high- 
fdelity data, advanced processing capabilities
Halliburton’s Wireline and Perforating business has 

released the Xaminer Sonic Service, an evolution in 

acoustic formation evaluation that provides operators 

with high-fdelity data and advanced processing capabil-

ities to more accurately characterize a wide range of res-

ervoirs, including those in deep water, mature felds and 

unconventionals, a release stated. The service debuted 

at the Society of Petroleum Engineers Annual Technical 

Conference and Exhibition on Sept. 28. This technology 

works by recording acoustic waveforms that travel from 

a transmitter through the formation to a receiver. As a 

result, operators can measure seismic properties and ana-

lyze reservoir characteristics and geomechanical proper-

ties. These acoustic applications provide information to 

help users optimize completion and stimulation design 

and reduce drilling and completion risks. halliburton.com

Deepwater safety valve designed to close if 
well control is lost
Baker Hughes has released its DeepShield deepwater 

safety valve, the industry’s frst V1-validated subsurface 

safety valve tested to help ensure fail-safe operations as 

defned in the new American Petroleum Institute Spec-

ifcation 14A. The DeepShield valve incorporates debris 

mitigating features and is designed to close if well control 

is lost—even in the presence of debris buildup—estab-

lishing a reliable safety barrier to help minimize the 

likelihood of reservoir fuids escaping up the wellbore 

and any resulting HSE impacts, a press release stated. The 

DeepShield valve features a patented redundant operat-

ing system that enables the valve to function at extreme 

depths and pressures. Unlike conventional valves, the 

DeepShield valve can be held open at lower pressures, 

reducing infrastructure costs required to maintain higher 

wellbore pressures during operations. bakerhughes.com

Hydraulic submersible pumps offer about 
three times the life of an ESP
The hydraulic submersible pump (HSP) from SPX’s 

ClydeUnion Pumps is designed to provide ultrahigh 

reliability and long service life, a product announcement 

said. This pump has typically about three times the life 

of an electric submersible pump (ESP) equivalent and 

offers increased availability, providing substantial reduc-

tions in offshore opex, the company said. The removal of 

electrical power systems and componentry is designed to 

reduce equipment failures, reducing the need for costly 

interventions to replace/repair in-well pumps. Rubbing 

element bearings and seals also have been eliminated as 

the HSP adopts a hydraulic balancing system and bearing 

arrangement in a single-shaft design to create high roto-

dynamic stability, enabling the HSP to run at high speeds 

and making it capable of a very wide operating perfor-

mance envelope. This fexibility is benefcial in accommo-

dating variances in predicted pump performance at the 

site. The HSP is supplied as a plug-and-play unit and is 

more compact in length than an ESP, making it easier to 

install even with large dogleg subverted angles. The HSP 

is designed to resist wear and corrosion for the full life of 

a well. Designed to handle heavy oils and multiphase fu-

ids, the HSP avoids gas locking as it automatically speeds 

up or down depending on the fuid density, meaning gas 

does not become entrained in the machine. spx.com

Tubular handling system encases batches of 
tubulars in fxed frame
Global Gravity’s tubular handling frame transports,  

lifts and stores drillpipes, casing and tubulars more  

effciently, cost-effectively and safely than conventional 

wire bundling, a press release noted. The company  

is now considering opening a facility in Aberdeen to  

help meet demand. TubeLock, the company’s patented 

new-generation tubular handling system, has successfully 
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The DeepShield valve features a patented redundant operating 

system that enables the valve to function at extreme depths and 

pressures. (Source: Baker Hughes)

TubeLock encases batches of tubulars in a fxed frame. (Source: 

Global Gravity)
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completed its three-year operational debut in the 
North Sea, with operators conf rming improved 
safety through reduced injury, achieved cost savings 
and improved drilling operations. Developed specif-
ically for the oilf eld casing and tubular goods sector 
of the industry, TubeLock encases batches of tubu-
lars in a f xed frame. Once they are securely locked 
in place, “packs” of tubulars are transported from 
source to the quayside where they can be can be 
safely and eff ciently lifted for onward transportation 
to offshore installations where they are off oaded, 
stacked and stored. globalgravity.dk

Drillstring camera with jet blasting func-
tion could slash rig time by 50%
A new joint-industry project (JIP) has been launched 
to progress camera technology that could deliver sig-
nif cant savings during drilling operations, a product 
announcement said. The Industry Technology Facil-
itator began the project with Clearview Well Services 
of Perth, Australia, with the support of two global oil 
and gas operator members. Clearview Well Services 
will build a prototype to live-test its CDFC, a new mul-
tifunctional camera and jet blasting function that operates 
during visual inspections. The technology requires about 
50% less rig time than traditional methods. The CDFC 
can be rapidly deployed to the wellsite by helicopter where 
it can carry out the operations in one trip of the drill-
string. The camera and functions are operated via f ber 
optics from the surface. It is estimated it could save about 
$430,000 per 1,000 m (3,281 ft) in rig time, which would 
increase the deeper the well. The designs have been 
reviewed by the operators, and the JIP funding will be 
used to create a prototype for a live test within six months. 
It is hoped the technology will be qualif ed and moving to 
manufacture before summer 2016. itfenergy.com

Sand-tolerant pump designed to increase 
runlife, optimize costs in high-sand wells
Weatherford International has expanded its artif cial lift 
portfolio with a new sand-tolerant pump (STP). Aimed 
to optimize the life of wells, slow production declines 
and reduce workovers, the STP is an alternative to stan-
dard rod pumps in wells with high sand production, the 
company said. The STP prevents abrasion caused by 
sand accumulation in the barrel/plunger that results in 
decreased pump eff ciency or total failure. The STP is 
designed to operate at depths reaching 2,743 m (9,000 
ft). A wiper assembly and f lter coupling reduce sand 
damage by moving sand upward through the pump and 
away from the barrel/plunger interface. Based on f eld 

trial results, the STP 
has demonstrated up 
to 5.5 times longer 
runlife than conven-
tional rod pumps in 
sandy conditions. 
The STP is available 
in most American 
Petroleum Institute 
pump sizes and can 
perform in tempera-
tures up to 182 C 
(360 F). By lubri-
cating the plunger/ 
barrel interface and 
keeping sand out of 
this critical area of 
the plunger system, 
the STP provides 
eff cient and reliable 
performance and 
extended run times. 
weatherford.com/STP

Wireless networking product line designed to 
lower oilf eld communication costs
ABB has released the TeleOS product line, a set of unli-
censed band point-to-multipoint radios that provide 
power-eff cient SCADA communications with input/
output capabilities. Using TeleOS, upstream oil and gas 
companies can now bring modern wireless communica-
tions to off-grid well pads, reducing capital and opera-
tional expenses, helping maximize oil production 
eff ciency and enhancing environmental and worker 
safety, according to a product announcement. Power-
eff cient TeleOS products offer 10 to 100 times higher 
throughput than narrowband radios. The cost of power-
ing a TeleOS radio with solar is less than half the cost of 
powering a broadband radio, the company said. With 
higher throughput than narrowband SCADA radios, 
TeleOS enables more frequent polling of measurement 
from automation devices, resulting in higher resolution 
data and enhanced decision-making capabilities. TeleOS 
radios include two 10/100BASE-T wired interfaces to 
provide connectivity for well pad equipment. The units’ 
serial interfaces as well as their analog and digital input/
output capabilities support connections to equipment 
such as pressure sensors and tank level sensors. These 
communication capabilities support vital oil and gas 
f eld activities such as water treatment and injection as 
well as emergency shutdown. abb.com
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The STP prevents abrasion caused by sand 

accumulation in the barrel/plunger that 

results in decreased pump eff ciency or total 

failure. (Source: Weatherford)
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John Sheehan, International Editor

T
he landlocked Caspian Sea is one of the oldest oil pro-

ducing regions in the world and growing its reputation 

as a gas producer, but the region poses a unique set of 

challenges to companies looking to develop its reserves.

Bordered by Kazakhstan, Russia, Azerbaijan, Iran and 

Turkmenistan, the Caspian Sea is the largest enclosed 

body of saltwater in the world.

Despite the logistical diffi culties of access and infra-

structure, however, a swathe of projects are underway 

offshore the main producing countries.

With sanctions being lifted on Iran, activity also is 

expected to pick up there in the coming years.

In the Azeri sector of the Caspian, most oil produc-

tion comes from the BP-operated Azeri-Chirag-Gu-

nashli fi eld complex, while Shah Deniz, Azerbaijan’s 

biggest gas fi eld, is being developed by BP, Statoil, 

Azeri state energy company SOCAR and the South 

Caucasus Pipeline Co.

The project is in development of the second phase, 

which includes offshore drilling and completion of 26 

subsea wells and construction of two bridge-linked plat-

forms. And onshore there will be new processing and 

compression facilities at Sangachal. 

Cashing in on pieces of 

the Caspian jigsaw
The Caspian region is overcoming immense challenges 

to prove itself as an oil and gas giant.
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About 16 Bcm/year (565 Bcf/year) of gas produced 
from the Shah Deniz Stage 2 project will be carried 
some 3,500 km (2,175 miles) to provide energy for mil-
lions of consumers in Georgia, Turkey, Greece, Bulgaria 
and Italy. 

First gas is targeted for late 2018, with sales to Georgia 
and Turkey. First deliveries to Europe will follow about 
a year later.

Condensate production from the Shah Deniz Field is 
expected to increase to 120 Mbbl/d from current levels 
of about 55 Mbbl/d.

The fi nal investment decision for the project was taken 
in 2014 and triggered plans to expand the South Cau-
casus Pipeline (SCP) through Azerbaijan and Georgia, 
to construct the Trans Anatolian Gas Pipeline (TANAP) 
across Turkey and to construct the Trans Adriatic Pipe-
line (TAP) across Greece and Albania and into Italy. 

Together these projects will create a new Southern Gas 
Corridor to Europe. The total cost of the Shah Deniz Stage 
2 and SCP expansion projects will be about $28 billion.

Technip has been awarded a contract by TAP for the 
onshore part of the pipeline from Greece to Albania 
and in Italy.

The project scope includes an about 870-km-long 
(540-mile-long) pipeline, which will start from the tie-in 
with the TANAP portion of the Southern Gas Corridor 
project at the Greece/Turkey border. 

The pipeline will then go through Greece and Albania 
to eventually cross subsea in the Adriatic Sea and end in 
Puglia, Italy, where it will connect to the Italian natural 
gas network.

TAP is designed to transport 10 Bcm/year (353 Bcf/
year) with a potential future expansion to 20 Bcm/year 
(706 Bcf/year) as more gas becomes available.

FMC Technologies will supply subsea production sys-
tems for well clusters 3-5 of the Shah Deniz Stage 2 proj-
ect in a deal worth $297 million.

Another $66 million contract for the second of three 
planned batches of subsea production trees and ancillar-
ies required for the full-fi eld development was awarded 
to OneSubsea. The delivery of equipment will take place 
from 2016 to 2021.

Shah Deniz is not the only major project underway in 
the Azeri sector of the Caspian, with Total teaming up 
with SOCAR to develop the Absheron gas fi eld, which 
the French operator sees starting up in 2021.

Total and SOCAR formed a joint venture (JV) in 2009 
to explore and develop the Absheron Field, which has 
estimated reserves of 350 Bcm (12 Tcf) of gas and 330 
MMbbl of gas condensate.

Block Absheron lies under about 500 m (1,640 ft) 
of water in the Caspian Sea and is 100 km (62 miles) 
from Baku. 

The fi eld was discovered in 2011 and contains between 
141 Bcm and 283 Bcm (5 Tcf and 10 Tcf) of gas resources. 

Total and its partners have completed the FEED for 
the project.

The FEED process started in summer 2014 and was 
concluded in July 2015.

Various commercialization options for the natural gas 
have been studied. It could be transported via the SCP, 
in which Total holds a 10% equity stake. 

“The fi nal investment decision is expected to be made 
in the fourth quarter of 2017, and the fi rst commercial 
drilling [is scheduled to] start in the fourth quarter of 
2019,” Eric Meyer, Total’s planning development man-
ager, said. “So the fi rst gas will be produced in the fourth 
quarter of 2021.” 

Shah Deniz gas production will rise to 16 Bcm/year in stage 2. (Source: Statoil)
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Four wells are expected to be drilled on the fi eld 
by two rigs. The fi rst of them will be drilled by a new 
semisubmersible fl oating drilling rig, which is now 
under construction by SOCAR.

Total and SOCAR both hold 40% stakes in the JV. French 
group GDF Suez, which joined the project later, owns 20%. 

Limited rig access 
One of the problems faced by companies operating in 
the Caspian is a lack of access to drilling rigs.

SOCAR is constructing the new Caspian Driller 
semisubmersible rig designed for drilling wells at depths 
up to 8,000 m (26,247 ft) and in water depths of 1,000 m 
(3,281 ft). The rig is expected to be completed in 2016.

The cost of the new-generation rig construction proj-
ect in Azerbaijan is $1.116 billion.

The Caspian Drilling Co. (CDC), 92.44% of which is 
owned by SOCAR, will act as an operator of the rig. 

Singapore’s Keppel FELS Ltd. became a construction 
contractor for the plant and signed an agreement on 
construction with CDC in June 2013.

The rig also will be used for drilling on other fi elds 
in the Azeri sector, including the Umid Field and the 
Babek, Karabakh and Ashrafi  prospects. It is expected to 
start operations off Turkmenistan.

In a bid to overcome the limited rig supply in the Cas-
pian, drilling contractor Eurasia Drilling Co. Ltd. (EDC) 
has used novel methods to get its rigs into the region.

It is now the largest offshore drilling contractor oper-
ating in the jackup market of the Russian, Kazakh and 
Turkmen sectors. 

The company owns and operates three of the four 
jackups operating in these sectors: the Astra, Saturn and 
Neptune rigs. The company’s new Mercury jackup is 
completed and undergoing certifi cation and licensing 
in the Turkmen sector before startup of operations.

The job of getting the Mercury rig from Sharjah 
where it was built to the Caspian was a complex one.

The rig was built as a Lego kit, fi tted together and 
then sectioned out, enabling it to be shipped on the 
Volga Don Canal and then put back together at the 
CNRG shipyard in Astrakhan.

One of the main challenges was to fi t the Volga-Don 
width restrictions. The central hull sections, for example 
(the largest single modules), cleared the canal by only 6 
in. on either side.

The main hull for the Neptune, a LeTourneau Super 
116E, was preassembled at the Lamprell yard in Sharjah 
in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and then sectioned 
into seven pieces, including two central sections, two 
side sections and three leg well sections.

The legs for the rig were preassembled in the UAE as 
full rounds, with 13 sections per leg plus the spud can, 
which also included a small leg section.

The accommodation and rig package were then all 
shipped to the Caspian in kit form and assembled onsite 
with the exception of the cantilever, which was prebuilt 
in the UAE.

The helideck, upper pipe deck and a few other small 
items were built in the Caspian.

In addition to the Mercury newbuild rig there are 
another two jackups under construction in the Caspian, 
one of which is the Caspian Driller newbuild rig.

The second jackup is the Prime Exerter owned by 
Ezion Holdings. The 33-year-old Prime Exerter was 
dismantled in Holland so it could be shipped into the 
Caspian Sea through the Volga-Don Canal system. It has 
been reassembled in Baku.

EDC believes seven or eight jackups are required to 
keep up with drilling demand in the Caspian Sea due to 
the large number of exploration licenses yet to be drilled. 

Further discoveries would lead to more development 
drilling on top of the already heavy workload EDC is see-
ing for its rigs.

During fi rst-half 2015 the Astra jackup rig drilled a 
well for the N Operating Co. in Kazakhstan followed by 
a well for Lukoil in the Russian Sector.

The Saturn jackup was also busy, drilling two wells for 
Petronas in Turkmen waters, where the Neptune jackup 
also drilled three wells for Dragon Oil.

EDC also drilled and completed three wells on Lukoil’s 
Yuri Korchagin Field platform in the Russian sector 
before commencing coiled-tubing workover operations 
on a fourth well.

Russia eyes Caspian
With its vast oil and gas reserves, Russia has plenty of 
projects to choose from, but energy offi cials believe the 
Russian sector of the Caspian Sea could prove critical to 
its energy security.

Lukoil discovered six large oil and gas fi elds in the 
North Caspian between 1999 and 2005: Khvalynskoye, 
Yuri Korchagin, 170th Kilometer, Rakushechnoye, Sar-
matskoye and Filanovsky. 

The fi elds are thought to contain nearly 5 Bbbl of 3P 
(proven, probable and possible) reserves. 

The Vladimir Filanovsky oil and gas fi eld is the biggest 
by oil reserves discovered in Russia in the last 20 years, 
while another 10 prospective oil and gas structures have 
been identifi ed in the North and Central Caspian.

The Vladimir Filanovsky Field was discovered in 2005 
and contains 487 MMboe of proven reserves. 
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Development work is ongoing, and production from 
the fi eld is scheduled to commence in late 2015 or early 
2016 at a rate of 210,000 bbl/d.

Field facilities consist of an ice-resistant platform, a living 
quarters (LQ) platform and central processing platform. 

The topside sections of the central processing plat-
form and the LQ module were transported to the fi eld 
in second-half 2014. The topsides for all four platforms 
and the catwalk bridges are currently being assembled.

Azat Shamsuarov, Lukoil’s senior vice president for 
oil and gas production, said, “The Vladimir Filanovsky 
Field development is being implemented in strict com-
pliance with the schedule. Lukoil’s program for Caspian 
Sea development is a long-term one, and we are quite 
convinced that it will promote the development of ship-
building and related industries in southern Russia.” 

Another of Lukoil’s major producing fi elds is Yuri 
Korchagin, the country’s fi rst offshore fi eld in the Cas-
pian Sea. Field infrastructure includes an ice-resistant 
fi xed platform (LSP-1) built at the Astrakhansky Korabel 
shipyard and intended to drill and operate wells as well 
as collect and pretreat reservoir content. 

The LSP-1 has a 560-mt rig capable of drilling up to 
7,400-m (24,278-ft) wells. 

Field construction will include 26 production wells, 
three water injectors and one gas injector. 

Kashagan stalled
In the Kazakh sector of the Caspian Sea, the giant but 
troublesome Kashagan oil fi eld is at the heart of devel-
opment plans.

Discovered in 2000, it is the largest oil fi eld outside 
the Middle East. But development of the fi eld has 
experienced signifi cant delays and considerable cost 
overruns, with a $50 billion price tag now being put on 
the scheme. 

The fi gures for oil-in-place range between 30 Bbbl 
and 50 Bbbl, with an average oil-in-place estimate of 
about 38 Bbbl. With a relatively low recovery factor of 
between 15% and 25% due to the complexity of the res-
ervoir, the recoverable reserves fi gure is presently placed 
between 7 Bbbl and 13 Bbbl.

IP began in 2013 but just a few weeks later output 
had to be shut in because of leaks in the 28-in.-diam-
eter pipelines transporting the sour gas 90 km (56 
miles) to shore from the processing facilities installed 
on the artifi cial “Island D” hub, where the recovered 
liquid and gas are separated.

The highly corrosive gas has been blamed for the 
leaks, with the owners agreeing to completely replace 
the pipeline network (it is estimated to be about 200 

km [124 miles] in total) with higher grade, more 
expensive materials. 

Earlier this year Saipem, through its subsidiary ERSAI 
Caspian Contractor, was awarded a major new $1.8 
billion engineering and construction contract for the 
Kashagan Field project.

Saipem will construct two 95-km (59-mile) pipelines 
that will connect Island D in the Caspian Sea to the 
Karabatan onshore plant in Kazakhstan. 

The scope of work includes the engineering, welding 
materials, conversion and preparation of vessels, dredg-
ing, installation, burial and precommissioning of the 
two pipelines. The two pipelines, with a diameter of 28 
in., are made of carbon steel internally cladded with 
a corrosion-resistant alloy layer. Construction will be 
completed by year-end 2016 and startup of the fi eld is 
anticipated in 2017.

Eni has a 16.8% stake in the consortium develop-
ing the fi eld. Other partners include Shell (16.81%), 
Total (16.81%), Exxon Mobil (16.81%), KazMunayGas 
(16.81%), China National Petroleum Corp. (8.4%) and 
Inpex (7.56%).

Until Kashagan starts up again, the largest source 
of oil production in Kazakhstan is the giant Tengiz oil 
fi eld, discovered in 1979. 

In Turkmenistan, most of the country’s oil reserves 
are located offshore or in the Garashyzlyk area west of 
the country. 

The Cheleken project has been under development 
since the mid-1990s, with the UAE’s Dragon Oil acting 
as operator. 

Proved and probable reserves in the contract area 
are about 3 MMbbl of oil and 84 Bcm (3 Tcf) of nat-
ural gas. 

In 2014 Dragon Oil completed 14 development 
and appraisal wells: 13 in the Dzheitune (Lam) Field 
and one in the Dzhygalybeg (Zhdanov) Field. Four 
drilling rigs are operational in the Cheleken Con-
tract Area. 

The fi nal piece of the Caspian jigsaw is Iran, where 
there is currently no signifi cant production. Iran esti-
mates, however, that there are 100 MMbbl of oil reserves 
in the Sardar Jangal Field discovered in 2011. 

The Iranian Oil Ministry plans to establish a refi nery 
on the Caspian coast and supply it with crude oil from 
the Sardar Jangal Field, although any development in 
this area is likely years away, according to the Interna-
tional Energy Agency.

What appetite Iran will have to produce Caspian 
oil now that sanctions are being removed remains to 
be seen. 
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Rhonda Duey, Executive Editor

I
n the past it was not unusual for oil felds to be discov-

ered due to natural seeps. These felds were often easy 

to produce, even with primitive technology.

This has not been the case with the Athabasca oil 

sands in Alberta, Canada. The frst European to com-

ment on the unusual substance was James Knight, Fac-

tor of Fort York, who noted the presence of “gum or 

pitch that fows out of the banks of a river” in his jour-

nal in 1715, according to oilsandstoday.com. The river in 

question was the Athabasca.

Two years later, Waupiso of the Cree people brought 

samples to the Hudson’s Bay Co. trading post at Fort 

Churchill, according to the Regional Aquatics Moni-

toring Program (RAMP) website. Several decades later, 

Peter Pond noted oil sands at the confuence of the 

Athabasca and Clearwater rivers, and in 1790 Sir Alex-

ander Mackenzie described the oil sands in his explora-

tion of the region.

As time went on, interest grew about this potential 

resource. Robert Bell joined a Geological Survey of 

Canada expedition and is credited with being the frst 

to realize the potential of the area. He gave samples 

to G. Christian Hoffman, a chemist, who successfully 

separated the bitumen from the sands using water. But 

despite Bell’s conviction that the oil sands must be rep-

resentative of large petroleum reservoirs, the 24 wells 

drilled between 1906 and 1917 were dry.

Still, efforts to separate the sand and oil continued, 

and World War I gave Canada the impetus to try harder 

to tap into this resource. The Alberta Research Council 

was formed to support oil sands research as well as other 

research. A researcher named Dr. Karl Clark perfected a 

method of using hot water to separate the bitumen, and 

a feld-scale plant was built near Fort McMurray in 1924.

But it wasn’t until the 1950s that the technology was far 

enough along for commercial devel-

opment. In 1953 the Great Canadian 

Oil Sands consortium, now Suncor, was 

formed. Plant construction began in 

1964, and production started in 1967. 

The Alberta Energy website predicts 

production to reach 3.7 MMbbl/d of 

oil by 2020.

Geology and exploitation
According to the RAMP website, the 

Athabasca oil sands deposit, which is 

the third largest oil sands deposit in 

the world, is the largest Cretaceous 

oil sands deposit in Alberta, with 

an areal extent of about 46,000 sq 

km (17,760 sq miles). The McMur-

ray Formation, which is up to 45.7 

m (150 ft) thick, is a layer of shale, 

sandstone and oil-flled sands and 

contains the bulk of the deposits. It is 

exposed at the surface near the Atha-

basca River but is several hundred 

meters below the surface in other 

parts of the play.

game
CHANGER

Alberta’s gooey prize 
The Athabasca oil sands have gone from being a curiosity  
to one of the largest oil accumulations in the world.
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A bucketwheel reclaimer harvests oil sands in Alberta. Mining for oil sands is controver-

sial but is making up less of the overall development mix as SAGD operations become 

more prevalent.
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This has led to two distinct extraction methods—min-
ing and in situ production. The shallower deposits are 
mined, which has been a concern to environmentalists 
and has stalled the Keystone XL pipeline project for 
years. To begin a mining operation, the overburden of 
muskeg, sand, gravel and clay is stored for later recla-
mation. The sand is then mined and taken to crushers.

Here the mixture is crushed, f ltered and mixed with 
hot water and then transported to an extraction plant. 

The extraction plant forces the sand and water to 
settle in the bottom while the bitumen bubbles to the 
top. Once separation is complete, the bitumen goes 
through primary upgrading, while the sand and water 
are moved to a tailings pond. These sites can eventually 
be reclaimed, though the process takes several years. 
While mining gets most of the negative press, it actually 
accounts for only 20% of oil sands production.

The primary form of in situ production in the Atha-
basca region is steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD). 
This involves the drilling of a pair of horizontal wells, 
one drilled directly beneath the other. The top well 
injects steam to heat the reservoir. This creates a steam 
chamber to lower the bitumen’s viscosity.

Looking forward
Several projects are underway to continue to develop 
this resource. The Athabasca Oil Sands Project, a joint 
venture between Shell Canada Ltd., Chevron Canada 
Ltd. and Western Oil Sands LP, has a production capac-
ity of 255,000 bbl/d of synthetic crude, according to 
Shell’s website. The company has approval to expand 
this by up to 215,000 bbl/d. 

The project is unique in that it is implementing the 
world’s f rst commercial-scale carbon-capture and 
storage project for an oil sands operation. The Quest 
project will reduce CO2 emissions from Shell’s oil sands 

operations by more than 1 MM tonnes/year by captur-
ing CO2 from its Scotford upgrader and permanently 
storing it underground.

Other efforts to minimize the environmental foot-
print also are underway, and the Alberta provincial 
government is an active participant in many of these 
projects. A consortium called Canada’s Oil Sands Inno-
vation Alliance has brought together companies active 
in oil sands exploitation, and its website notes that its 
member companies have shared 777 technologies that 
cost more than $950 million to develop. 

Its ongoing projects are examining such disparate 
technologies as centrifuges for the f ne tailings that don’t 
settle to the bottom of the tailings pond, managing the 
use of freshwater in oil sands operations, topsoil recon-
struction, recovering waste heat for reuse and even a “f y-
ing drilling rig” that allows rig equipment to be f own to 
remote locations without disturbing the forest.

The last was a collaboration between Cenovus, HyTech 
Drilling Ltd. and other contractors. The product is called 
the SkyStrat Drilling Rig. It eliminates the need for tem-
porary roads and has the potential to reduce water usage.

In another collaboration, Imperial Oil and BP are 
spearheading a project known as the Boiler Blowdown 
Reduction Technology project. This project aims to 
reduce the amount of water that must be disposed of 
in steam generation for SAGD projects. And Faster 
Forests has been created by ConocoPhillips Canada, 
Husky Energy, MEG Energy, Nexen, Shell Canada, 
Statoil Canada and Suncor Energy based on studies 
from the University of Alberta to accelerate land recla-
mation after operations have ceased. To date, the pro-
gram has resulted in almost 3 million trees and shrubs 
being planted. 

Efforts like these can help quiet the critics and continue 
to provide Canada with a sustainable energy future. 
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The increased demand from operators for multitask-

ing vessels has seen France’s Technip apply its expe-

rience gained from pipelay units such as the Deep Blue, 

Apache and Apache II to bring several such units onto 

the market in recent years.

But for its most recently built pipelay giant, Deep 

Energy, it has recognized another need—the need for 

speed. Completed in 2013, the vessel, despite being 

one of the largest pipelay vessels ever built, can sail at 

a speed of up to 19.5 knots, making it the fastest of its 

kind. This is not only good for feld development and 

installation schedules but also for Technip’s business 

as it enables fast transition between work locations and 

therefore greater vessel availability. 

Atlantic Basin operations
With the capacity to install rigid pipe, fexible pipe and 

umbilicals from shallow waters out to water depths of 

up to 3,000 m (9,843 ft) via the reel-lay method, this 

vessel was built to work on subsea projects, mainly in the 

North Sea, Atlantic Basin and intercontinental locations.

Having carried out work on projects so far for clients 

including Enbridge, Murphy and Anadarko in the Gulf 

of Mexico (GoM) and for Marathon offshore Norway, it 

has proven its ability to successfully work in varying water 

depths. On Anadarko’s Lucius in the GoM, it worked in 

up to 2,260 m (7,500 ft) of water, while toward the other 

end of the scale it carried out activities on Marathon’s 

Bøyla at a depth of 120 m (400 ft).

Some of its most recent contract awards will see it carry 

out pipeline installation for Total E&P on the Edradour 

and Glenlivet subsea developments West of Shetland off-

shore the U.K. in about 300 m (984 ft) of water during 

the summer seasons of 2016 and 2017. It also will lay 50 

km (31 miles) of rigid pipe for EnQuest on its Kraken 

project in the U.K. North Sea, while further afeld it also 

has work lined up in due course for Shell offshore Aus-

tralia on its world-class Prelude foating LNG project.

The Class 3 dynamically positioned vessel was primar-

ily designed to handle subsea installation of reeled rigid 

pipe of up to 18 in. in diameter via a tiltable tower at 

the stern with a range of laying angles between 90 and 

30 degrees, which gives it its wide range of water depth 

pipelay capabilities. 

The vessel has a normal operating dynamic top tension 

of 450 tons and is equipped with a highly effcient pipe-

line end termination handling system. But her multitask-

ing skills mean that the Deep Energy is also capable of 

installing fexible products, umbilicals, steel tube umbili-

cals and a variety of mid-line and end structures, carrying 

out these duties during her frst tour of duty in the GoM 

in 2013 to 2014. 
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Technip’s Deep Energy pipelay vessel can install pipelines in water depths 

ranging from the shallows out to 3,000 m and is the fastest of its kind, with a 

transit speed of 19.5 knots. (Source: Technip)

Vessel Facts

Sector: Pipelay and subsea construction

Owner: Technip

Hull Built: STX Dalian Shipbuilding, China

Outfitting: Westcon Yard, Florø, Norway

Size (length,  

breadth):
194.5 m (638 ft), 31 m (102 ft)

Deadweight: 11,000 tons

Gross Tonnage: 25,378 tons

Transit Speed: 19.5 knots

Positioning: DP3

Min/Max Pipelay 

Operating Depth:
16 m (52 ft)/3,000 m (9,843 ft)

Reel Weight 

Capacity:
2 x Reels (2,800 Te max)

Operating Arena: North Atlantic

Classification: DNV+1A1, Clean Design, ICE-C 

Accommodation: 140 persons

Present Location: Angola, West Africa
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ASIA

Lundin sells Indonesian assets in $22 million deal

Lundin Petroleum AB has agreed to sell its oil and gas 
assets in Indonesia to PT Medco Energi Internasional 
TBK for $22 million, Lundin said in a news release. The 
assets include the nonoperated interest in the producing 
Singa gas feld and the operated interests in the South 
Sokang and Cendrawasih VII blocks as well as the joint 
study agreement concerning the Cendrawasih VIII Block. 
Lundin also might become entitled to certain contingent 
payments and has an option to receive a future interest in 
the Cendrawasih blocks. Completion of the transaction 
is subject to various conditions, including approval of the 
government of Indonesia.

OMV discovers gas in Pakistan’s Latif Block 

OMV found gas at the Latif exploration block in Paki-
stan’s southern Sindh Province, the company said in 
a news release. During testing, the well fowed 2,500 
boe/d of gas from Lower Goru Intra C Sands. This dis-
covery has opened up new exploration opportunities in 
the area. Further appraisal work is needed to confrm 
the size of the discovery. 

Shell Malaysia plans to cut 1,300 upstream jobs 

Shell Malaysia is reorganizing its upstream division by 
shedding 1,300 positions over the next two years, the 
company said. The Royal Dutch Shell unit has a total 
workforce of about 6,500 staff.  

CGG completes depth imaging  

of survey offshore Indonesia

All four phases of CGG’s BandaSeis 2-D BroadSeis multi-
client program targeting the Banda Arc around East Indo-
nesia and Timor Leste have been fully processed and are 
ready for delivery, the company said. Totaling more than 
14,000 km (8,699 miles) of broadband seismic data, the 
program was acquired in cooperation with the Indonesian 
Directorate General of Oil and Gas and the Timor Leste 
National Petroleum Authority. The data were processed 
to prestack depth migration in four stages in CGG’s Singa-
pore imaging center, with the fnal phase being delivered 
at the end of second-quarter 2015. CGG said the fnal seis-

mic images will help explorationists understand the geo-
logical development and prospectivity of the Banda Arc.

AUSTRALIA

Santos will cut 200 jobs to ride out weak oil prices

Australian oil and gas producer Santos Ltd. said it would 
cut about 200 jobs, or 6% of its staff, as it looks for $73 mil-
lion in additional savings to ride out weak oil prices, Reuters 
reported. Santos is in the process of a strategic review in 
which it is considering selling a range of assets to cut its $8.5 
billion in net debt in a bid to avoid selling new shares at a 
time when investors already have seen their stock battered. 
The latest job cuts, mostly at its Adelaide headquarters, 
come on top of 565 jobs already shed, with the company try-
ing to simplify its eastern Australia business, including the 
Cooper Basin operations that used to be its core. 

Transerv Energy hits gas in Perth Basin’s Warro Field

Transerv Energy Ltd. reported encouraging results from 
the latest well at its Warro onshore gas feld drilling cam-
paign in the Perth Basin in Western Australia, sending its 
shares soaring. The Warro-5ST well encountered strong 
gas shows over a gross interval of 175 m (574 ft) and about 
130 m (427 ft) of net gas pay in massive stacked sands. 
Importantly, the well remains in gas at its total depth of 
4,422 m (14,508 ft), which Transerv said reinforced the 
feld’s substantial potential of 226 Bcm (8 Tcf) to 283 
Bcm (10 Tcf) in place while suggesting further deeper 
resources could be present.  

GULF OF MEXICO

Technip lands subsea contract for Shell’s Stones project

Shell Offshore Inc. has awarded Technip a contract 
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This map shows the coverage of CGG’s BandaSeis survey. 
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for the development of subsea infrastructure for the 

Stones project in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico (GoM), 

according to a Business Wire release. Included in 

the service are two subsea production tiebacks to the 

FPSO vessel. The Stones Field is located in the Walker 

Ridge area in the GoM at a water depth of 2,930 m 

(9,613 ft) along the pipelay route. The contract cov-

ers engineering of the required second pipeline end 

terminations (PLETs), fabrication of the PLETs and 

piles and installation of the subsea production system, 

inclusive of associated project management, engineer-

ing and stalk fabrication. The offshore installation 

is scheduled to be performed by the Deep Blue, the 

group’s f agship vessel for deepwater pipelay.

Freeport-McMoRan fi nds more oil in Gulf of Mexico

Positive drilling results came from the Freeport-Mc-

MoRan Oil & Gas 100%-owned Horn Mountain Deep 

well in the deepwater Gulf of Mexico, a company press 

release stated. IP from this well, which will be tied back 

to existing facilities, is expected in f rst-half 2017. This 

well, combined with two follow-on development wells at 

Horn Mountain Deep, might be capable of producing 

an aggregate of 30,000 boe/d. 

EUROPE

Oil spill at Statfjord Field under investigation

Oil has been observed in the sea close to the OLS B 

loading buoy at the Statfjord Field, Statoil reported on 

Oct. 8. The oil spill was discovered during the loading 

of oil from the Statfjord A platform to the tanker Hilda 

Knutsen via the OLS B loading buoy, which is located 

between Statfjord A and Statfjord B. The leak is located 

in a f ange in the loading hose. It is too early to say how 

much oil has leaked. Preliminary assessments indicated 

that the spill is within the range of 40 cu. m (1,412 cf) of 

oil. Further assessment and investigations will uncover 

the scope and causes in more detail. 

Multiple projects completed for North Sea operator

Asset Guardian Solutions Ltd. (AGSL) has successfully 

completed a series of three projects for a major North Sea 

oil and gas operator that manages and operates numer-

ous developments in the North Sea, Norway, Algeria and 

Russia, a press release stated. During the past two years, 

AGSL has completed three linked contracts, two of which 

required that the Asset Guardian toolset be customized to 

meet specif c requirements. The initial contract awarded 

to AGSL provided the operator with a secure electronic 

centralized repository to store all process control systems 

software backup f les. As a result, the company’s ability to 

recover quickly in the event of an unplanned production 

shutdown due to process control software failure has been 

signif cantly improved. 

Repsol will cut global workforce in next three years

Spanish oil company Repsol plans to cut its global work-

force by 6% over the next three years, according to an 

internal document seen by Reuters. The cuts form part of 

its 2016 to 2020 strategic plan.

MIDDLE EAST

Shaikan oil fi eld’s reserves more than double

Gulf Keystone Petroleum Ltd. said an independent 

report found that reserves at a key oil f eld in Iraqi 

Kurdistan were more than double the previous esti-

mate, potentially helping the oil producer develop 

the f eld at lower costs, Reuters reported. Gulf Keystone 

said an updated report found that proved and prob-

able reserves at its Shaikan oil f eld had increased to 

639 MMbbl gross from 299 MMbbl gross. 

SOUTH AMERICA

Range hits oil in Trinidad

Range Resources has hit oil at a development well in 

Trinidad. The MD 42N development well is located at 

the company’s Morne Diablo Field and was f rst spudded 

on Sept. 4. Since the company encountered wellbore 

instability during early drilling, Range decided to drill 

the well to a revised depth of 795 m (2,610 ft) instead 

of 978 m (3,210 ft) to avoid the risk of losing the well. 

Hydrocarbon sands and oil shows were encountered at 

the Upper Cruse channel sand complex during drilling 

of the well, with electric log interpretation conf rming 

the presence of recoverable hydrocarbons with an esti-

mated net pay of 14 m (48 ft), 11 m (38 ft) of which is 

planned for production perforations. The well has been 

cased, and approvals are being sought for production 

testing, which was  scheduled to take place in October.

Petrobras: Carcara oil well extends subsalt discovery

Petrobras said a third exploratory well found light oil 

in the Carcara f nd in the Santos Basin offshore Brazil, 

conf rming the f nd extends well beyond the initial 

discovery, Reuters reported. The well, known as Car-

cara NW, lies 5.5 km (3.4 miles) northwest of the origi-

nal discovery well and runs to a depth of 2 km (1.2 

miles). Petrobras is the operator of the area with a 

66% stake. 
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on the
MOVE

PEOPLE

Royale Energy Inc. appointed Jona-

than Gregory CEO and vice chairman 

of the board.  

Upon the retirement of Richard 

White, Global Geophysical Services 

Inc. selected Ross Peebles, former 

COO, as interim CEO. 

Keith G. Larsen, U.S. Energy Corp.’s 

CEO and chairman of the board, 

resigned Sept. 25. The board of direc-

tors appointed David Veltri, president 

and COO, to the additional position 

of CEO.

Stephan Reimelt was appointed 

president and CEO of GE’s Power 

Conversion business, succeeding 

Joe Mastrangelo, who became presi-

dent and CEO of Power Generation 

Products for GE Power and Water.

Check-6 International Inc. 

appointed Laura Owen  

CEO in September. 

COO Frank Jacobs of TAG Oil Ltd. 

resigned in October to pursue  

other opportunities.

Oildex promoted Michael Weiss to 

the newly created position of CTO.

Profre Energy Inc. appointed Ryan W. 

Oviatt CFO. Oviatt succeeds Andrew 

Limpert, who stepped down in June.

Bryan Bloom joins ENODO Global as 

its CFO.

Enerplus Corp. named Jodi Jenson 

Labrie senior vice president and CFO.

Anadarko Petroleum 

Corp.’s Amanda M. McMil-

lian was promoted to senior 

vice president, general 

counsel, corporate secretary and 

chief compliance offcer. 

Schramm Inc. appointed Sean Roach, 

its current vice president of drilling sys-

tems and services, to lead the compa-

ny’s new expanded offce in Houston.

Glacier Energy Services 

appointed Martin Kilmurry 

managing director of the 

company’s newly created 

specialist services division. 

NextDecade LLC hired Krysta De 

Lima as general counsel and Alfonso 

Puga as chief commercial offcer.

Aquatic Engineering &  

Construction Ltd., an  

Acteon company, appointed 

Martin Charles  group  

managing director.  

Rickey Tauzin was appointed 

executive vice president of 

sales for Knight Oil Tools. 

Henkels & McCoy Inc. 

named Jason Steph vice 

president, pipeline division 

managing the Pipeline Ser-

vices & Industrial/Facilities groups. 

Borets named Obren Lekic 

vice president of sales and 

business development for 

the U.S., located in Houston.

Cubility AS appointed Bran-

don Buzarde vice president, 

international sales. 

Greene’s Energy Group LLC 

named James “Bruno” Del 

Buono key account manager. 

Bård Glad Pedersen was appointed vice 

president of media relations for Statoil.

Simon Group Holdings 

appointed Dr. Gordon 

Hewitt CBE, FRSE as exec-

utive chairman for its new 

energy platform business. 

Chad Hesters joined the Korn Ferry 

frm as managing director of the 

Houston offce and a senior client 

partner in the energy practice.

Uptake hired Hector Acevedo to 

lead the company’s oil and gas unit. 

Aker Solutions appointed David 

Clark regional president of the U.K. 

and Africa. 

Element Materials Technology 

appointed George Winning to the 

newly created position of global cor-

rosion specialist.

IMI Critical Engineering appointed 

Ajitkumar Sreekumar head of its 

operation in India.

Stirling Group’s Ray Ramsay and Dom-

inic Webb have been appointed to the 

respective roles of regional manager 

for crisis and continuity management 

in the Middle East and global principal 

project manager.

TransCanada Corp. appointed John E. 

Lowe as its new independent director.

Peterson selected Joost 

Perquin as regional director 

responsible for the Ameri-

cas region.  

King & Spalding welcomed Simon 

Cowled as partner in its energy prac-

tice in Singapore.

Anadarko Petroleum Corp. 

elected Dr. Sean Gourley 

to serve as an independent 

director of the company. 

Aker Solutions appointed José Formigli 

to its innovation board and to serve as 

an adviser for overall strategic decisions.

C. John Wilder joined EXCO’s board 

of directors and was appointed exec-

utive chairman.
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Melfort Campbell and Martin  

Jones have been appointed to 

the board of the National Subsea 

Research Initiative.

DEA Deutsche Erdoel AG appointed 

Andreas J. Goss, Alf Henryk Wulf 

and Dr. Jan Konerding as members 

of its supervisory board. 

Stephen Greenlee, president of 

Exxon Mobil Exploration Co.,  

was named chairman of the  

University of Houston’s Energy 

Advisory Board.

Thalassa Holdings Ltd. named 

Emma Godding sales director of 

its wholly owned subsidiary, WGP 

Group Ltd.

COMPANIES 

Aptomar opened its “Aptomarin” 

marine control center in September 

in Trondheim, Norway. 

DNV GL is building a new confer-

ence center and large-scale 

fre-and-explosion demonstration 

area at its major hazard testing and 

research center in Cumbria, U.K. 

The facility is due to be completed 

in December 2015.  
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Thomas G. Roesner, Cameron

W
hen it comes to the concept of refracturing 

within the industry, the key word is “potential.” 

This concept of returning to mature shale wells to 

refracture them to increase or at the minimum to 

restore EUR has the potential to help operators get 

more out of their wells. Even so, it is currently being 

greeted with varied responses. 

Service companies are referring to it as the next wave. It 

may be the next wave for these companies as it represents 

an opportunity to maintain work in an economic downturn 

and to continue conversations with operators. But is it the 

next wave by which it’s going to increase our production 

levels or simply maintain? There are many considerations 

to be made. Each case is very different, and decisions are 

based on economics and risk as 

operators are asking themselves, “If I 

spend this amount, how much will I 

get back?” 

Case for refracturing  
in shale
Oruganti et al. cited a reason to 

pursue refracturing in shales. 

Results presented from the Eagle 

Ford and Bakken plays showed 

increased reserves and incremental 

net present value. Refracturing 

operations showed an increase in 

EUR of 53% and 69% for the Eagle 

Ford and Bakken, respectively. 

According to another author, 

refracturing operations on a well in the Woodford Shale 

resulted in a ninefold production rate increase. 

Such stories are fueling interest in refracturing shale 

wells. Also driving interest in the refracturing technique 

are the low oil recovery factors in horizontal wells, 

improved fracturing techniques and the current oil 

price environment. Fracturing techniques have dramat-

ically improved, with wells originally fractured using 

older and less effective techniques becoming potential 

refrack candidates. 

Given lower oil and gas prices, operators are reas-

sessing new wells, and service companies are seeking 

to grow business opportunities. With about 600 refrac-

tured wells documented since 2000 along with countless 

restimulations, operators stand to maximize what they 

already possess at 25% of original fracturing costs. 

Why not refracture? 
It’s been said that refracturing is a competitor to drilling. 

Refracturing is absolutely not going to decrease the num-

ber of wells drilled. Some operators are just unsure and 

take a wait-and-see approach. Also, there may be strategic 

reasons and acquisition targets involved. Because the 

refrack business is estimated to represent only about 11% 

of the horizontal wells fractured by 2020, some operators 

say that the percentage is too small to warrant their time. 

Things to consider
There are a multitude of points 

that need to be considered before 

making a decision to refracture a 

well. Some of the key elements are 

whether or not there are enough 

hydrocarbons in place to justify 

going after them, the condition of 

the well and if tools can be run into 

the wellbore. Casing integrity is a 

key consideration. It is important 

to avoid failure should high pres-

sures be reintroduced into older 

wells. Nonideal conditions might 

exist such as weak casing due to 

stress or corrosion; a poor-quality 

cement job; too much stress from 

large dogleg severity; and natural faults, which could 

reactivate and crush the casing.

Refracturing offers an opportunity for the industry to 

innovate and change the quality of the well. Now, with 

more than 70% of U.S. land wells containing two or 

more wells on a pad, might it be economical to refrac-

ture two or three out of fve wells on a pad using a frack 

factory-style approach? 
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Perspectives on refracturing
New technologies and methodologies are key to the successful  
revitalization of mature shale wells.

Refracturing  
operations showed  
an increase in EUR  
of 53% and 69% for  
the Eagle Ford and 

Bakken, respectively.
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